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FAMILY MOVES AND THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION

Elizabeth Chu,* James S. Liebman,** Madeline Sims*** & Tim Wang****

ABSTRACT

State laws compel school-aged children to attend school while fully funding only public schools. Especially following the COVID-19 pandemic, this arrangement is under attack—from some for unconstitutionally coercing families to expose their children to non-neutral values to which they object and from others for ignoring the developmental needs of students, particularly students of color and in poverty whom public schools have long underserved. This Article argues that fully subsidized public education is constitutional as long as public schools fulfill their mission to model and commit people to liberal democratic values of tolerance and respect for all persons as equal choosers. To be sure, those values are not neutral. But as Brown v. Board famously concluded, their promotion in public schools is perhaps the nation’s and states’ single most compelling interest, because it is essential to the ability of people with diverse beliefs to live together harmoniously while preserving their vast freedoms in other respects. To keep public education from qualifying those freedoms any more than necessary, states give families a right to opt for private education, but at their own expense. This arrangement serves the compelling interest in public education, however, only if public schools—bolstered by compulsory education laws and their
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uniquely full public subsidization—attract enough families. For well over a century, public schools have attracted around 90% of all school children. Today, however, family moves away from public education are eroding its ability to attract children due principally to public education’s conflation of “public” with bureaucratically “uniform” education—precluding pedagogically, democratically, and equitably essential differentiation among students. The Article proposes ways public schools can better model liberal democratic values by engaging all families in the cooperative and differentiated direction of their children’s learning.
INTRODUCTION

The constitutional status of public education has long puzzled observers. In *Brown v. Board of Education*, the Court extolled “the importance of education to our democratic society,” describing it as “required in the performance of our most basic public responsibilities, even service in the armed forces”; “the very foundation of good citizenship”; “a principal instrument in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing [the child] for later professional training, and in helping [the child] to adjust normally to [the] environment”; an opportunity without which “it is doubtful that any child may reasonably be expected to succeed in life”; and “a right which must be made available to all on equal terms.”¹ In *San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez*, however, the Court ruled that education is not a constitutionally recognized fundamental right.²

One explanation for this seeming contradiction is that education is the states’, not the federal government’s, business. All fifty state constitutions oblige state officials to provide all children with a free public education in publicly operated schools, which some state high courts have read to create a fundamental right of children to public schools providing an “equal” or “adequate” public education.³ Still, *Brown* clearly read the federal Constitution to give children a fundamental right to *racially desegregated* public education,⁴ begging the question of why the right does not extend to educational equality and effectiveness more broadly.


². 411 U.S. 1, 2 (1973).


A close reading of Brown resolves the puzzle. As usually understood, Brown decided one question: whether Plessy v. Ferguson’s doctrine of separate but equal\(^5\) remained a proper understanding of equal protection. But Plessy upheld legally mandated racial segregation of railroad passenger cars, and Brown’s ruling was “that, in the field of public education, the doctrine of ‘separate but equal’ has no place.”\(^6\) Before the Court could reach the Plessy question, it first had to decide whether public schools were the right place to begin the momentous process of desegregating the nation. In explaining that starting point, the Court reasoned not that education is a fundamental right of children, but that it is a fundamentally important service to the states, nation, and “our democratic society.”\(^7\) Rather than identifying public education as a fundamental individual right, Brown defined it as the one thing constitutionally more powerful than a fundamental right.\(^8\) Universal free education in public schools, it ruled, is a compelling public interest, perhaps the most compelling state and national interest of all.\(^9\)

In a passage immediately preceding its discussion of Plessy,\(^10\) Brown explains that “[t]oday, education is perhaps the most important function of state and local governments,” the object of “great expenditures,” and a substantial coercive imposition on all Americans via “[c]ompulsory school attendance laws.” Everything the Court says sounds not in rights but in public goods. Public schooling is the state’s and our democratic society’s self-perpetuating and self-protective assurance that the nation’s people are prepared “to adjust normally to [their] environment” and “to succeed in life” “awakened[ed] . . . to cultural values” and are readied “for later professional training,” for “good citizenship,” and for “performance of

---

7. Id. at 493.
8. See, e.g., Ramirez v. Collier, 142 S. Ct. 1264, 1287 (2022) (Kavanaugh, J., concurring) (citing Williams-Yulee v. Florida Bar, 575 U.S. 433, 444 (2015)) (stating that in applying the compelling state interest standard, “the Court starts with a heavy presumption against a state law that infringes” a constitutional right and allows the infringement “only when the State has a sufficiently ‘compelling’ state interest” and no “less restrictive alternatives could still satisfy the State’s compelling interest”).
9. See infra notes 10–20 and accompanying text.
our most basic public responsibilities.” That assurance is essential to states and to our democratic society whether or not individual parents and children want or are able to provide it themselves. Desegregation of society had to begin with public schools because of schools’ compellingly important public role in orienting Americans towards tolerance, mutual respect, and good and productive citizenship. Because racial segregation of public schools so manifestly oriented children’s “hearts and minds” away from mutual respect and good citizenship “in ways unlikely ever to be undone,” it was compellingly important to the nation to begin desegregation there.12

Public education is compellingly important because it provides the nation’s only comprehensive solution to the great constitutional paradox of liberal democracy. Such democracies’ “most fundamental principle is one of tolerance: the state does not prescribe beliefs, identities, or any other kind of dogma,” aiming “not at ‘the good life’ as defined by a particular religion, moral doctrine, or cultural tradition but at the preservation of life itself under conditions in which populations cannot agree on what the good life is.”13 But while remaining neutral among the beliefs, identities, religions, moral convictions, and cultural traditions by which individuals and groups may choose to or otherwise consider themselves to be defined, liberal democratic polities—paradoxically—“cannot be neutral” as to, and instead “require” that all of their people “share[] values, such as tolerance, compromise, and deliberation.”14 Of necessity, such democracies must “construct national identities based on political principles, rather than race, ethnicity, or religion”—a proposition this country has embraced only “through a long and painful process,” still “incomplete” with “many setbacks,” of

11. Id.
12. Id. at 494.
14. Fukuyama, supra note 13 (emphasis added).
“progressively removing barriers to citizenship based on class, race, and gender.”

To “sustain themselves,” “cohere,” and “prosper economically,” liberal democracies “need to prioritize public-spiritedness, tolerance, open-mindedness, and active engagement in public affairs” and “to prize innovation, entrepreneurship, and risk-taking.” Due to the paradox of non-neutrality as to the principle of neutrality, the constant danger liberal democracies face is that if their neutrality towards the values and principles their residents choose to live by lead “enough people [to] reject liberal principles themselves and seek to restrict the fundamental rights of others, or if citizens resort to violence to get their way, then liberalism alone cannot maintain political order.”

In this light, it is no wonder that Brown links “the importance of education to our democratic society” to “[c]ompulsory school attendance laws and [states’ and localities’] great expenditures for education.” Compelling students to attend school, while directing great expenditures only to public schools that lay the “foundation of good citizenship” and are committed to preparing students for “our most basic public responsibilities” is the best and (along with compelled military service in wartime) the only way the nation can ensure that “enough people” embrace the non-neutral values on which our liberal democratic nation relies for its coherence and survival. For this reason, the nation’s interest in using its “great expenditures for education” to entice families into the “free” public schools that state constitutions promise is sufficiently important to the collective to outweigh even the First Amendment’s grand individualistic principles of religious and ideological neutrality and parents’ due process right to control their children’s education.

15. Id.
16. Id.
17. Id.
19. Id.; Fukuyama, supra note 13; see Weishart, supra note 1, at 38–39 (citations omitted) (“The core purpose of public education is to democratize schoolchildren. So says the Supreme Court. So say...education clauses in...state constitutions....So say the highest courts in forty-eight states. So say state statutes.”).
Today, however, free public education—states’ full subsidization only of children enrolled in publicly operated schools—is under attack as an unconstitutional burden on families’ right to exercise their religions and control their children’s upbringing. As a proponent of this view recently declared, “[w]e are right now preparing a strategy of laying siege to [public education] institutions. . . . The public schools are waging war against American children and American families,” who accordingly are asserting “a fundamental right to exit,” taking the full public subsidy with them.

In a successful opening salvo, the campaign against public education convinced the Supreme Court in 2020 to invalidate state laws barring public funding of parochial schools. Another victory

---

21. See, e.g., Philip Hamburger, Is the Public School System Constitutional?, WALL ST. J. (Oct. 22, 2021), https://www.wsj.com/articles/public-school-system-constitutional-private-mcauliffe-free-speech-11634928722 (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (arguing that “[e]ducation consists mostly in speech, and parents have a right under the First Amendment to exercise authority over what their children hear,” which states violate by compelling all children to attend school and “coerce[ing]” them to attend public schools by fully subsidizing only those schools even when the education those schools provide consists of speech parents do not want their children to hear); Fox 8 News (@fox8news), TWITTER (Oct. 24, 2021, 7:48 PM), https://twitter.com/fox8news/status/1506055157200551937 [https://perma.cc/5FH7-7N8A] (quoting Tweet by Ohio Senate candidate stating “[s]hut down government schools and put schools in churches and synagogues”); see also Anna Kamenetz, School Is for Everyone, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 1, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/01/opinion/us-school-history.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (“[A] well-funded, decades-old movement that wants to do away with public school as we know it is in ascendance.”).

22. Michelle Goldberg, Democrats Desperately Need Schools to Get Back to Normal, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 8, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/08/opinion/public-school-enrollment.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (quoting Christopher Rufo, director of Discovery Institute’s Center on Wealth and Poverty)’ see Kamenetz, supra note 21 (noting “well-funded . . . movement” supported by recent Supreme Court free-exercise decisions to “do away with public school as we know it” and require full public funding for students in private schools in which families can “educate their children however they wish,” including “Republican schools for Republican students, Black schools for Black students, Christian schools for Christian students and so on, as long as those schools are freely chosen”).

23. Espinoza v. Montana Dep’t of Revenue, 140 S. Ct. 2246, 2261 (2020); see also Carson v. Makin, 142 S. Ct. 1987, 2002 (2022) (holding that when the state subsidizes some private schools through family tuition grants, it may not bar families from using grants for religious schools).
came in Virginia’s November 2021 gubernatorial race, in which Democratic Party candidate Terry McAuliffe’s defense of the public education establishment, that “I don’t think parents should be telling schools what they should teach,” transformed the election—in the words of the victor, Republican Glenn Youngkin—into “a movement being led by Virginia’s parents.”

Partly fortifying this campaign are some parents’ objections to public instruction that honestly appraises the nation’s treatment of its Black, Latinx, Native, and other populations. More broadly fueling the campaign, however, are doubts among families otherwise disposed to enroll their kids in public schools and committed to inculcating mutual respect, but chastened by the turmoil and disappointing instruction they observed during the COVID-19 pandemic when public schooling moved from behind closed schoolhouse doors to kids’ computers on kitchen tables at home.

---


a Democratic Party critic of McAuliffe said, “You cannot tell a group of people who have had, for 18 months or so, . . . to home-school their children that their opinion about their children’s education doesn’t matter.” Long a secondary issue in national political debates, public education suddenly became an A-level concern for families, the resolution of which could seal public education’s fate.

encompassed not only conservative opposition to how children are taught about racism, but also a “free-float[ing] sense of rage from parents, many of whom felt abandoned by the government during the worst months of the pandemic”; Asian parents’ worries “about progressive efforts to make admissions processes in gifted programs less restrictive”; Black parents’ unhappiness over “opposition of teachers’ unions to charter schools”; and anxiety of “suburban mothers of all races” about “having to juggle so much at home over the last year and a half”; infra notes 208–237, 355 and accompanying text; see also ALG RESEARCH, QUALITATIVE RESEARCH FINDINGS—VIRGINIA POST-ELECTION RESEARCH 1–3 (Nov. 15, 2021), https://thirdway.imgix.net/pdfs/override/Qualitative-Research-Findings-%E2%80%93-Virginia-Post-Election-Research.pdf [https://perma.cc/2HG7-TEVU] (finding that concerns about changing and inconsistent school closures and COVID policies, resulting learning loss, declining educational standards, and belief that “Democrats didn’t listen to parents” were “bigger factor[s] than [Critical Race Theory]” in swing voters’ decisions in Virginia gubernatorial election); Michael C. Bender, School Reopening Mess Drives Frustrated Parents Toward GOP, WALL ST. J. (Apr. 10, 2022), https://www.wsj.com/articles/covid-school-reopenings-midterm-elections-democrats-republicans-11649286564 (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (articulating the trend of disenchanted parents who usually are Democratic voters voting for Republican candidates for pandemic-related reasons).


28. See, e.g., Jessica Grose, What Will it Take to Restore the Social Contract on Public Schools, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 21, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/21/opinion/midterms-schools-parents.html?smid=em-share (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (identifying parents’ declining “faith that public school systems can help their kids recover” as the cause of a “9 percent drop in families saying their children are enrolled in traditional public schools” and as the reason why public education has become the “number one [political] issue” and a “major source of frustration” for parents); Public’s Top Priority for 2022: Strengthening the Nation’s Economy, PEW RES. CTR. (Feb. 16, 2022), https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2022/02/16/publics-top-priority-for-2022-
Further fueling the fire, a 2021 report on students’ performance on the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP)—periodically administered for half a century and administered just before COVID-19 shuttered schools in 2020—registered the first ever statistically significant across-the-board drop in U.S. students’ reading and math proficiency scores. Declines were concentrated among Black and Hispanic students, reversing a fifty-year trend toward shrinking achievement gaps during which all students improved, but Black and Hispanic students improved more.


30. See Mahnken, supra note 29 ("Compared to scores in 2012 [when the test was last given], students’ overall scores dropped three points in reading and five points in math. In math, Hispanic students dropped four points, boys...dropped five points, girls six points, and Black students eight points, widening achievement gaps with white students."); infra notes 233–235, 271–283 (documenting learning loss during the pandemic as measured by state and federal assessments).

As this article was going to press, the National Center for Education Statistics announced the results of the 2022 NAEP assessments for nine and thirteen-year-olds, documenting still further, “devastating” declines in reading and especially math results between 2019 and 2022. Sarah Mervosh & Ashley Wu, Math Scores Fell in Nearly Every State, and Reading Dipped on National Exam, N.Y. TIMES (Oct. 24, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/10/24/us/math-reading-scores-pandemic.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review). Eighth-grade math scores “fell in nearly every state,” leaving a “meager 26 percent of eighth graders...proficient, down from 34 percent in 2019”; fourth-grade math
These developments reveal the constitutional salience of Brown’s designation of the states’ interest in fully subsidizing public, and no other form of, K-12 education as the most compelling of all public interests. Public schools’ “most favored” constitutional status arises because fully subsidizing public, and only, public schools does what its opponents identify as its constitutional failing. Bolstered by compulsory education laws and by “great” public “expenditures,” the provision of entirely free education only in public schools incentivizes “enough people” to enroll their children in schools with features only publicly operated schools can be required to have: they are “for everyone”; they are places where “children of different class backgrounds . . . learn together”; and they promote and model the non-neutral “cultural values,” “public responsibilities,” “good citizenship,” and commitments to “democratic society” and equal personhood that are essential to the survival of a polity committed in all other ways to neutrality among different religions, beliefs, identities, and life plans.

Put another way, all States’ recognition of a constitutional obligation to provide “free public schools” in which all families and scores declined in 41 states, with national proficiency rates of only 36%, compared to 41% in 2019 and with “Black and Hispanic students, who started out behind white and Asian peers, experience[ing] sharper declines than those groups in fourth-grade math.” Id.  
32. Kamenetz, supra note 21.  
33. Id.  
34. Brown, 347 U.S. at 493–94. See infra notes 41–45, infra text following note 291, and infra note 311 (discussing legal and practical reasons why states can require only public schools to have all these features).  
35. See supra note 3 and accompanying text. State constitutions are redolent with language associating the requirement of “free public schools” with the objective of preserving democracy through the wide “diffusion” of non-sectarian liberal democratic values. See, e.g., ARK. CONST. art. XIV, § 1 (“Intelligence and virtue being the safeguards of liberty and the bulwark of a free and good government, the State shall ever maintain a general, suitable and efficient system of free public schools . . . .”); HAW. CONST. art. X, § 1 (“The State shall provide for the establishment, support and control of a statewide system of public schools free from sectarian control.”); IND. CONST. art. VIII, § 1 (“[T]he State shall provide for the establishment, support and control of a general and uniform system of Common Schools, wherein tuition shall be without charge, and equally open to all.”); ME. CONST. art. VIII, pt. 1, § 1 (“A general diffusion of the advantages of education being essential to the preservation of the rights and liberties of the people; . . . it shall be [the Legislature’s] duty to require, the several towns to make suitable provision, . . . for the support and maintenance of
children together may fulfill their compulsory educational responsibilities, together with Brown’s recognition of the uniquely compelling importance of those schools to our democracy, affords public schools a structural status within our liberal democracy no less fundamental than the status of the legislative, executive, and judicial branches of our state and federal governments. For that structural reason, as well as because public education’s non-neutrality toward the liberal democratic order’s shared values makes state neutrality (and liberty) in other contexts possible, the principle of free education only in public schools trumps individual rights that the principle otherwise might be thought to infringe, absent a “less restrictive” way to implement that compelling principle.36

In two early twentieth century rulings, the Supreme Court addressed both the breadth of States’ power to assure families’ public schools.”); N.D. CONST. art. VIII, § 1 (“[T]he legislative assembly shall make provision for the establishment and maintenance of a system of public schools which shall be open to all children . . . and free from sectarian control.”); S.D. CONST. art. VIII, § 1 (“The stability of a republican form of government depending on the morality and intelligence of the people, it shall be the duty of the Legislature to establish and maintain a general and uniform system of public schools wherein tuition shall be without charge, and equally open to all.”); TEx. CONST. art. XII, § 1 (“A general diffusion of knowledge being essential to the preservation of the liberties and rights of the people, it shall be the duty of the Legislature of the State to establish and make suitable provision for the support and maintenance of an efficient system of public free schools.”).

36. In Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972), the Court came close to adopting this proposition, prioritizing Wisconsin’s interest in requiring all children to receive a primary education over parents’ First Amendment and due process rights to religious free exercise and control of their children’s education. See id. at 211, 227, 229 (identifying state’s power to require “universal education” as among state “interests of the highest order and . . . not otherwise served [that] can overbalance legitimate claims to the free exercise of religion,” citing Thomas Jefferson’s view that “education prepares individuals to be self-reliant and self-sufficient participants in society” and “is necessary to prepare citizens to participate effectively and intelligently in our open political system if we are to preserve freedom and independence”); see id. at 234, 236 (White, J., concurring) (relying on Brown’s description of public education’s importance to validate Wisconsin’s overweening interest, superseding parents’ free exercise rights, in “preparing children for the lifestyle that they may later choose” and for “option[s] other than the life they have led in the past”). To be sure, Yoder involved a challenge to state-mandated K-12 education of some sort, not to mandated public education, but the state interest that made education sufficiently compelling to trump the constitutional rights at issue was the inculcation of the liberal democratic values the Court associated with Jefferson and Brown to which all public, but not all private, schools are committed.
uptake of public schooling and, conversely, the alternatives to public schooling that must be available to individual families. 37 Both cases invalidated state laws pursuing the “enough people” principle not only by requiring all children to attend school and making only public schools free but also by forbidding parents to enroll their children in religious schools or schools focused on the culture of a nation against which the United States had recently been at war. 38 The Court invalidated those laws as inconsistent with parents’ fundamental substantive due process right to control their children’s education. 39 Carefully read, however, the less restrictive alternative those decisions oblige states to adopt is to allow families to supplement compulsory public schooling with sectarian schooling of their choice. The Court has never formally ruled that states may not forbid parents entirely to supplant public with private education by compelling all children to attend public schools for some period of time. 40 That issue has never arisen because all states offer families another, still less restrictive, alternative, by letting parents who conscientiously object to public schools to substitute private or home schools. 41 That statutory privilege has long come with two conditions, however. First, private schools in many states must satisfy state regulations setting, for example, mandatory subjects and hours of

38. See Pierce, 268 U.S. at 534 (citing Meyer).
39. Id.
40. See James S. Liebman, Voice, Not Choice, 101 YALE L.J. 259, 304 (1991) [hereinafter Liebman, Voice, Not Choice] (interpreting Supreme Court’s cases to invalidate laws forbidding parochial and German schools to operate, but not forbidding states to require students to attend public schools for part of the time, as long as doing so did not prevent students from accessing private schools at other times).
Such regulations range from somewhat demanding in some states to quite minimal in others. These restrictions, however, are themselves limited by the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause as the Court now interprets it to forbid states from burdening individuals’ sincere religious practice pursuant to a policy that is “not neutral” in regard to religious beliefs. That interpretation seemingly bars state regulations requiring private schools to expose students to concepts or principles to which the private schools’ operators and patrons object on religious and content-based grounds—for example, Darwinian evolution or that all people are created equal. Second, analogously to conscientious objectors to military service who surrender any right to public pay for their alternative public service, parents choosing private schools have long been required to surrender their state constitutional right to “free education.”

For decades, many states structured this less restrictive alternative to allow parents to opt out of fully subsidized public education. Such regulations range from somewhat demanding in some states to quite minimal in others. These restrictions, however, are themselves limited by the First Amendment Free Exercise Clause as the Court now interprets it to forbid states from burdening individuals’ sincere religious practice pursuant to a policy that is “not neutral” in regard to religious beliefs. That interpretation seemingly bars state regulations requiring private schools to expose students to concepts or principles to which the private schools’ operators and patrons object on religious and content-based grounds—for example, Darwinian evolution or that all people are created equal. Second, analogously to conscientious objectors to military service who surrender any right to public pay for their alternative public service, parents choosing private schools have long been required to surrender their state constitutional right to “free education.”

For decades, many states structured this less restrictive alternative to allow parents to opt out of fully subsidized public

43. Id.; see also infra note 291 and accompanying text (detailing, classification system dividing state statutes into four categories based on how substantially they regulate homeschools).
45. See state provisions quoted supra note 35 (limiting states’ constitutional obligation to provide and students’ rights to receive “free” education to instruction provided in publicly operated schools).
schools into both private nonsectarian and private religious schools, while providing limited public funding (say, for transportation) only to non-sectarian schools and barring all public funding for religious schools. More recently, the Supreme Court has ruled that the Free Exercise Clause bars states from withholding funding from religious schools that they provide to other non-public schools. In so doing, however, the Court has repeatedly said that states constitutionally may provide no or minimal funding to private schools as long as they do not distinguish among private schools based on their religious affiliation.

The logic for allowing states to regulate, while also withholding any or full funding from, private schools—again, analogous to the logic behind the government's limitations on conscientious objectors' alternatives to mandatory military service—is the "enough people" principle. The states and the nation need to keep the number of people who choose the private option from obviating the compellingly important public goods that the default public option achieves. The analogy between compulsory education and compulsory military service grows even closer when one considers the military's motivation for promoting, and Congress's for adopting, the nation's first truly national and universal draft around the time of World War I (just as states were adopting compulsory education laws). That motivation was not that too few men were volunteering to staff the armed forces—in fact, enough were volunteering. Instead, the motivation was to assure the cohesion and survival of the democratic, liberty-conferring polity by committing "enough," meaning nearly all, of the nation's (male) people to the principle of service together across lines of religious, geographic, ethnic, and economic difference,

47. See decisions cited supra note 44.
48. See Carson v. Makin, 142 S. Ct. 1987, 1989–2000 (2022) (quoting Espinoza, 140 S. Ct. at 2252) ("A State need not subsidize private education . . . [but once a State decides to do so, it cannot disqualify some private schools solely because they are religious.").
notwithstanding its infringement of their freedom of movement and liberty to choose their own occupations and associates.  

The disposition in favor of the public values that free public schools impart helps explain why, notwithstanding myriad religious, independent, and home school options and decades of agitation in favor of voucher alternatives, U.S. families with children in school enrolled 90% percent or more of them in public schools from 1890 to 1944, during most of the 1970s, and from 2008 to 2019 with the exception of 2016. That ratio has fallen below 89% for a sustained period only once, from 1945 to 1968—bottoming out at 86% in 1958–1959 at the height of massive resistance to racially desegregated public schooling. From 1895 to 2017, the raw number

50. See COHEN, supra note 49, at 82–85 (noting that universal male enrollment in the military draft in both World Wars was a response not to insufficient volunteers—there were more than enough—but to the principle of a universal responsibility to prepare and commit a nation for war); see also CAPOZZOLA, supra note 49, at 21–54 (discussing ways selective service “reflected the state’s power at its most extreme by demanding that its citizens die for it”); JOHN WHITECLAY CHAMBERS II, TO RAISE AN ARMY: THE DRAFT COMES TO MODERN AMERICA 59, 93–95 (discussing competing motivations for conscription including a liberal political theory exemplified by the idea “[w]here the whole population participates in the rights, privileges, and immunities of a free people, they must share equally so in its burdens”).


53. Sources cited supra note 52. These figures, based on annual snapshots, understate family participation in public education given that many of the approximately 10% of the nation’s school children in private schools at a given moment spend some time in public schools or have siblings who do so.
of children in public schools rose every year with the exception of the
eleven years between 1934 and 1944 (when the Great Depression and
World War II depressed birthrates and led youth to leave school for
work and military service54), in 1965 when some southern public
school districts shut down in order to avoid desegregation,55 and
between 1971 and 1984, the “Baby Bust” years.56
Starting in 2011, however, something happened. In the
succeeding ten years, the percentage of school students in public
schools dropped every year but one, amassing the largest ten-year
drop in nearly seventy years and the largest single-year drop—of 2.8
percentage points between 2019 and 2020—in 125 years.57 Since
2017, overall public school enrollment has dropped 2.6 percentage
points, with 2019-20 again registering the largest single-year decline
since statistics were first collected in 1879 with the exception of two
years during World War II.58 Preliminary data suggest that neither
the percentage of school students in public schools nor the total
number of public school students recovered much in 2021–22 when
schools reopened nationwide after the worst of the pandemic.59
Especially worrisome for public education, some of its largest
enrollment declines have been among Black and middle-class families
who previously had been among public schools' most loyal
constituents.60
For reasons just given, this Article takes as a given the
constitutionality of free education provided only in public schools,

54. Sources cited supra note 52.
56. Sources cited supra note 52; see The Impact of the Baby Boom Echo on
U.S. Public School Enrollments, NAT’L CTR. EDUC. STAT. (Oct. 1997),
Following “Baby Boom” years (1946–1964), birthrate, then the number of school-
aged children, declined dramatically in the 1970s and 1980s, which became
known as the “Baby Bust” years. Id.
57. Sources cited supra note 52. The percentage of school children in public
schools rose between 2015 and 2016.
58. Sources cited supra note 52. Since 1879, the percentage-point decline in
the proportion of school children in public schools has declined more than the
2020 drop (-2.5 points) only in 1941 (-2.9 points) and 1943 (-3.7 points). Id.
59. See sources cited supra note 52 (projecting 2021-to-2022 gains of less
than 0.2 percentage points in the proportion of school aged children in public
school and of less than 0.2 percentage points in public school enrollment); infra
notes 250–257 and accompanying text (documenting continuing enrollment losses
during 2021-2022 in many large urban public school districts).
60. See infra notes 296–305, 322, 352–357 and accompanying text.
given its compellingly important and structural contributions to the preservation of our democracy. The different question this Article addresses is what structural changes public education systems need to make in order to assure that family moves triggered by the pandemic and other concerns among people otherwise disposed toward public education—along with moves driven by some parents’ objections to exposing children to the principles of liberal democracy—do not draw “enough people” away from public schools to keep the schools from serving that compellingly important socially cohesive purpose?

In addressing this question, we do not argue that states should—though they constitutionally could—require all students to attend public schools for some portion of their childhood years. Instead, we challenge public education systems to fulfill their end of the constitutional bargain by providing the public goods of public schooling in ways that—together with compulsory education laws and full subsidization only of public schools—attract “enough” of the nation’s children to assure that public schools can achieve their compelling, structural public goals. Doing so, we argue, requires public-school systems to stop conflating the democratic public goods that justify their near-monopoly on public funding with governance committed to bureaucratic uniformity.

To be sure, bureaucratic uniformity initially served the goal of preparing the children of millions of immigrants from abroad, of Black families moving North from the segregated South, and of other families moving from rural to urban settings for jobs on Fordist production lines and in newly forming municipal bureaucracies, including school systems. But today’s diversified economy, a vast

61. See supra notes 5–20, 31–36 and accompanying text. In a recent op-ed, education writer Anya Kamenetz argues that, “[i]f we lose public education, flawed as it is, the foundations of our democracy will slip. Not only the shared knowledge base but also the skills of citizenship itself: communication, empathy and compromise across differences.” Kamenetz, supra note 21. Our fear is that we will lose this crucial foundation of our democracy if we allow public education to remain “flawed as it is.” Id.

62. See supra note 40 and accompanying text.

63. See, e.g., DIANE RAVITCH, THE GREAT SCHOOL WARS 161–80, 241–50 (1974) (chronicling New York City’s public school system’s evolution into a “vast, underfinanced, bureaucratic social-work agency, expected to take on single-handedly the responsibilities which had formerly been discharged by family, community, and employer,” including responsibility for “socializ[ing] and absorb[ing]” immigrant populations); sources cited infra notes 80–92.
expansion along racial, ethnic, gender, cultural, and economic lines of whose definition of preferred futures count, and a more sophisticated understanding of child development create a fundamental need—and fervent family and student demand—for schools that differentiate instruction by student and school. Today, bureaucratic uniformity drives families with no conscientious objection to the liberal democratic values promoted by public education but real doubts about its ability to advance their children’s development away from public schools. Our task here is to consider how public schools can enable families and their children to join with educators in diversifying instruction to students, rather than forcing young people into uniform instructional modalities that don’t match their needs and aspirations.

This task, we argue, is not a matter of pedagogical policy. Instead, it is a matter of governance, democracy, law, and equality. Differentiation of need requires differentiation of solutions, which cannot be achieved by finding and faithfully implementing the “one right” curriculum or other educational policy for all children, or even, say, for all third graders—the forte of bureaucratic governance. What the Supreme Court said in Rodriguez in explaining its refusal to interpret the Equal Protection Clause to oblige it, bureaucratically, to make educational policy once for all schools, students, and time applies to educational bureaucracies themselves:

[T]his case . . . involves the most persistent and difficult questions of educational policy . . . [requiring] informed judgments made at the state and local levels . . . [on] a myriad of ‘intractable economic, social, and even philosophical problems.’ The very complexity of the problems . . . suggests that ‘there will be more than one constitutionally permissible method of solving them,’ . . . . On even the most basic questions in this area the scholars and educational experts are divided. . . . The ultimate wisdom as to these and related problems of education is not likely to be divined for all time . . . . In such circumstances, the judiciary is well advised to refrain from imposing on the States inflexible constitutional restraints that could circumscribe or handicap the continued research and experimentation so vital to finding even partial

64. See, e.g., Joel I. Klein et al., COUNCIL FOR REL. U.S. EDUCATION REFORM AND NATIONAL SECURITY INDEPENDENT TASK FORCE REP. NO. 68 41–43 (2012) (discussing mismatch between the jobs for which public schools currently prepare U.S. students and the jobs that are available).
solutions to educational problems and to keeping abreast of ever-changing conditions.65

The task, then, is to find new models of governance and participatory democracy that are grounded in continued research and experimentation, which in turn generate partial solutions attuned to variable conditions, and broaden and improve solutions based on what’s learned.66 The governance questions we ask, therefore, are: How can state and local officials and educators make informed initial judgments as to context-specific policy portfolios and their implementation? How can they evolve and improve the content and implementation of policies through continued research and experimentation—i.e., through careful observation of what initial experience shows? Because the most relevant experiences, especially of inequity in service delivery and outcomes, are those of students, families, and communities, the questions of democracy we ask are: How can state and local officials and educators join with students, families, and communities to adopt and adapt inevitably partial solutions to a myriad of ever-changing economic, social, and moral conditions? And how can those actors hold each other accountable for the rigor and results of their research and experimentation?

These questions are legal, because if law and lawyers are not part of how we retool public school systems’ governance and engagement with their constituents, those systems’ default to a misbegotten bureaucratic search for the “one, uniform, right policy” will continue to drive away public schools’ core constituencies and keep those schools from serving their compelling public purpose. The questions are legal, as well, because of what they imply about the meaning of the equality principle the Supreme Court declared in Brown and has struggled to clarify since. Fundamental to bureaucracy—and to much of constitutional jurisprudence developed during public bureaucracy’s heyday in the twentieth century—is the

requirement of likes treated alike. Fundamental to that syllogism, however—but not so much to existing constitutional law—is the requirement that unlikes not be treated alike. Uniformity misguidedly pursued under the guise of the bureaucratic “likes treated alike” principle also offends equality principles.

Illustrating the importance of rethinking democracy, governance, equality, and law in the public education context—and reorienting all those spheres away from uniformity and toward differentiation—is the perversity of one thing on which people of all political persuasions currently seem to agree about public education. Over the last several decades, both its defenders and detractors have defined public education, roughly, as education provided to students and families who passively follow public rules telling them where and when to send their children to be educated, what their children need from school, and how that service will be provided. Conversely, politically active observers have tended to define nonpublic forms of education as ones chosen or broadly influenced by students and families, who, for example, actively select among public, private, parochial, and home schools based on personal preferences as to education’s where, when, what, and how. Charter schools have cemented these dispositions. Both public education’s defenders and detractors often conceptualize charter schools as “private,” notwithstanding the schools’ public authorization, funding, and regulation, because they enhance family choice as to what education

67. See, e.g., RUDI VOLTI, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK AND OCCUPATIONS 59–70 (2d ed. 2012) (identifying bureaucracy’s key principles, including that likes be treated alike); David A. Strauss, Must Like Cases Be Treated Alike? (Univ. of Chicago Pub. Law & Legal Theory Working Paper, Working Paper No. 24, 2002) (describing and criticizing law’s focus on likes being treated alike).

68. See, e.g., Liebman, Perpetual Evolution, supra note 66, at 2008 (noting that logical adjunct to requirement of treating likes alike is the requirement to treat unlikes differently); Strauss, supra note 67, at 9 (quoted infra note 533).


70. See, e.g., infra notes 119–120 and accompanying text (describing association of public education with bureaucratic control among observers with diverse political perspectives).

is best for children, in the process disrupting the association of public with uniform schools. 72

Associating “public” education with uniformity and family passivity and associating only “private” education with diversification and family agency is perversely, we argue, given fundamental connections between “public” and “democratic” education, between democracy and families’ exercise of agency over their children’s education, and between truly equal treatment and differentiation to meet diverse needs. Making it perversely inequitable is that most middle-class parents already exercise a good bit of influence over their children’s public education. They do this (among other ways) through their choices among neighborhoods and the schools in them, their quiet interventions in their children’s assignment to particular teachers and classes, topics taught and books read in those classes, their influence over who teaches in and leads schools, and generally by putting principals and teachers in fear of getting crosswise with them.73 As a result, the public education paradigm of enforced family passivity in the face of uniform rules and practices applies with full force only to schools in which students by and large are not white or middle class. We argue that public education can save itself only by


finding ways to spread real instructional influence across all families. Choice is one way to do that. Voice and loyalty are others.74

We argue, finally, that three years of pandemic-disrupted public education make this an opportune time—perhaps public education’s last real opportunity—to change its governance, democratic practices, and understanding of equality in the radical ways that are needed. On many observers’ accounts—both right and left—public education’s confusion of uniformity with the common good has left public education in crisis at least since the 1990s.75 But the pandemic has more widely exposed these failings, triggering family departures in search of more suitable settings for their kids.76 The pandemic also, however, impelled educators and school systems to depart from uniformity in search of ways, quite literally, to meet children and families where they actually are, not where they’re assumed or expected to be.77 It led them, as well, to realize how much students and families can bring to the differentiated design and improvement of effective modes of learning, especially when brought into real partnership with teachers, with strong instructional materials to glue that trio together.78

The pandemic leaves public education at a crossing of roads to accelerating decay or revitalizing change. If public-school systems recur to their rigidly uniform ways, their leakage of constituents may leave them without “enough people” to secure their own futures and diffuse liberal democratic principles sufficiently to secure the republic’s future. With every departing student, public schools’ per-capita public funding will shrink; with every departing family, their

74. See ALBERT O. HIRSCHMAN, EXIT, VOICE AND LOYALTY (1970) (discussing uses governments and organizations can make of choice (exit), democratic participation (voice), and commitment over time (loyalty) to make themselves responsive to citizens’ and consumers’ needs).
75. See sources cited infra note 119.
76. See infra notes 238–284 and accompanying text.
77. See infra notes 358–387 and accompanying text.
78. See, e.g., Elizabeth Chu et al., Fundamental 4: Pandemic Learning Reveals the Value of High-Quality Instructional Materials to Educator-Family-Student Partnerships, CTR. PUB. RES. & LEADERSHIP 8–15 (July 27, 2021), https://cprl.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/Publications/CPRL_2021_Fundamental%204_Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/L5DM-GVVU] [hereinafter, Chu et al., Fundamental 4] (providing evidence associating positive impact of family and student collaboration with teachers on each student’s instructional plan with effective student learning during the pandemic).
tax base will erode.\textsuperscript{79} As public subsidies for education wither, while voucher, education savings account, and tax credit laws, and private home, pod, micro, and prep school, and sectarian options proliferate,\textsuperscript{80} families will segregate themselves along racial, economic, religious, and ideological lines far beyond the extent that fully and uniquely subsidized public schools have previously permitted. As the mindset becomes “every family for itself” and “every child at the mercy of her or his parents’ resources and aspirational horizons,” the social stability and coherence around the shared values of liberal democracy that undergird public education’s status as a compelling public interest will evaporate. If, instead, public-school systems seize this moment of disruption and innovation to involve families fully in co-creating better ways to educate their children, revitalization of public education and the bonds that hold the nation together is possible.

Initial signs are not promising. Fatigue, temporary infusions of public dollars, and the hardwiring of legal and contractual uniformities that the pandemic’s emergent conditions only temporarily short circuited are lulling districts back to the status quo ante.\textsuperscript{81} Contentious debates over vaccination, face masks, and critical race theory are the (dis)order of the day\textsuperscript{82}—giving the lie to the comforts the old normal and new dollars may seem to offer, while aggravating doubts about public schools as fountains of tolerance, respect, and good citizenship. Meanwhile, the enormity and difficulty of public schools’ socially cohering function increases by the minute. If public education is to promote coherence around liberal democratic values and graduates’ ability to choose their own life plans, how can it put itself more fully under the influence of parents who want to seal off their children from students, values, aspirations, and facts about the nation’s past and present that they reject? We argue that the only way out of this paradox of diverse liberal democracy is to build trust in public-school systems by working with their families and

---

\textsuperscript{79} See supra notes 57–59; infra notes 242–270 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{80} See infra notes 285–348 and accompanying text.


communities to evolve local settlements to these questions that overcome intractable disagreement, instantiate the capacity for respect, tolerance, and good citizenship across lines of difference, and leave public schools and super-majorities of children attending them to their task of keeping a diverse nation whole. The best place to start building that trust, is not in divisive school board meetings and instead in school-family partnerships focused on what matters most—each child’s daily development.83

In making our case for the latter of the two possible futures, Part I describes our vision of public democratic education that effectively serves the most compelling of public purposes and how public-school systems’ bureaucratic governance and interest-group politics have left them woefully short of that ideal and insulated from what students, families, communities, and the systems’ own frontline staff can tell them about how to differentiate services effectively. Part II turns to families’ and educators’ experiences during the pandemic and what they reveal about public education’s perils and possibilities. Part III provides three illustrative designs of governance and political structures that, by engaging families as key participants in defining and meeting their children’s needs and those of other children positioned to share their children’s fate, can revitalize public democratic education and our democracy itself.84

83. See infra notes 446–481 and accompanying text.
84. By “democracy,” we mean liberal democracy: collective self-rule in service of and limited by individuals’ agency to decide for themselves, with government neutrality among the beliefs, traits, and life plans that define and motivate individuals’ private endeavors. As we define it, democracy (1) is directly participatory and deliberative, affording all interested parties, not just elected or interest-group representatives, opportunities to learn from and change their minds in the process of reflecting on their own, others’ and public values and needs; (2) extends to implementing and revising, not just choosing, public policies; and (3) in school contexts where collective learning occurs, thrives best when racial and economic integration of students ties the fate of each child to that of all others. See Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1616–17.

By “families” and “parents” we mean people within deeply connective social configurations—“nuclear,” biological, or otherwise—that include children. By “school systems,” we mean public-school districts, charter management organizations, independent charter schools, and other publicly financed and operated PK-12 educational entities, as well as state and federal departments of education. By the nation’s “public school system,” we mean all of the above collectively.
I. Public Democratic Education Past and Present

A. Public Democratic Education Gained

Starting earlier but accelerating in the late nineteenth century, the United States imagined and implemented a system of education with some of the public and democratic attributes described above. It was public in multiple senses. It was defined by state constitutions as a central state obligation—as the only positive right guaranteed in every state. It was adopted, regulated, operated, and financed by public officials. It was compulsory for all individuals who did not formally opt out in favor of private schools—and in most years, roughly 90% of students in fact enrolled in public schools. Departing from past practice and that in most other nations at the time, it extended the state's substitution of public for private parental care and control of children to seven or so hours a day, 180 days a year, and thirteen years, extending beyond the usual primary to middle and high school grades and eventually backwards to kindergarten then pre-K. It took on the massively important task of acclimating and assimilating into the polity and its liberal democratic values the children of millions of immigrants pouring into the country around the turn of the twentieth century. It effectively prepared

85. See id. at 1463; JOHANN NEEM, DEMOCRACY'S SCHOOLS: THE RISE OF PUBLIC EDUCATION IN AMERICA 1–2 (2017).
86. See Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1494 n.156; supra note 35 and accompanying text.
88. See id.; supra notes 52–56 and accompanying text.
90. See Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1498 n.172 (quoting Illinois ex rel. McCollum v. Board of Educ., 333 U.S. 203, 231 (1948) (Frankfurter, J., concurring) (noting that "public schooling has long served as society's 'most pervasive means' of assimilating citizens to a set of shared values..."), but cf. supra text at nn. 75–76 and accompanying text.)
those and other children for jobs powering the nation’s vast industrialization, for service in a citizen military with exponentially expanding international responsibilities, and for positions crucial to a burgeoning public sector, including public schools’ own teachers.\footnote{Paul Beston, When High Schools Shaped America’s Destiny, CITY JOURNAL: THE SHAPE OF WORK TO COME (2017), https://www.city-journal.org/html/when-high-schools-shaped-americas-destiny-15254.html [https://perma.cc/J6HA-P445] (identifying U.S.’s enrollment of students on mass scale at turn of twentieth century as central to its success preparing generations of young adults for effective participation in the nation’s emerging industrial economy).} It did more than perhaps any other concentrated set of public actions to transform the nation into the most prosperous and powerful one in the world.\footnote{See, e.g., Kamenetz, supra note 21 (“It is hard to imagine how we could have established our industrial and scientific might, welcomed newcomers from all over the world, knit our democracy back together after the Civil War and become a wealthy nation with high living standards without [public] schoolhouses.”); David Marchese, Thomas Piketty Thinks America Is Primed for Wealth Redistribution, N.Y. TIMES (Apr. 1, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/04/03/magazine/thomas-piketty-interview.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (“[T]he . . . U.S. economy was so productive . . . in the middle of the 20th century . . . because of a huge educational advance over Europe. In the 1950s, you have 90 percent of the young generation going to high school in the U.S [compared to] 20 to 30 percent in Germany, France, Britain, Japan.”) (quoting French Economist Thomas Piketty); sources cited infra note 109 (describing ways public education has promoted a productive industrial workforce).}

The education system further exhibited its public nature by creating state departments of education that in most cases were each state’s largest public agency measured by budget and workforce.\footnote{See, e.g., Appropriations by Agency, OKLA. POLY INST., https://okpolicy.org/resources/online-budget-guide/expenditures/state-government-expenditures/appropriations-by-agency/ [https://perma.cc/D95P-QV5J] (showing Oklahoma education department receives 39% of state’s agency appropriations, while Medicaid (next highest expenditure) receives 13%).} Imitating Fordist governance mechanisms in the factories that public schools readied young adults to staff, these public agencies became a model for large public bureaucracies.\footnote{See sources cited supra note 63.} Through them, what was presumed to be a relatively low-skilled (mainly female) workforce followed efficient routines at each point in a multi-stage production line, infusing students as they passed through each grade with
standardized, age-appropriate units of knowledge and skill under a rigid division of labor and supervision from (mainly male) principals. School systems likewise came to embody the interest-group politics extolled by mid-twentieth century political scientists through which individuals unable or ill-disposed to exercise vigilance over school board elections and school systems’ daily administration could rely on interest groups like public teachers unions to negotiate policy with and monitor implementation by state education departments and school districts in support of their constituents’ collective interests.

Education was democratic in that school systems were largely a function of local governments, and were run in principle by popularly and locally elected school boards and their appointees. Supporting and projecting democratic ideals, states subsidized public-school systems in ways that made it economically attractive for nearly all families to enroll their children in them, so that—with the glaring exception of many systems’ racial apartheid—schools roughly mirrored each locality’s overall population ethnically, religiously, and economically. Public education systems thus modeled in their form, while imparting through their curricula, social and cultural norms that—with that same hypocritical exception—idealized the nation’s


98. See, e.g., NEEM, supra note 85, at 173 (2017) (discussing many Americans’ desire to have public schools that mirror the cultural makeup of the community); Charles Benson & Kevin O’Halloran, The Economic History of School Finance in the United States, 4 ILL. J. EDUC. FIN. 495, 502–05 (1987) (chronicling increasing public-school funding in twentieth century and importance of achieving broad popular support for schools among local populations).
democratic history and practices and its integration of multiple populations.99

At its best, education in schools operated by public actors has been democratic in an even deeper way, given those actors' direct dialogic interaction with millions of families every day. To a much greater extent than episodic service transactions with, for example, postal, motor-vehicle, and public-benefits offices that characterize most individuals' interactions with public officials, individuals' historical interactions with teachers, principals, school superintendents, and school boards have often instantiated many of the defining features of “strong democracy.”100 Those interactions have been popular, as educators and schools board members responded to parental and community preferences and voices; participatory, as parents took responsibility for assuring their children attended school, met behavioral expectations, and did their school work, while even broader swaths of the public influenced policy through school board elections and meetings; and deliberative, as the interactions generated actions and policies different from and potentially more effective than those any of the interacting parties would have generated on their own.101

Moreover, unlike the usual forms of representative and interest-group politics, public education has turned a vast array of workaday interactions—well beyond those associated with occasional elections, debates, and interest-group mobilization—into political exercises through which the public influences government policy and action. The table below, borrowing from political scientist Jeffrey


100. See, e.g., BENJAMIN BARBER, STRONG DEMOCRACY: PARTICIPATORY POLITICS FOR A NEW AGE 118 (2004) (discussing the interaction between liberalism, democratic society, and our public institutions); Jeffrey R. Henig et al., Parent and Community Engagement in New York City and the Sustainability Challenge of Urban Education Reform, in EDUCATION REFORM IN NEW YORK CITY 35 (Jennifer A. O'Day et al. eds., 2011) (“Strong democracy calls for robust public engagement and meaningful participation of community members.”).

101. See, e.g., HENRIKE KNAPPE, DOING DEMOCRACY DIFFERENTLY: POLITICAL PRACTICES AND TRANSNATIONAL CIVIL SOCIETY 45–76 (2017) (identifying popular control, participation, deliberation, and equal access or influence as features characteristic of democracy); supra note 84 (defining as key features of democracy that political processes are popular, participatory, and deliberative).
Henig and coauthors, identifies the range of political interactions through which school systems engage politically with their publics and is divided into two categories, one focusing on making or implementing policy, the other on whether that policy formulation is individual (e.g., focused on a particular student) or collective.\textsuperscript{102} Although in most contexts, people’s occasional engagement in Cell D/E activity (collective policy making) dominates interactions between them and government officials that are understood to be “political,” the operation of public-school systems has long given parents and communities more frequent and authentic opportunities to influence public policy through actions in the other three cells.\textsuperscript{103} Democratizing education in these additional ways enables a broader range of ideas on both policy and implementation to emerge from the people most affected, better sustaining and improving policies over time\textsuperscript{104} and enhancing public accountability and good will.\textsuperscript{105} The gaping exception called out above must be noted again here.\textsuperscript{106} As Professor Henig and coauthors note when referring to New York City’s schools,

> African American and Hispanic parents had long argued that while their voices might be heard, education officials were not responding to them in the same way they responded to white parents. If democracy means having a say in the decisions that affect family and community, it was missing for [those] parents.\textsuperscript{107}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{102. Henig et al., \textit{supra} note 100, at 37–38 fig. 2-1.}
\footnote{103. \textit{Id.} Examples include parents’ complaints about late school buses and questions about children’s homework assignments (Cell A); parent-teacher conferences to develop or revise a student’s reading program (Cell B); and PTA’s support for arts programming (Cell C).}
\footnote{104. \textit{Id.} at 52.}
\footnote{105. See, \textit{e.g.}, \textit{id.}; Liebman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics}, \textit{supra} note 96, at 379, 416 (explaining how mechanisms enabling constituencies of public agencies to participate on an ongoing basis in making, implementing, and improving decisions enhance public accountability and trust).}
\footnote{106. See \textit{supra} notes 98–99 and accompanying text.}
\footnote{107. See Henig et al., \textit{supra} note 100, at 35.}
\end{footnotes}
## Types of Political Interaction over Public Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Implementation</th>
<th>Policy Formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individualistic</strong></td>
<td>A. Information and choice</td>
<td>B. Child-centered collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(student &amp; family)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collective</strong></td>
<td>C. Supportive partnerships</td>
<td>D. Interest-group advocacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(school &amp; district)</td>
<td></td>
<td>E. Accountability through mayoral or school board election</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all these ways—and with that deeply confounding exception—public education historically acted as a powerfully unifying and equalizing counterforce to the nation’s deeply centrifugal and destabilizing individualism, libertarianism, localism, and ethnic diversity. Additionally, public education has helped free youth from the aspirational limits imposed by their parents’ economic and social statuses and religious and cultural strictures, endowing newly emerging adults with a broad capacity to define and pursue their own values and life plans.108 In the process of creating enough of a common culture and enough respect or at least tolerance for difference to hold an exceptionally diverse nation together and broaden children’s horizons beyond those imagined by their parents.

---

108. See Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205, 238, 240 (1972) (White, J., concurring) (quoted supra note 36); Liebman, *Desegregating Politics*, supra note 13, at 1639–40 (noting public schools’ function of enabling students to escape limits otherwise imposed on their career and life choices by family and neighborhood economic and social conditions).
and neighbors, public education succeeded during most of the twentieth century in preparing adults for productive, fulfilling, civically responsible lives; triggering individuals’ and organization’s inventiveness and rising quality of life; building the nation’s mighty middle class; and assuring the nation’s economic growth and political and social stability.109

Eventually, even if incompletely, the public education system confronted its egregiously hypocritical and undemocratic stain of racial segregation.110 As the Supreme Court ruled in Brown, by the education system’s own logic, racially “separate but equal” is a contradiction in terms and an abomination from the standpoint of the system’s public-ness (its commitment to serving the whole and linking everyone’s fate to everyone else’s) and its democracy (its commitment to preparing everyone to make their voice heard and assuring every voice counts equally).111 In principle, if not anywhere near fully in practice, the system has come to accept that to be both public and democratic, extending its positive impact to all individuals and preserving its fundamental contribution to the nation’s coherence, it must be more integrated along racial, economic, and social lines.112 For that reason, the revitalization of public education must include steps not only to restore and improve our education systems’ prior public and democratic features and their positive impact on individuals and the nation but also to fill the fissure in that construct from the system’s history of racism and educational segregation.

109. See, e.g., Pamela Barnhouse Walters & Richard Rubinson, Educational Output and Economic Expansion in the United States, 1890-1969: A Production Function Analysis, 48 AM. SOC. REV., 480, 490 (1983) (describing public education’s vital role in post-World War II middle class expansion and economic growth); Bradley Hardy & Dave Marcotte, Education and the Dynamics of Middle Class Status, BROOKINGS INST. 1 (June 2020) (discussing the important role public education plays in upward mobility); Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1547–48 (describing the ways in which humans are equal through their capacity to choose their own good); sources cited supra notes 90–92 (discussing public schools’ inculcation of a common set of values among the American citizenry and creation of a productive industrial workforce).

110. See Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1465–72 (describing extent of mandated school desegregation in its heyday in 1970s and early 1980s and how much racial segregation it left untouched).


112. See Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1614 (discussing ways desegregation facilitates a properly functioning democratic process).
B. Public Democratic Education Lost

In fact, the central question posed here is whether two gaps in the education system’s realization of its own public and democratic principles, and those gaps’ interaction, are so fundamental to the system’s past logic and success that they cannot realistically be filled. As noted, the first gap is the segregation that has largely excluded the nation’s Black, Native American, Latinx and increasingly its economically disadvantaged populations from the education system’s integrative, unifying, and equalizing forces. The second gap is the system’s private-school exemption, which allows the nation’s most parochial and culturally contrarian populations to opt out of those centripetal forces. The question, then, awful as it is to consider, is whether the nation’s public education system succeeded as well as it did pre-Brown only because of its devil’s bargain to separate and exclude students of color as the price of the degree of economic, cultural, and social integration it otherwise achieved—a bargain it no longer can countenance. And, if so, is the system’s decline ever since a paradoxical result of the Supreme Court’s and Congress’s necessary steps to ban—without, however, requiring action sufficient to eradicate the system’s structural muscle memory of—racial exclusion? Underscoring this question are a concerted public campaign encouraging, and recent Supreme Court decisions validating, dissenters’ exodus from “government schools” via publicly funded private school options.113

Greatly hindering a solution to both problems are two more recent features of public-education systems: their (1) bureaucratic governance structure and (2) allied interest-group approach to political engagement and accountability.114 These arrangements pursue operational efficiency and organization accountability through

113. See, e.g., Brief for Prosperity Foundation and Yes Every Kid Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner, Carson v. Makin, No. 20-1088 (2022); Brief for The National Legal Foundation et al. as Amici Curiae Supporting Petitioner, Carson v. Makin, No. 20-1088 (2022) (arguing that the Supreme Court should reject the use of the “pervasively sectarian” status of non-public schools as a basis for denying them public funding); supra notes 21–24 and accompanying text (discussing the growing movement against public education on the grounds of freedom of speech and religion).

mandated compliance with inflexible, centrally ordained rules, sharp divisions of labor, and hierarchical supervisory structures.\textsuperscript{115} They assign the development and enforcement of those uniform policies to central experts and organized interest groups that do not fully represent students and families and prioritize only a small number of group members’ shared material interests over more individualized needs and preferences.\textsuperscript{116} And they prioritize quantifiable instructional, behavioral, and procedural inputs over the diverse learning realities and outcomes of each “whole student.”\textsuperscript{117} Increasingly since the 1970s, the limits of central experts’ and formal interest groups’ insight into—and their uniform solutions for—myriad local problems have kept bureaucratic governance in state departments of education, large city school districts, and many schools themselves from responding effectively to diverse and changing conditions at the system, school, and student levels.\textsuperscript{118}

By the 1990s, strong critiques of public-school bureaucracies under the influence of adult interests arose on both the right and the left.\textsuperscript{119} Both critiques focused on the inefficiency, inflexibility, and joylessness of bureaucratically operated schools, districts, and state education departments, while identifying villains and victims differently—the right focusing on the stultifying effect of collective bargaining agreements; the left targeting benighted “educrats” and their programmatic, accountability, and disciplinary edicts.\textsuperscript{120}

A parallel critique of school systems, emanating mainly from parents and communities, focused on the ill effects of competition among a variety of interested adults, including curriculum providers and advocates of various pedagogical theories and programs, as well as teachers unions.\textsuperscript{121} Although each with a separate agenda, all

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{115} See Lieberman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics}, supra note 96, at 373–76 (describing impact of bureaucratic mindsets and practices on governance of school systems and schools).
\item \textsuperscript{116} See id. at 384.
\item \textsuperscript{117} See id. at 382.
\item \textsuperscript{118} See id. at 381.
\item \textsuperscript{120} See, e.g., Chubb & Moe, \textit{supra} note 51, at 10–11 (conservative critique); Sizer, \textit{supra} note 119, at 254 (progressive critique).
\item \textsuperscript{121} See Lieberman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics}, \textit{supra} note 96, at 379–81; Johnny Ray Youngblood, Under Mayor’s Control, the Schoolkids Are Doing All Right, \textit{N.Y. DAILY NEWS} (Feb. 8, 2009), http://www.nydailynews.com/opinion/
competing interests (1) coalesce only around the need for higher aggregate schools budgets rigidly split up among contending providers; (2) prioritize inputs to education over students’ educational outcomes; (3) align especially poorly with the underrepresented interests of Black, Latinx, and economically disadvantaged students; (4) coalesce haphazardly around pragmatic compromises and divvied up school budgets with little in the way of coherent educational objectives; and (5) leave central bureaucrats and deciders uninformed about the social capital and academic needs of and the impact of their policy compromises on frontline professionals, students, families, and communities.\textsuperscript{122}

This dynamic is partly a result of the peculiar history of teachers unions, the public education sector’s most influential interest group. Although the first national teachers associations formed about the same time as the American Medical and American Bar Associations, with the same goal of professionalizing and increasing the status of their members,\textsuperscript{123} the teachers unions that came to dominate public education in the 1930s took a different path.\textsuperscript{124} The gendered and oppressive nature of the division of labor in mayor-control-schoolkidsarticle-1.390709 (criticizing interest group influence over the New York City Board of Education in the 1990s and before, describing the school system then as “tantamount to a jobs program” and a “massive, consolidated hiring hall”). For an example of the influence of curriculum providers on New York City public schools, see Dana Goldstein, \textit{In the Fight Over How to Teach Reading, This Guru Makes a Major Retreat}, \textsc{N.Y. Times} (May 22, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/05/22/us/reading-teaching-curriculum-phonics.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review).

\textsuperscript{122} See Liebman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics}, supra note 96, at 383–85 (identifying adverse influence of interest-group politics on policymaking in and for public schools).


\textsuperscript{124} See, e.g., Mehta, supra note 95, at 474–476 (contrasting teachers’ status as “street-level” bureaucrats in top-down hierarchies with other
public education, exacerbated by the widely different training that university-based education schools provided district and school managers versus teachers, drove teachers away from a professional association model and towards a trade union model.\textsuperscript{125} The latter model focused primarily on pay, promotion, pensions, hours, working conditions, and due process, rather than on assuring the quality of professional practice and the ethical and intellectual richness of professional environments.\textsuperscript{126} These emphases persisted after teachers unions' relationships with public-school systems gradually evolved from deep antagonism to a cooperative interest-group symbiosis.\textsuperscript{127}

Limiting teachers unions' focus to building solidarity around material interests shared more or less equally by all members helped unions survive, gain influence, and avoid fragmentation.\textsuperscript{128} Those successes undoubtedly improved teachers' collective work conditions and living standards. But the prioritization of teachers' collective interests over the much more variable requirements of rich and effective professional practice in daily interactions with diverse students and communities came at a cost. Rigidly formalized rules governing hours, divisions of labor, instructional methodology and materials, and salary scales of teachers faced with widely divergent conditions and students has left many student academic and social-

\textsuperscript{125.} See, e.g., id. at 476–77 ("Influenced by prevailing Taylorist models of business organization . . . mostly male superintendents were empowered as CEOs to lead school systems, while mostly female teachers were expected to follow the rules and programs their superintendents prescribed.").


\textsuperscript{127.} Id. at 377; see generally Terry Moe, Special Interest: Teacher's Unions and America's Public Schools 6 (2011) (cataloguing ways teachers unions exert influence over school systems through collective bargaining and political alliances); Scribner, supra note 123, at 533 (describing accretion of state and federal influence over local school systems).

\textsuperscript{128.} See Moe, supra note 127, at 79–80 (describing ways teachers unions use collective bargaining to gain political influence over school systems); Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 452–53 (describing 75% of staff agreeing to a waiver in their collective bargaining agreement for collaboration with community stakeholders); Mehta, supra note 95 at 479 ("In this [industrial union] model, representatives of teachers . . . advocated for increased pay and protected workers from capricious decisions of administrators.").
emotional needs out of consideration and beyond educators’ ability to address.129 Although it is likely, if hard to prove, that improvements in teachers’ collective work conditions and living standards correlate with students’ learning success on average, teachers’ shared interests are not the only ones that determine individual teachers’ effectiveness and fulfilment as professionals, much less how well their mostly non-“average” students learn.130 And the solidarity of teachers union members around a small number of inputs in which all teachers have a substantial interest gives those shared interests much greater influence in interest-group bargaining than needs and desires of the weak, if any, interest groups that form around students’ and families’ more variegated and transient interests. The tyranny of shared interests also can work against the aspirations of the many actual and prospective teachers who link their well-being to the quality of professional action and collaboration available to them in schools as they attend to students’ and families’ idiosyncratic needs.131 Even, therefore, if union-achieved gains as to the limited number of material interests that all teachers share translate into

129. See MOE, supra note 127, at 19–20 (explaining how union structure primarily incentivizes advocacy for better teacher working conditions, pay, and benefits); Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 383–86 (giving examples of lack of alignment between policies and practices driven by teachers’ shared interests and students’ diverse needs); Arthur E. Wise & Michael D. Usdan, The Political Future of the Teaching Profession, EDUC. WEEK (Mar. 12, 2013), https://www.edweek.org/learning/opinion-the-political-future-of-the-teaching-profession/2013/03 [https://perma.cc/2WBX-Z8Q2] (“The NEA and the AFT have failed to use their advocacy, collective bargaining, political and financial strength to advance their ideas about professional accountability.”).

130. See, e.g., Strategic Design of Teacher Compensation, EDUC. RES. STRATEGIES 5, 9, 12 (Oct. 2012), https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED541221.pdf [https://perma.cc/PX3Q-3Y2K] (noting teachers unions’ over-emphasis on salary and under-emphasis on opportunities for professional growth, leadership, recognition, and collaborative planning with other professionals, hampering efforts to “attract and retain high-performing teachers” for schools “with high concentrations of poverty or special needs students”); Kristal Kuykendall, Teachers Want More Online, On-Demand, and Targeted Professional Learning Opportunities, New Survey Shows, THE JOURNAL (Feb. 15, 2022), https://thejournal.com/articles/2022/02/15/teachers-want-more-flexible-and-more-targeted-professional-learning-opportunities.aspx [https://perma.cc/8WF6-MJUL] (reporting national survey finding that only 20% of K–12 educators are “strongly satisfied” with current professional learning opportunities, with 91% seeking professional learning targeted to each teacher’s unique needs, rather than those of the profession at large).

131. Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 381–86, 413.
student learning gains on average, the question remains whether attention to a wider array or students' and teachers' individual needs and aspirations might generate even more, more widely spread, gains for both constituencies.

The combination of public-school systems' nested state, district, and school bureaucracies, the large portion of their budgets devoted to teacher salaries, and politics driven largely by trade unions with a singular focus on members' small set of shared material interests have aligned those systems around the single imperative of increasing aggregate budgets. Indeed, given unions' own interests in larger numbers of dues-paying members (including paraprofessionals and in some cases retired teachers with voting rights), their interest in increasing aggregate public revenue can work against the goals of increasing per-pupil revenue and entry-level teachers' salaries. In this last-mentioned regard, the disposition common to professional associations toward fewer, better prepared, more highly paid, and more autonomous professionals contrasts with public bureaucracies driven by interests aiming mainly for a larger aggregate pie to slice up among growing constituencies.

Aggravating these problems is the tendency of interest-group politics to privilege stakeholder groups with more tightly connected and organized interests, like teachers and other school employees, over those with more diffuse interests, and of public education systems to work hard to tamp down the access and influence of the latter interests. Both tendencies diminish the influence of students


134. See sources cited supra notes 124–125.

135. See Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 381–82.

and families, especially those of color and without means in urban school districts.137

C. Public Democratic Education Reconsidered

Over the last several decades, a number of systemic governance reforms have tried, without success, to transform education systems by shoring up their public democratic nature or by privatizing them out of existence.

1. Privatization

On the privatizing side, a number of states have adopted voucher programs, education savings accounts, and tax credits for privately funded K-12 education, and the Supreme Court has green-lighted a wide range of public funding of parochial schools.138 Several states and cities also have long operated small, means-tested voucher programs enabling low-income families to use public dollars to pay for private and parochial education, and some recently have raised the income limit to encompass most or all families while capping the amounts provided at levels well below the state’s current per-pupil expenditures on public-school students.139 For decades, two related factors have limited the growth of such arrangements. First, only states, not localities, have the legal and financial capacity to create and fund extensive privatization programs.140 Additionally, large

137. See Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 381–82 ("[T]here is no reason to expect union members’ collective interests to coincide with those of the schools’ main clientele: children. On the contrary, shared employee interests are almost always too narrow to drive educational policy that is effective, especially for poor and minority students and families.").

138. See supra notes 23, 46 and accompanying text.


140. See, e.g., Liebman, Voice, Not Choice, supra note 40, at 287 (explaining how financial constraints have kept voucher systems from operating as classic markets); see also Ruth Conniff, Private School Voucher Costs Rising, URBAN MILWAUKEE (May 7, 2021), https://urbanmilwaukee.com/2021/05/07/private-school-voucher-costs-rising/ [https://perma.cc/T6BT-AX9T] (describing the rising
swaths of the public have been satisfied enough with their fully funded public schools that they have not willingly supported voucher programs that might require them to supplement public with private funds for their children's education, increase taxes to support equal funding for disadvantaged families, or encourage urban families of color to use their vouchers to gain access to high-performing suburban public schools. Until recently, that is, states and districts interested in voucher programs have faced resistance from devotees of their existing public schools and the fiscally daunting task of funding both private and public systems.141

Starting before and accelerating since the pandemic, however, these trends have shifted as more families forsake public for private schools and more states adopt and expand state-funded education savings accounts and other alternatives to public schools.142 Most

---


recently, Arizona, known for its exceptionally low per-capita funding of public schools, became the first state to offer all families who choose to educate their children at home or in non-public schools debit cards funded at rates approaching what the state spends annually on public-school students. If steps like these spread, they pose a substantial threat to the financial viability of public education and to public schools’ ability to attract “enough families” to assure the broad dispersion of liberal democratic values that is needed to enable the country to cohere.


Meanwhile, publicly chartered and funded schools have offered a somewhat more economically and politically viable alternative to traditional public schools. Charter schools are freer to innovate than district schools given exemptions from collective-bargaining requirements and geographic boundaries on students they may enroll (using lotteries when applicants exceed seats), and greater flexibility over hiring, salaries, school hours, curricula, and programs. In fact, the nation has two different sets of charter school laws, some aiming to increase parental choice for its own sake without concern for school quality, others designed to increase the range of high-quality schools available to underserved communities by enabling families to opt out of poorly performing district schools without opting out of public education as a whole. Charter schools in the former states tend to serve mostly white, suburban, and rural populations and underperform traditional public schools with comparable students on accepted academic measures. Charter schools in the latter states mainly serve students of color from low-income households in cities and on average outperform traditional schools.

145. See, e.g., Kimberly Austin et al., Newark Enrolls: A Principled Approach to Public School Choice, CTR. PUB. RES. & LEADERSHIP (Apr. 2018), https://cprl.law.columbia.edu/sites/default/files/content/newark_enrolls_report.pdf [https://perma.cc/2WQY-ECB4] (“Newark Enrolls allows families to rank up to eight schools. In the 2016-17 school year, 53% of all applicants received their first-choice school and 73% were matched with one of their top three schools.”).


147. See Elaine Liu, Solving the Puzzle of Charter Schools, 2015 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 273, 287, 318 (2015) (“Results indicate that charter schools in states that emphasize improving the outcomes of at-risk populations tend to do significantly better than charter schools in states that emphasize having greater parental and local community control in education.”).
The former states are more tolerant of for-profit charter schools, which have historically underperformed traditional public schools by the widest margins; the latter states usually bar or heavily regulate for-profit charter schools. Both sets of schools tend to be racially segregated—the former because they serve families exercising choice in order to preserve cultural homogeneity, the latter because they are deliberately located in highly segregated Black, Latinx, and low-income neighborhoods with the poorest performing traditional public schools.

See id. at 318 ("Charter schools in nearly all (eighty-eight percent) of the gap-closing states outperform traditional public schools in terms of academic growth in both math and reading. The remaining outperform traditional public schools in only one subject (reading"); see also John N. Friedman, School Is for Social Mobility, N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 1, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/09/01/opinion/us-school-social-mobility.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (citing studies documenting certain charter schools’ development of strategies benefiting “some of society’s most disadvantaged students”). Uncommon Schools, which operate in three of the latter states—Massachusetts, New York, and New Jersey (see id. at 288)—exemplify some of these traits. Ninety-four percent of Uncommon students are Black or Hispanic; 83% are from low-income families. In each year from 2012 to 2020, Uncommon high school students’ average SAT scores exceeded (often substantially) the SAT’s 1550 college readiness benchmark, compared to 16% of Black, 23% of Hispanic, and 53% of white SAT test takers nationally in 2015. In 2020, 54% of Uncommon high school students took Advanced Placement (AP) courses, with 66% of its Black and 68% of its Hispanic students thereafter passing AP tests. By comparison, only 29% of Black and Latinx students in the small subset of traditional public schools that even offer AP courses took AP courses, and only 29% of those later passed AP tests. As of 2020, 51% of Uncommon graduates had completed college within five years of graduating high school, compared to the 35% national average, and 9% average for low-income students. Forty-two percent of Uncommon teachers identify as of color compared to 3% of teachers in Massachusetts, 18% in New Jersey, and 24% in New York State. Uncommon | 2021 Project Narrative, UNCOMMON SCHOOLS 9–10, 18–19 https://oese.ed.gov/files/2019/11/uncommonschlsPN.pdf.


See Halley Potter, Holding Charter Schools Accountable for Segregation, THE CENTURY FOUND. (July 12, 2018), https://tcf.org/content/commentary/holding-charter-schools-accountable-segregation?session=1 [https://perma.cc/8HRG-SFT3] (arguing that the academic success on average of the latter type of charter schools occurs despite—and would be enhanced if they...
Given these differences, only the former states’ charter schools belong on the privatization side of the reform ledger. These schools are intended mainly to offer a form of organized and publicly subsidized homeschooling as a safety valve for families seeking settings more attuned to parents’ parochial values and less publicly oriented and culturally diverse than traditional public schools. As such, they accept no obligation to promote the liberal democratic values of tolerance for difference, social cohesion, and the broadening of young persons’ choice horizons.

2. Reform

By contrast, we locate the latter states’ charter school reforms on the public democratic side of the ledger. These schools seek to operate for the public benefit by relieving schools of bureaucratic constraints and proliferating innovative models more suited to the academic needs and wishes of economically disadvantaged families in areas with chronically failing traditional public options. At the same time, they promote and model the same liberal democratic values as other public schools. Regrettably, many of these charter schools lack the racial integration we define as an important feature of public democratic schools, though no more so than the traditional public schools from which they draw students.
Teachers unions often oppose both categories of charter schools. This opposition is not surprising, given that charter schools usually are non-unionized. Unions and other public education proponents also criticize charter options for their tendency to lower the aggregate budgets of traditional district schools by drawing students, and thus state-allocated per-pupil dollars, from those schools. As we demonstrate below, however, charter schools can increase the per-pupil funding of district schools as a result of the former schools’ ability to provide a more effective education to their own students at lower per-pupil cost.

Over the last decade, a number of urban school districts and states have pursued an interesting middle ground between charter and traditional public schools through legislation extending charter-like flexibility to district schools, while requiring them to serve all students from geographically defined attendance zones and participate in districts’ collective bargaining agreements. Called


155. Jason, supra note 132.

156. See infra notes 503–505 and accompanying text.


In regard to Camden and Indianapolis, see infra notes 162–165 and accompanying text. Cities with substantial numbers of innovation schools include Denver (see, e.g., 2019 Innovation Schools Annual Report, COLO. DEP’T OF EDUC. 1–9 (Mar. 2019), https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6466791-CDE-2019-
Pilot Schools in Boston, Renaissance Schools in New Jersey, Innovation Schools or Districts in Colorado, Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee and Texas, these schools, like the second category of charter schools, aim to expand options for students of color and from economically disadvantaged backgrounds whose traditional public schools have chronically struggled. Some of the largest concentrations of such schools are in Camden, New Jersey and


161. See sources cited supra notes 158–160.

Indianapolis, Indiana\textsuperscript{163} where they have academically outperformed traditional public schools and have been popular with families.\textsuperscript{164}

Quality-oriented charter and innovation schools are a growing feature\textsuperscript{165} of a broader set of “portfolio” or “autonomy-for-accountability” reforms that arose around the turn of the current century.\textsuperscript{166} For the first decade and a half of this century, these schools substantially improved measurable student outcomes in the large city school districts in which the reforms flourished. Those reforms were built in part on the accountability provisions of the No
Child Left Behind Act of 2002 (NCLB).\textsuperscript{167} Those provisions for the first time required states and school districts receiving federal education funds to administer locally developed tests to measure and compare the average academic “proficiency” levels (i) of students in different districts and schools, and (ii) of categories of students by race, ethnicity, and economic, first-language, and ability status, and to take steps to improve districts and schools with academic outcome deficiencies and disparities among student groups.\textsuperscript{168} Conjoining the charter school movement’s school autonomy impulse with the NCLB’s school accountability impulse, the portfolio movement offered district schools greater autonomy from bureaucratic control in return for being held accountable to improve student outcomes.\textsuperscript{169} Although best known for their high-stakes accountability features, there is reason to believe that the most important contributor to these reforms’ academic successes were no-stakes uses of the diagnostic information generated by student assessments and qualitative school reviews to identify more and less effective instructional, curricular, programmatic, and developmental techniques for particular students, educators, and schools.\textsuperscript{170} Among those successes were sharp improvements in student academic outcomes, graduation levels, and college attendance cutting across all populations but more pronounced among Black, Latinx, low-income, and special education students, causing achievement gaps to shrink.\textsuperscript{171}

\textsuperscript{167} 20 U.S.C. ch. 28 §1001 et seq. (NCLB, as amended by 2015 Every Student Succeeds Act).


\textsuperscript{169} See Liebman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics, supra} note 96, at 388–89 (providing synopsis of portfolio school reforms); Liebman et al., \textit{Mine the Gap: Using Racial Disparities to Expose and Eradicate Racism}, 30 S. CALIF. REV. L & SOC. CHANGE 1, 39 (2021) [hereinafter, Liebman et al., \textit{Mine the Gap}] (similar).

\textsuperscript{170} See Liebman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics, supra} note 96, at 389 (describing reform efforts to enable educators and school leaders to diagnose and to develop, monitor effectiveness of, and gradually improve solutions to instructional failure).

\textsuperscript{171} See \textit{id.} at 391–92, 397–99, 434 (cataloguing improved student learning outcomes and racial and economic achievement gap closure associated with portfolio reforms); Liebman et al., \textit{Mine the Gap, supra} note 169, at 43–59 (similar, with focus on improved learning outcomes of students in New York City relative to those in the rest of New York State and the nation, and gap closure between New York City’s students of color and white students).
Although advocates of the portfolio reforms offered a consistent and convincing negative case against bureaucratic governance, their affirmative case awkwardly braided two alternative governance models: managerialism and evolutionary learning. The former model proceeds from an idealized and, in our view, largely inaccurate understanding of the calculus that enables strong for-profit organizations to succeed and that managerialists believe public-sector organizations should emulate. According to this view of how for-profit firms work: (1) immediate profits are the goal; (2) some managers are better at generating those profits than others; (3) the factors driving managers’ success are, however, obscure and cannot be identified \emph{ex ante}; so, (4) effective firms must proceed \emph{ex post} by promoting or firing people based on whether they exceed or miss mainly short-term sales, profit, or other motivational targets. Analogously, managerialists argue: (1) school systems’ goal is student learning measured by standardized tests; (2) the factors driving student learning are largely unknown; but (3) some schools and educators are intrinsically or instinctively better than others at fostering learning; so, (4) to assure success, school systems should promote or fire school leaders and educators based on whether their students on average exceed or miss motivational learning targets.

Proponents of evolutionary learning, the other governance model intertwined in the portfolio reforms, agree that transparent learning outcomes should drive public decision making. But rejecting managerialism’s assumption that successful teaching and learning are impenetrable black boxes that can be identified only evaluatively \emph{ex post}, evolutionary learning seeks to empower,
motivate, and train collaborative teams of educators to observe and reach useful hypotheses not only about who succeeds or fails, but also about how and under what circumstances. By treating each instructional encounter as an experiment in teaching and learning, identifying expectations for each experiment, comparing observed results to those expectations, and hypothesizing and testing reasons for discrepancies between expected and actual outcomes, the process aims to expose and iteratively improve the mechanics of success. Although stakes tied to outcomes may occasionally be useful to motivate actors to engage in the iterative learning process, the overarching objective is diagnostic, not evaluative. The raw materials for diagnosis include closely observed teaching and learning processes and interim student and teacher progress and results, supplemented by students' summative outcomes.

The portfolio reforms also typically aimed to alter school systems' political dynamics. Concerned that interest groups with the most power did not effectively represent families and students with the greatest needs, districts aimed to tamp down the influence interest groups had long exercised through their symbiotic relationship with school bureaucracies. Dampening mechanisms included substituting mayoral for multi-member board control, appointing charismatic outsiders as school superintendents, diminishing the power of area superintendents beholden to elected officials and interest groups active in the same neighborhoods, and weakening the policy-making roles of school leadership teams dominated by union representatives and local interest groups. Two interlocking theories about how stakeholders prefer to engage politically with school policy drove the choice to sideline those who

176. See id. (explaining that under an experimentalist governance framework, "the district's role changes from command and control to motivation, facilitation, and portfolio management, and schools and educators move from rule following to accountable experimentation and innovation").

177. See id. at 436 (acknowledging that comparing the impacts of different reforms is difficult but identifying gains in student learning that appear to be associated with experimentalist education models).

178. See id. at 435 (providing examples of school districts implementing data-driven diagnostic and improvement techniques and their apparent association with improved learning results and narrowed achievement gaps).

179. See id. at 386 (introducing educational reforms designed to address the presence of bureaucracy and special-interest politics in school systems).

180. See id. at 387–89 (describing efforts by reforming school districts to dampen the influence of interest groups).
had long exercised political influence, rather than expanding their number and representativeness. First, concentrating school politics around mayoral elections was expected to satisfy constituents' transparency and accountability expectations, without need of interest-group representation and oversight, by enabling unhappy voters to boot the mayor out of office every four years and empower a successor to alter school policy. Second, parents were assumed to have little interest in political oversight of schools as long as service, choices, and academic outcomes districts provide were strong and improving. The reformers accordingly worked hard—often successfully—to provide better service, more choice among schools, and improved academic outcomes. Reformers expected these governance, programmatic, and operational improvements to provide everything parents and other constituents desired—while leaving the direction of the schools to mayors, the energetic outsiders they appointed as school superintendents, and the young technocrats those superintendents hired. Reformers further assumed that constituents would patiently trust technocrats' judgment in the short term, given voters' power to throw them out in the next election if results were unsatisfactory.

These calculations proved wrong, and backlash from teachers unions and families largely account for the collapse of what, from a

181. See id. at 438–41 (elaborating analysis in text); see also JOEL KLEIN, LESSONS OF HOPE: HOW TO FIX OUR SCHOOLS 198–99, 270–71 (2014) (describing and expressing after-the-fact misgivings about reformers' faith in steps taken to tamp down interest-group politics without being “more strategic” in advancing “retail-level” politics).

182. See Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 387–88 (describing some cities’ establishment mayoral authority over public school systems in conjunction with broader reforms).

183. See id. at 438–41(describing emergent governance structures that sought to provide more choice, better service, and rising test scores while eliminating avenues for formal community influence over school policy).

184. See Liebman et al., Mine the Gap, supra note 169, at 54 (documenting reduction of New York City’s National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) racial and other score gaps from 2003 to 2013).

185. See Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96 at 440 (describing effect of reformers’ exclusion of the reforms’ intended beneficiaries from their design and implementation, which alienated people who otherwise might have been the reforms’ strongest allies).

186. See id. at 371–72.
student academic perspective, were promising governance reforms.\footnote{\textit{See} id. at 439 ("As sensible as it is to shutter schools [with learning outcomes] . . . below anyone’s minimum standard, doing so has sparked fierce opposition . . . from unions and community boards that stand to lose members and patronage . . . [and] students and parents the schools directly harm.").}

For starters, teachers unions vehemently opposed both the loosening of collectively bargained constraints on teacher hours and working conditions that accompanied increased school autonomy. They also opposed the imposition of high-stakes consequences for their members whose student learning gains were subpar.\footnote{\textit{See, e.g.,} KLEIN, supra note 181, at 137–38 (describing unions’ reactions to New York City reforms).} The reformers had anticipated these objections, however, and had counted on the improvements they made in services, school choice, and academic outcomes to satisfy other constituents, isolating the unions.\footnote{\textit{See, e.g.}, id. at 143–47 (describing steps to enhance constituent services, provide more school choice, and improve student outcomes); source cited supra note 183.}

What surprised the reformers and ultimately brought down their reforms were demands for more, not tamped down, politics and democracy.\footnote{\textit{See} Liebman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics}, supra note 96, at 436–43 (elaborating the analysis in text).} No doubt, because their children’s futures are precious to them, caregivers and communities continued to expect transparency into their children’s schools and lamented the loss of interest-group oversight (as imperfect and tilted as it often had been) and of immediate (even if inequitably available) mechanisms for opposing episodic changes and disruptions in non-election years. Illustrating this dynamic was constituents’ opposition to reformers’ closure of public schools as a high-stakes consequence of the schools’ chronic academic failure and to make room for better schools being created. Although beneficial for many students who attended the newly created schools,\footnote{\textit{See} id. at 439 (quoting Philissa Cramer & Rachel Cromidas, \textit{Among 24 Schools City Says It Could Close, Some Familiar Names}, CHALKBEAT (Nov. 26, 2012), https://ny.chalkbeat.org/2012/11/26/21098476/among-24-schools-city-says-it-could-close-some-familiar-names [https://perma.cc/6CBZ-9L8W]) (quoted supra note 187).} people whose children were attending, who themselves had attended, who worked in, and whose neighborhoods had long been defined by and often took their names from schools on the chopping block objected to these steps.\footnote{\textit{See} id. at 440.}
Although constituents eventually did vote out a number of reform mayors and their reform school superintendents, being forced to wait four years to obtain some degree of transparency and to exercise effective electoral accountability clearly was unacceptable to many of them. Prodded by interest groups anxious to regain their prior influence, members of the public were not assuaged by better service, more choice, and stronger academic outcomes, which, perforce, were patchy, slow to manifest, and contestable by disaffected interest groups. Nor did it help to ask for patience with and trust in the earnest technocrats who labored away to good effect in some cases, but in cloistered, elitist fashion. Contrary to reformers’ predictions, it turned out that families and other constituents want public schools to be truly democratic schools. As faulty as interest-group democracy may be, voters clearly preferred it to no democracy at all and that the absence of democracy was too high a price to pay even for what turned out to be better schools for most families, particularly for families of color and low-income families. Academically, that outcome was a tragedy. After fifteen years of big-city reforms, learning growth, and achievement-gap closure, districts’ return to their bureaucratic status quo rapidly led to achievement gaps’ return to their wider, late twentieth century levels.

In the last half decade or so, reform advocates and opponents have found common ground on some of the softer-edged innovations developed during the reforms, especially “formative,” data-driven efforts to first identify, then leverage or redress, the instructional and learning strengths and weaknesses of individual teachers and students. This uneasy detente has generated initiatives focused on improved socio-emotional learning, adoption of high-quality instructional materials and associated professional training, creation of networks for improving K-12 schools and community colleges, recruitment of more teachers of color, adoption of restorative justice

193. See id. at 439–41.
194. See id. at 438–39.
195. See id. at 438–40.
196. See sources cited supra note 181.
approaches to student discipline, efforts to address the effects of personal, family, and neighborhood trauma, and steps to bridge the gap between finishing high school and obtaining good jobs.\textsuperscript{199} Although such initiatives have promise, they frequently are stymied by school districts organized as bureaucracies, driven by interest-group competition and negotiation, and unable as a result to commit to and effectively implement sustained initiatives to improve teaching and learning along any of these lines.\textsuperscript{200} Absent governance and political change, even promising policy initiatives falter.

An enduring political feature of publicly oriented reforms, whether comprehensive or targeted, is their imagination and implementation by experts and elites.\textsuperscript{201} To be sure, families often have exercised substantial influence over the reforms via, for example, their preference for charter schools over voucher programs,\textsuperscript{202} their resistance to Common Core curricula,\textsuperscript{203} and their votes to remove “education reform” mayors from office.\textsuperscript{204} But families’ after-the-fact reactions to reforms in which they figure as objects, not subjects, are a far cry from the power to help initiate, implement, evaluate, and improve education policy affecting their and other children that a more fully democratic system might offer.


\textsuperscript{200} See Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 373–86.

\textsuperscript{201} See, e.g., Rick Hess, The Kind of School Reform That Parents Actually Want, Educ. Week (Oct. 25, 2021), https://www.edweek.org/policy-politics/opinion-the-kind-of-school-reform-that-parents-actually-want/2021/10 [https://perma.cc/4YYA-GVP3] (“[M]ost parents and communities have had less-than-great experiences with ‘school reform’ and the reformers who pursue it . . . [because it] has often felt like something that the comfortable denizens of Silicon Valley or Washington visit upon local parents and educators—whether they want it or not.”).

\textsuperscript{202} See supra notes 141–142.


\textsuperscript{204} See supra note 193 and accompanying text.
3. Decline

Nearly two decades into the new century on the eve of a deadly worldwide pandemic, U.S. public education was at a perilous standstill. Student learning was largely static at levels well below those in other advanced and some developing countries—with deficits characterizing students in the lowest to the highest quartiles of achievement. Racial achievement gaps had leveled off nationally and grown substantially in places like New York City after more than a decade of substantial improvement, cut short by voter backlash against misbegotten efforts to replace interest-group politics with no politics at all. Meanwhile, a disturbing nationwide pattern of increasing learning gaps based on socio-economic status had emerged, while schools remained extremely segregated by race.

Faced with these problems, families across communities were starting to pursue alternatives inside and outside the public system, exacerbating racial, economic, and cultural segregation and enrolling more children in schools that reject and promote values antithetical to liberal democracy and social cohesion. Worst of all, the stewards...
of the public schools remained mired in bureaucratic structures
steered by interest-group politics that counterproductively elide
public with uniform schools, impervious to the divergent resources,
needs, and aspirations of different students, families, and
communities.

Starting in the 2019–20 academic year, the COVID-19 virus
superimposed an immense public health crisis on top of the
governance and political problems threatening public schools’
capacity to achieve their democratic and cohesive functions and
bringing the problem of enforced uniformity into sharper relief. How
could bureaucratic and interest-group-influenced public systems
respond effectively to fundamental disruptions of all the attributes of
public schooling-as-usual—conducted at prescribed times, in brick-
and-mortar schoolhouses, with students and educators neatly
parceled among classrooms, with instruction largely a matter of face-
to-face interaction, and with parents held largely at bay by routinized
drop-off, pick-up, sparsely attended school board and PTA meetings,
and twice-annual, fifteen-minute parent-teacher conferences? Would
families like what they saw when the transparency of public
education-as-usual and their role in public education-at-home
suddenly expanded? Would families’ reactions to the pandemic
dampen or accelerate the critique of bureaucratic governance and
interest-group influence and consideration of alternative, more
privatized, more managerialist, or more iterative, improvement-
oriented governance and political arrangements? The next Part
addresses these questions.

II. Public Pandemic Education

An array of evidence of how families perceived their children’s
education during the pandemic and the moves they made in response
augur two very different possible futures for public education: a
short-term recrudescence of old norms, escalating the system’s long-
term demise in favor of private, mainly segregated and socially
destabilizing options, or a reformation in the direction of the
innovations that families and educators improvised of necessity
during the pandemic.

non-Catholic Christian schools bucked other private and religious schools’
downward trend in proportion of U.S. students they enroll).
A. Family Views

The COVID-19 pandemic greatly increased families’ visibility into their children’s school systems and schools. The sudden need for systems and schools to make, implement, and inform families of ever-changing daily decisions about the where, when, and how of instruction exposed the flexibility and responsiveness of some (often smaller suburban, charter, and private) school systems and the rigidity of others (often larger, urban, interest-group-dominated public-school bureaucracies).209 The opportunity online modalities gave parents to observe their children’s education revealed similar contrasts at the classroom level. In many cases, families were inspired by and grateful for the immense efforts teachers made to use technology and instructional materials to connect students and families to academic and social-emotional supports and to each other and to increase the frequency and diversify the means of two-way communication between school and home.210 In other cases, however,
families experienced a default to ineffective asynchronous instruction without meaningful oversight or feedback, breakdowns in communication, and what families perceived as manifestly poor instruction and unequal attention and cultural responsiveness to different children.211

Mid-pandemic (spring–summer 2021) surveys indicated that this new transparency substantially changed, in many cases souring, families’ perception of their children’s education. On Gallup Poll’s measure of parent satisfaction with their child’s education, 2019–2020 saw this century’s largest single-year drop in parents’ complete or partial satisfaction (from 82% to 72%, rising only to 73% in 2021).212 The poll’s measure of the general public’s view of “the clear and frequent communication, starting with “family chats” convened before the school year began focusing not on the usual administrative expectations but on how the school partners with families in providing instruction—enabling parents and caretakers to advocate for their children’s needs and actively participate in designing, implementing, and monitoring their children’s learning plans. See, e.g., CPRL Interview with New York elementary school parent (Feb. 23, 2021) (“My principal always says families are the first teachers. The minute I started here I participated in a family chat where I could share my expectations and I got the feeling right away that I had a seat at the table when it comes to my child.”).

211. Asynchronous instruction occurs when students engage in classwork without real-time supervision of a teacher. Typical concerns include:
- Families need two-way communication. It was never perfect [in the past]—far from it—but this year is really shining a spotlight on the impact of poor communication on student learning. For open school night, there was no discussion. Teachers did a pre-recorded video. It was horrible—really horrible. At the same time, there’s a lot of survey fatigue. Parents are tired of answering the same questions over and over again—and yet, nothing happens, nothing changes. Parents at my kid’s school are fed up.

CPRL Interview with Connecticut middle and high school parent (Nov. 16, 2020).
- My two kids go to the same school but have different teachers. My younger one’s teacher is doing great. She’s building in time to check for understanding and [my son] is loving remote school. . . . But with my older son, I’m confused by what has been taking place. The sense I get is that he is watching mostly pre-recorded videos and he’s falling behind . . . .


quality of education students receive in kindergarten through grade 12 in the U.S. today” registered the century’s largest two-year rise in dissatisfaction (from 2019’s 47% to 2021’s 54%). On a June 2021 National Parent Union survey of its mainly Black, Latinx, and low-income members, 80% agreed or strongly agreed that the pandemic “was an eye-opening experience that showed me a lot about my child’s education I didn’t know.” Fifty-five percent hoped schools would focus on “rethinking education rather than going back to the way things were before the pandemic,” and 62% hoped schools would seek more parent feedback. On a third, March 2021 national survey, 78% of parents said they planned to “be more active in shaping my child’s educational experience” than before the pandemic, and 72% agreed or strongly agreed that their “expectations for the quality of my child’s educational experience will be greater after COVID-19 than they were before.” Survey results from a year later indicate that parents followed through on their disposition to stay more engaged in their children’s education in 2021–22 and plan to continue doing so in the future.


213. Id.

214. New Poll: Majority of Parents Expect Children to Have Challenges With Learning & School Routine Readjustment Next Year, NATIONAL PARENTS UNION (June 2021), https://nationalparentsunion.org/2021/06/29/majority-of-parents-expect-children-to-have-challenges-with-learning-school-routine-readjustment-next-year/ [https://perma.cc/6XAF-7DLF]; see CPRL interview with New York elementary school parent (Feb. 23, 2021) (“I think a lot of folks in our community are really questioning not just the schooling quality this year, which is rough, but what was really going on in prior year[s], too.”).


217. LEARNING HEROES, HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT: A WAY FORWARD FOR EQUITY-CENTERED FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 10 (2022), https://bealearninghero.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/Parents22-Research-Deck-1.pdf [https://perma.cc/XK35-V3BV] (stating that on national survey, over 80% of parents reported that during 2021–22 they did, and during 2022–23 plan to, find more time than before to talk to their children about everyday assignments and learning expectations and results—with large majorities also reporting they did (from 2021–22) and
Using spring and summer 2021 survey data on what families learned and did when forced collectively “for the first time in modern history . . . to consider different educational settings for their children,” Bellwether Education found that “parents of an estimated 11.3 million students, or nearly one in five of the nation’s schoolchildren, did not get what they wanted from their child’s school.”\footnote{ALEX SPURRIER ET AL., BELLWETHER EDUC. PARTNERS, THE OVERLOOKED 1 (2021), https://bellwether.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/The-Overlooked-Bellwether-Education-Partners-FINAL-August-31-2021-CORRECTED.pdf [https://perma.cc/38PP-GTAH].} In response, parents of an estimated 8.7 million students moved their children from their preexisting school to a new school, and parents of an additional 1.5 million students expressed frustration at the unsatisfactory options their children had and their lack of preferred alternatives.\footnote{Id. at 2.} Over a million students “disengaged from the system entirely.”\footnote{Id. at 1.}

A year later, parents responding to an NPR/Ipsos survey ranked education behind only inflation and crime as the most important public issues.\footnote{Anya Kamenetz, The Education Culture War Is Raging. But for Most Parents, It’s Background Noise, NPR (Apr. 29, 2021), https://www.npr.org/2022/04/29/1094782768/parent-poll-school-culture-wars [https://perma.cc/Q7WJ-3AKF].} Although most parents expressed optimism that their children’s schooling was improving, 32% said, “my child has fallen behind in school due to the pandemic,” and 29% said, “my child dislikes school more now than before the Covid-19 pandemic.”\footnote{Id.} Parents spread blame for their children’s difficulties across state education officials (25% of dissatisfied parents), local school districts (22%), school administrators (20%), and teachers (17%).\footnote{Id.}

A review of these studies and of anecdotal evidence identifies a number of recurring concerns among parents. In many cases these plan to (in 2022–23) develop a stronger relationship with their children’s teachers, including by telling teachers what they notice about their children’s learning); LEARNING HEROES, WHAT PARENTS, TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS REALLY WANT 18 (2021), https://media.carnegie.org/filer_public/4c/80/4c8060da-a395-4771-a307-8ea283865ace/parents-2021.pdf (stating that 93% of parents responding to a Fall 2021 national survey said they would be as or more involved in their child’s education in 2021–22 compared to the previous year when students learned at home).
concerns were substantial enough to convince families (1) that they could not rely on public-school systems to provide even the basics of an education during the pandemic; (2) that they probably had overestimated the quality of the instruction, resources, and support public schools had provided their children in the past; and (3) that longstanding disparities in public educational inputs and outcomes were likely to persist or widen in the future.224 Family concerns include:

- clumsy, poorly communicated, last-minute decisions made without seeking or listening to parents’ views and preferring those of teachers unions;225

224. See, e.g., Sonja Brookins Santelises, Parents Are Watching Like Never Before. ‘Trust Us’ Isn’t Enough, EDUC. WEEK (Dec. 1, 2020), https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/opinion-parents-are-watching-likenever-before-trust-us-isnt-enough/2020/12 [https://perma.cc/S76C-SY8F] (reporting Baltimore school superintendent’s warning that parents “cannot unsee” the inequities and instructional failings they “witnessed so vividly in their own living rooms” during the pandemic, so districts must “make our ‘new normal’ better than the old, engaging parents as the partners they are”); see also infra note 449 (Baltimore’s family-centered reforms adopted to create that better “new normal”).

• resistance to and delays in implementing in-person options after public health authorities approved and many non-urban, private, parochial, and charter schools offered them;\textsuperscript{226}
• failure to serve students who lacked the devices and internet access, study spaces, and adult supervision needed for remote learning;\textsuperscript{227}

communication-during-coronavirus-pandemic [https://perma.cc/SDN7-2WYG] (discussing results of a survey of parents whose children attend New Mexico public schools, in which parents express dissatisfaction with school communication).

\textsuperscript{226} See, e.g., Perry Stein, As Public Schools Go All Virtual in Fall, Parents Eye Private Schools That Say They Will Open Their Campuses, WASH. POST (July 26, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/education/as-public-schools-go-all-virtual-in-fall-parents-eye-private-schools-that-say-they-will-open-their-campuses/2020/07/26/1e446ab0-cc3b-11ea-b0e3-d55bda07d66a_story.html [https://perma.cc/UEL5-C5W6] (detailing parents’ desire to have their children return to in-person learning, even if that means moving their children from public to private schools offering an in-person option).

• insufficient synchronous instructional time and low-quality asynchronous modules;\textsuperscript{228}
• instructional materials that parents, students, and teachers could not use effectively;\textsuperscript{229}
• elimination of assessments of student learning growth and mastery and of other feedback on students' work;\textsuperscript{230}


\textsuperscript{228} See, e.g., Bracey Harris & Caroline Preston, \textit{When Schools Are Open Amid COVID Pandemic, Online Learners Feel Shortchanged}, USA TODAY (Nov. 22, 2020, 10:45 AM), https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/education/2020/11/22/covid-schools-online-class-remote-learning/6267726002/ [https://perma.cc/K2ZQ-E27N] (reporting tendency of districts to provide remote learners with asynchronous instruction "consist[ing] largely of watching pre-recorded videos from teachers and pacing through classwork by [themselves]"); Betty Márquez Rosales, \textit{Independent Study Frustrates California Parents Who Enrolled Children}, EDSOURCE (Sept. 10, 2021), https://edsourc e.org/2021/independent-study-frustrates-california-parents-who-enrolled-children/661009 [https://perma.cc/MMK9-B4T4] ("Weeks after most districts began the school year, some students who enrolled in independent study—the only option for those opting out of in-person learning—have yet to begin instruction, be assigned a teacher or be enrolled in all required courses."); see supra note 211 (defining asynchronous education and quoting critiques by parents whose children experienced it during the pandemic); see also U.S. GOV'T ACCOUNTABILITY OFF., \textit{AS STUDENTS STRUGGLED TO LEARN, TEACHERS REPORTED FEW STRATEGIES AS PARTICULARLY HELPFUL TO MITIGATE LEARNING LOSS}, at i, vi, 16–17 (2022), https://www.gao.gov/assets/gao-22-104487.pdf [https://perma.cc/9G6F-FN49] (reporting that schools widely used asynchronous learning during the pandemic, though most teachers using it lacked confidence that it served students' learning needs).


lack of support for multilingual learners and special education students;\(^{231}\)

- poor or no mental health services in the midst of a deadly pandemic, social isolation, and a national reckoning over police violence against Black Americans;\(^ {232}\) and

have time to give you notes or give you feedback, because I have [too many] other students, all I can tell you is that I’m reading what you’re writing.” (quoting parents’ report of teacher communication)); Laura Jimenez, Student Assessment During COVID-19, CTR. FOR AM. PROG. (2020) https://www.americanprogress.org/article/student-assessment-covid-19/ [https://perma.cc/U6BX-EYVB] (reporting negative academic effects of drastic curtailment of student assessment during pandemic).


232. Asked to identify their greatest areas of concern during remote learning in Fall 2020, the vast majority of families participating in CPRL interviews named students’ mental health. See, e.g., Elizabeth Chu et al., Remote and Hybrid Learning Have Been Difficult for HS Students, THE 74 (May 2, 2021), https://www.the74million.org/article/analysis-remote-and-hybrid-learning-have-been-difficult-for-hs-students-8-steps-they-say-teachers-can-take-to-keep-them-motivated/ [https://perma.cc/4R82-M43Y] (reporting research finding of “grave toll” hybrid learning exacted on high schoolers in underserved communities who “believe they are learning less, are worried about their postgraduation plans and struggle to stay motivated”); Carolyn Jones, Student Anxiety, Depression Increasing During School Closures, Survey Finds, EdSOURCE (May 13, 2020), https://edsource.org/2020/student-anxiety-depression-increasing-during-school-closures-survey-finds/631224 [https://perma.cc/VCZ2Z-L2FW] (reporting on negative impact of suspension of student counseling during pandemic and students’ inability to confide in counselors online in earshot of family members); Jonetta J. Mpofu et al., Perceived Racism and Demographic, Mental Health, and Behavioral Characteristics Among High School Students During the COVID-19 Pandemic—Adolescent Behaviors and Experiences Survey, United States, January–June 2021, 71 Morbity & Mortality Weekl. Rep. (Supplement) 22, 26 (2022) (associating perception of racism with poor mental health and attributing increased perception of racism to health inequalities during the COVID-19 pandemic as well as “[other] events in 2020, such as the killings of Ahmaud Arbery and George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter movement.”); Matt Richtel, “It’s Life or Death”: The Mental Health Crisis Among U.S. Teens, N.Y. TIMES
• learning loss.\textsuperscript{233}

In the last-mentioned regard, the most comprehensive study to date of the pandemic’s effects found “devastating impacts on learning.”\textsuperscript{234} Tracking changes in achievement test scores of 5.4 million U.S. third through eighth graders during the first two years of the pandemic, researchers found that:

Average fall 2021 math test scores in grades were .20-.27 standard deviations (SDs) lower relative to same-grade peers in fall 2019, while reading test scores decreased by .09-.18 SDs. Achievement gaps between students in low-poverty and high-poverty


\textsuperscript{234.} Megan Kuhfeld et al., The Pandemic Has Had Devastating Impacts on Learning, BROWN CTR. CHALKBOARD (Mar. 3, 2022), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/brown-center-chalkboard/2022/03/03/the-pandemic-has-had-devastating-impacts-on-learning-what-will-it-take-to-help-students-catch-up/ \[https://perma.cc/9NHM-C6J2\] (reporting that nationwide learning loss among students of color and in poverty during the pandemic is comparable to that suffered by New Orleans students displaced by Hurricane Katrina).
elementary schools grew by .10-.20 SDs, primarily during the 2020-21 school year.235

The pandemic exposed other severe systemic problems with public education that weigh especially heavily on families and students of color and in low-income communities. These include school-to-school and classroom-to-classroom disparities in teacher quality and the rigor of instructional materials,236 unconscious or overt racism reflected in over-disciplining of students, and culturally biased and exclusionary instructional materials and classroom discussions.237


Given parents’ high expectations for their children’s public education, their occasional dissatisfactions with it will range across a wide spectrum in the best of times. The pandemic, however, heightened parents’ insight into and responsibility for their children’s education. The doubts they expressed about what they saw indicate that the pandemic put far more at stake than usual for public schools. Family moves—actual changes in their educationally oriented behaviors in the wake of the pandemic—provide a good measure of whether that is so.

B. Family Moves

1. Declining enrollment

The pandemic caused millions of people to alter their living locations and conditions to escape high population densities associated with a risk of infection, social-distancing burdens, and other public health precautions; to care for sick family members or separate family members facing greater and lesser infection risks; and to land in locations of their dreams once freed from the constraints of in-person work.238

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/06/21/the-rise-of-black-homeschooling [https://perma.cc/TL5E-U9LW] (reporting that some Black parents’ embrace of homeschooling during the pandemic was motivated by observation of low-quality instruction and harsh treatment of their children during online instruction); see also Elizabeth Miller, For Some Black Students, Remote Learning Has Offered A Chance To Thrive, NPR (Mar. 1, 2021), https://www.npr.org/2021/03/01/963282430/for-some-black-students-remote-learning-has-offered-a-chance-to-thrive [https://perma.cc/6BNN-4E6K] (discussing some Black students’ preference for online learning because it spares them from unsupportive in-school environments); Aziza Shuler, Black Parents Opt for Online Learning to Avoid Racial Bias in the Classroom, S P E C T R U M NEWS 1 (July 15, 2021), https://spectrumnews1.com/ca/la-west/education/2021/07/16/black-parents-opt-for-online-learning-to-avoid-racial-bias-in-the-classroom [https://perma.cc/92YQ-6NV7] (reporting the results of a study finding that nearly two thirds of Los Angeles Black families surveyed preferred online schooling, including because it mitigates in-school bullying, racism, and poor grades); see sources cited infra note 296–298 (describing impact of Black families’ experience of racism and disparate and excessive discipline in public schools on their increasing tendency to leave those schools and homeschool their children).

Schooling played a major role in these decisions. Many families, some with income to spare and others priced out of city markets, left overpopulated urban centers in search of more space for children and adults to work at home.²³⁹ The rapid shift of white-collar jobs from in-person to remote modalities enabled those families to choose locations based on schooling rather than proximity to work.²⁴⁰ As many urban school systems extended periods of remote learning, their families moved temporarily or permanently to suburban, exurban, and rural school districts that never suspended or quickly returned to in-person learning.

Pandemic-associated dissatisfaction with particularly urban public schools also motivated family moves. Faced with the prospect of low-quality virtual programming or a return to in-person learning that failed to meet many families’ expectations for health and safety, academic rigor, cultural responsiveness, or cultural conformity, many families withdrew their children from their preexisting learning environments and tried alternatives.²⁴¹

These forces generated big changes in U.S. public-school enrollment. In 2020–21, 2.9 million fewer students enrolled in public schools than in 2019–20, resulting in a 4.6% drop—the largest one-year decline since the federal government began collecting data in the 1870s.²⁴² Declines in public-school enrollment during the period occurred in all fifty states, ranging from 0.3% in South Dakota and

²³⁹. Id.
²⁴¹. See infra notes 285–348 and accompanying text (detailing the pandemic-era shift away from public schools and towards alternative forms of education, such as private schools, charter schools, learning pods, and microschools).
0.6% in Utah to 5% or more in Mississippi and Vermont. The declines were concentrated in lower grades, potentially affecting enrollment in higher grades for years to come.

Large city systems saw particularly sharp declines, starting in 2020–21. That year, New York City, the nation’s largest public-school system, lost roughly 43,000 students—4% of its enrollment. Rural schools and schools with high populations of Hispanic students that operated mostly remotely also suffered large enrollment declines. Socio-economically, the greatest enrollment declines occurred on both ends of the spectrum, with schools in high- and low-

243. See, e.g., Oriana Gonzalez, U.S. Public School Enrollment Drops As Pandemic Persists, AXIOS (Nov. 28, 2020), https://www.axios.com/public-school-enrollment-drops-covid-pandemic-1a3fb3b-0a3e-4d48-80e4-c798a1e4759d.html (providing statistics for enrollment drops in Massachusetts, New York, California, Wisconsin, and Fairfax County, Virginia, and listing some of the factors leading to enrollment drops during the pandemic); Kevin Mahnken, New Federal Data Conforms Pandemic’s Blow to K-12 Enrollment, THE 74 (June 28, 2021), https://www.the74million.org/article/public-school-enrollment-down-3-percent-worst-century/ (reporting a “startling” 2021–22 “decline in the number of American children attending public schools”); Eesha Pendharkar, More Than 1 Million Students Didn’t Enroll During the Pandemic, EDUC. WEEK (June 17, 2021), https://www.edweek.org/leadership/more-than-1-million-students-didnt-enroll-during-the-pandemic-will-they-come-back/2021/06 (analyzing state enrollment data and finding not only that the country’s public schools lost 1.3 million students on the whole, but also that “every state lost students in the 2020-21 school year”).

244. Pendharkar, supra note 243 (describing national 2020–21 declines of 8% in pre-kindergarten and 5% in kindergarten enrollment); see, e.g., Dana Goldstein & Alicia Parlapiano, The Kindergarten Exodus, N.Y. TIMES (Aug 7, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/07/us/covid-kindergarten-enrollment.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (analyzing data collected by the New York Times and Stanford University, showing in “33 states, 10,000 local public schools lost at least 20 percent of their kindergarteners”).

245. SCHOOL DISRUPTED PART 2, supra note 216, at 8.


income neighborhoods experiencing larger enrollment declines than schools in middle-income neighborhoods.248

Although public-school systems expected enrollment to rebound in 2021–22,249 in many systems it did not. Full data were not yet available when this Article went to press, but it is clear that many of the nations’ largest school districts experienced 2021-22 declines below already epochally diminished 2020-21 levels—including New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Dallas, Washington, Boston, Rochester (NY), and Jackson (MS).250 New York City’s 2021–22 public

248. Goldstein & Parlapiano, supra note 244.


non-charter school enrollment dropped 5% from 2020–21 to the start of 2021–22 and lost more students during the latter year, ending up 83,000 students—over 8 percent—lower than its 2019–20 level.\(^{251}\)

Boston’s public-school enrollment fell by 4% in 2021–22 on top of a 4.7% drop the year before.\(^{252}\) Los Angeles’s 27,000-student decline in 2020–21 was even larger than the previous year’s drop.\(^{253}\) Rochester’s enrollment fell by 12% over the two years.\(^{254}\) After years of enrollment increases, even affluent Montgomery County Maryland’s public schools lost 4.2% of its students between 2019–20 and 2021–22.\(^{255}\) Faced with the loss of over 250,000 students since


\[^{254}\] Kamenetz et al, supra note 250 (“In the Rochester, N.Y., public schools, enrollment has fallen from 25,000 before the pandemic to around 22,000 this year, says [superintendent] Lesli Myers-Small . . . [who added,] ‘We have to make our schools attractive again.’”).

California districts are bracing for big declines in state education funding, which the state, like most others, allots mainly on a per-pupil basis. The most comprehensive analysis to date—an April 2022 study of data available on 12,000 school district websites (87% of all U.S. districts)—found that in 2021–22, enrollment began to rebound in some districts, which together added about 532,000 students compared to 2020–21, but continued dropping in other districts by roughly 623,000 students. As summarized in a news report, the study found that between 2020–21 and 2021–22, “[p]ublic school enrollment dropped more sharply in school districts that remained remote longer compared to those that reopened for in-person learning sooner.” Between 2019–20 and 2021–22, districts remaining remote the longest lost one of every 22 students, while districts offering the most in-person instruction lost only one of 93 students. The former districts “tended to be some of the biggest and lowest-income in the country, enroll[ing] large numbers of Black and Hispanic students,” meaning in political terms that enrollment declines were decidedly greater in counties voting for Joseph Biden for President than in ones voting for Donald Trump.

---


260. AM. ENTERP. INST., supra note 258.

261. Camera, supra note 259.
Diminishing participation in public education is even greater than these numbers suggest, given large increases in students enrolled in public schools who simply stopped attending remotely, then in person.\footnote{262} With parents taking care of ill family members, losing jobs, moving, or dying, and with households lacking the internet connections, devices, physical space, and adult supervision needed to keep children and youth virtually connected to schools, their children fell through the cracks in many school systems.\footnote{263} Despite educators’ extraordinary efforts to locate them, school systems lost contact with large numbers of students.\footnote{264} “[I]n North Carolina, a state education official told state lawmakers in December [2020] that more than 10,000 students had not been accounted for. New Mexico could not account for more than 12,000 students at the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \footnote{263} See infra notes 346–349 and accompanying text.
\item \footnote{264} See, e.g., Robbie Feinberg, \textit{Teachers Knock on Doors Looking for Students Who’ve Disappeared From Online Learning}, \textit{NPR} (Feb. 9, 2021), https://www.npr.org/2021/02/09/963669522/teachers-knock-on-doors-looking-for-students-whove-disappeared-from-online-learn [https://perma.cc/N5LX-6J9N] (“In response, some schools have been calling, texting and even knocking on doors to try to connect with students.”); Jacobson, \textit{Nashville’s ‘Navigator’}, \textit{ supra} note 250 (“The program, tracked through weekly phone and video calls, is an ambitious effort to keep students and families from slipping out of reach as distance learning extends into next year.”); Veronica Zaragovia, \textit{Meet One Woman on a Mission to Find Hundreds of Kids, Lost to Their Schools, CLASS OF COVID 19} (Feb. 8, 2021), https://classofcovid.org/story-meet-one-woman-on-a-mission-to-find-hundreds-of-kids [https://perma.cc/3DC7-GPSY] (describing efforts by a social worker to find more than 800 students who had stopped coming to school).
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
start of the [2020–21] school year.” A detailed mid-2021 analysis of absenteeism in five school districts serving nearly 450,000 students in the South, Southwest, and West, including substantial proportions of low-income students, documented a seven-fold increase in the number of students missing more than half of their classes. Chronic absences were twenty times greater for Black than for white students.

Matters improved some at the start of the 2021–22 school year, but many enrolled students remained lost to their school systems. “We think we found most of them, but there are still probably a thousand kids out there, we just don’t know what happened to them,” Dallas’s Superintendent told NPR in late Fall 2021, noting that “[o]ther urban superintendents are telling me they have significantly higher numbers of students that they’re really worried about.” Around the same time, “chronic absenteeism” among Illinois’ Black students and students learning English as a second language was 39% and 24%, respectively. Cleveland reported that nearly half of its students were on track to be chronically absent in 2021–22, down from 2020–21, but far above pre-pandemic levels.

Providing a powerful academic explanation for why families in the public school systems that remained remote the longest were

---


267. Id. (Black students’ absenteeism climbed nearly 20 percentage points, compared to 1 percentage point for white students).

268. Kamenetz et al., supra note 250.


most likely to decamp those systems is the disproportionate learning loss suffered by students there—with the largest effect on the Black, Latinx, and low-income students concentrated in those schools.271 As described by an author of a May 2022 Harvard study of declines in expected learning growth in mathematics during the pandemic, the result of the racially and socio-economically uneven patterns of learning loss during the pandemic is likely “the largest increase in educational inequity in a generation.”272 During 2021–22, Black and Hispanic students’ learning fell about one and one-half times further below their expected learning gains in math than their white counterparts.273 Crucially, controls the researchers introduced suggest that “much of the increased [racial] gap in test scores” results from “school-level shocks rather than differential effects of the pandemic on [members of] racial/ethnic subgroups within schools.”274 In other words, the learning losses were mainly associated not with Black and Latinx students but with schools to which our education system relegates them—which in turn were the ones that responded less flexibly to the pandemic. The study likewise found a stark

271. See, e.g., Kate Royals, These Mississippi Schools Never Returned to In-Person Learning, MISS. TODAY (June 9, 2021), https://mississippitoday.org/2021/06/09/these-mississippi-schools-never-returned-to-in-person-learning-heres-what-happened/ [https://perma.cc/D8QN-YS42] (showing that most Mississippi schools that never returned to in-person learning during 2020–21 served majority Black populations and had previously been graded “D” or “F” by the state).


273. DAN GOLHABER ET AL., HARV. CTR. EDUC. POL’Y RES., THE CONSEQUENCES OF REMOTE AND HYBRID INSTRUCTION DURING THE PANDEMIC 12 (2022), https://cepr.harvard.edu/files/cepr/files/5-4.pdf?m=1651690491 [https://perma.cc/58M8-NAY2]; see also Dorn et al., COVID-19 and Learning Loss, supra note 233, at 6 (estimating that students of color lost the equivalent of five months of learning during the pandemic compared to three months for white students); Laura Meckler & Hannah Natanson, ‘A Lost Generation’: Surge of Research Reveals Students Sliding Backward, WASH. POST (Dec. 6, 2020), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/students-falling-behind/2020/12/06/88d7157a-3665-11eb-8d38-6aee1adb3839_story.html [https://perma.cc/8C4V-PX5P] (citing studies showing that students of color lost the equivalent of several more months of learning than white peers).

274. GOLHABER ET AL., supra note 273, at 14; see KAUFMAN & DILIBERTI, supra note 236, at 1–2 (schools with higher non-white and low-income populations were more likely to operate on a hybrid or remote basis in 2021, and thus were more likely to experience shortened days, lenient grading, increased absenteeism, and failing grades).
association between attending schools with mostly high-poverty students and the harmful effect of time spent in remote learning: high- and low-poverty schools that mostly remained open during the pandemic experienced about the same modest levels of learning loss. But learning loss in schools that were remote over half the time was twice as great in high-poverty as in low-poverty schools, and increased more substantially as the time spent in remote learning increased.

Simply put, school districts’ failed response to the pandemic in locales where constituents—disproportionately, families of color and in poverty—traditionally have most strongly supported public education wreaked the greatest academic harms on their students and, not surprisingly then, suffered the greatest enrollment losses during the pandemic. A strategy more disruptive of public schools’ compellingly important job of cementing “enough” free individuals’ commitment to each other and to our nation’s liberal democratic values to enable it politically and socially to cohere is hard to imagine.

Confirming these results, the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) announced in September 2022 that, for the first time during the half century in which the NAEP tests have been given, learning levels of the nation’s 9-year-olds in math dropped during the pandemic compared to levels in the next previous test administration. Reading scores fell by the largest margin in over 30 years. The average performance of students of all races and income levels dropped in math, but scores of the lowest-performing students dropped four times more (representing roughly 36 weeks of learning loss) compared to the scores of the highest-performing students (who lost about nine weeks of learning). Black students lost two and one-

---

275. Leonhardt, supra note 272 (reporting study findings).
277. See supra notes 29–30 and accompanying text (describing nation’s large NAEP test score declines and growth of achievement gaps just before the pandemic).
279. Id.
280. Id. (explaining that a top-performing student who lost three points in math can catch up in nine weeks, while a low-performing student who lost 12 points would need 36 weeks to catch up).
half times more learning on average (about 39 weeks) than white students (about 15 weeks).\textsuperscript{281} One report on the data attributed the vast economic and racial achievement gaps in part to “the profound effect school closures had on low-income and on Black and Hispanic students, in part because their schools were more likely to continue remote learning for longer times.”\textsuperscript{282} NCES Commissioner Peggy G. Carr declared herself “taken aback by the scope and magnitude” of learning loss and by the widening of achievement gaps.\textsuperscript{283}

The remainder of this section traces the types and direction of family moves away from public schooling as it existed as of the beginning of the pandemic in early 2020.\textsuperscript{284} Our analysis cannot fully identify the causes and future patterns of family moves, but there is considerable evidence that longstanding features of public education governance contributed to the moves and will stymie public schools’ efforts to stem the tide.

2. Switching schools

The pandemic coincided with a large uptick in families moving children from one school to another. According to one survey, 15% of families changed their child’s school for the 2020–21 academic

\begin{verbatim}
281. Id.
282. Id.
283. Id.
284. The table below, reporting estimates from a national survey of parents, presents the most comprehensive comparison we have found of enrollment changes by school type between 2019–20 and 2020–21:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School Type</th>
<th>Fall 2019 enrollment (in millions)</th>
<th>Change as of Fall 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional public</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>-3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>-20.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charter</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>+17.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homeschooling</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>+63.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning pods, microschools</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>+34.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\end{verbatim}
year, 50% higher than in pre-pandemic years. Urban areas, with the lowest rates of in-person schooling, had the highest rates of families switching schools. The survey associated switching schools during the pandemic with higher levels of parent satisfaction with their children’s new schools—consistent with surveys on which private school, homeschool, and charter school parents reported higher levels of satisfaction with “academic,” “emotional,” and “social learning” in their schools during the pandemic than did families with children in traditional public schools. As we develop below, many of these moves took children out of or kept them from entering public schools.

i. Homeschools

All states allow homeschools as an exception to compulsory attendance laws, most requiring it to be provided in the home by adult family members, but others permitting informal multifamily efforts to educate children together and even commercial microschools (described below). Although in forbidding states to bar

---

285. Id. at 5 (fifteen percent of families changed schools during the 2020–21, compared to an estimated 10% in prior years).


287. School Disrupted Part 1, supra note 284 at 5.

288. MORNING CONSULT, EDCHOICE, THE PUBLIC, PARENTS, AND K-12 EDUCATION: A NATIONAL POLLING REPORT 17–18 (2021) https://edchoice.morningconsultintelligence.com/assets/118130.pdf [https://perma.cc/8PMP-C3QN] (reporting that 28% of public-school parents, compared to 59% of homeschool and 50% of private school parents, felt their children were progressing “very well” in 2020–21; 41% of district school parents, compared to 51% of homeschool, 54% of public charter school, and 66% of private school parents, were “very satisfied” with their children’s school experiences).

289. See Statutory Exemptions to Compulsory Education, FINDLAW (June 20, 2016), https://www.findlaw.com/education/education-options/statutory-exemptions-to-compulsory-education.html [https://perma.cc/V8EW-J3KQ] (all states exempt children “from compulsory attendance requirements if they receive equivalent education” via “homeschooling by the child’s parents, or instruction by a private tutor”); What is Homeschooling and How Does it Work, HOME SCH. LEGAL DEF. ASS’N (Jan. 10, 2020), https://hslda.org/post/what-is-homeschooling [https://perma.cc/SYRG-4DQT] (providing information on each state’s homeschooling requirements); see also Pendharkar, supra note 243 (Maine’s students homeschooling either alone or in learning pods grew 32% during pandemic).
families from accessing private school and other non-public options, the Supreme Court invited states to “regulate” them, including by mandating “certain studies plainly essential to good citizenship,” the Court has not required States to do so, and many do not.\textsuperscript{290} Whereas some states require homeschooleds to report to their local districts on the instruction they provide and its coverage of mandated subjects, most states exercise only modest or no curricular or other oversight and have no reporting requirements.\textsuperscript{291} For these and for privacy and practical reasons, the assurance that schooling instills tolerance of


\textsuperscript{291.} The Home School Legal Defense Association (HSLDA) divides state statutory regimes governing homeschooling into four categories based on how substantially they regulate homeschooleds: No notice, Low regulation; Low regulation; Moderate regulation; High regulation. Homeschool Laws by State, HOME SCH. LEGAL DEF. ASS’N, https://hslda.org/legal (last visited Nov. 20, 2022). Only Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, and Vermont fall in the “High Regulation” category, requiring, for example, instruction in English in specified subjects by a parent with a high school diploma, written notice of intent to homeschool, standardized testing; periodic reporting on curricula and students’ days and hours of attendance, and filing of work portfolios. Id. Thirty-three states fall into two “Low Regulation” categories, differentiated by whether homeschooleds must report on their compliance with limited requirements that apply. Seventeen states do not specify subjects homeschooleds must cover. Id. States that do mandate subject matter coverage usually limit those to some combination of English, math, science, and social studies. Many lack any reporting, testing, or other mechanisms for enforcing their requirements. Oklahoma imposes no requirements on homeschooling other than that it include 180 days of instruction, and has no mechanism for enforcing that requirement. How to Comply With Oklahoma’s Homeschool Law, HOME SCH. LEGAL DEF. ASS’N (June 18, 2020), https://hslda.org/post/how-to-comply-with-oklahomas-homeschool-law [https://perma.cc/Y7KT-RL8V]. Utah law gives homeschooling parents total control of curricular choices, evaluation, and “the time, place, and method of instruction” and forbids education officials to require parents to maintain records, obtain credentials, and give standardized tests. Utah Code Ann. § 53G-6-204(2). Only a small number of states require private-school instruction in “good citizenship.” See, e.g., How to Comply with Texas’s Homeschool Law, HOME SCH. LEGAL DEF. ASS’N (Nov. 30, 2020), https://hslda.org/post/how-to-comply-with-texas-homeschool-law [https://perma.cc/D928-6WN3] (at 1:22) (explaining that Texas has no requirements for days and hours for homeschooling but does require a course in good citizenship). For a comprehensive but somewhat outdated state-by-state analysis of homeschooling laws, see U.S. DEP’T OF EDUC., OFF. OF NON-PUBLIC EDUC. STATE REGULATION OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS (2009)).
difference and other liberal democratic values is likely weaker in homeschools than in other alternatives to public schools discussed here.

During the first seven months of the pandemic, the percentage of school-aged children being homeschooled nationally more than doubled from 5.4% to 11.1%, according to the Census Bureau—a trend that continued the next school year. Consistent with the longstanding association between homeschooling and families’ religious and right-of-center ideological dispositions, some of the increase in homeschooling occurred in rural and politically conservative areas. As public schools closed and operated only remotely for long periods of time, however, public perceptions of homeschooling became more positive across the board, giving it a foothold among families and communities not traditionally interested in it. In surveys, parents reported switching to homeschooling


293. See Andrew Marra, This School Lost 10% of its Students to Home Schooling?, PALM BEACH POST (June 14, 2021), https://www.palmbeachpost.com/story/news/education/2021/06/14/jupiter-farms-elementary-lost-10-its-students-home-schooling/5165804001/ [https://perma.cc/8E73-WDD4] (documenting increases in homeschooling and declines in public enrollment in rural, politically conservative areas); Parks, supra note 237 (tracing beginning of “modern homeschooling movement in America” to objections to public schools’ prohibition on Christian prayer and to racial integration; “by the nineteen-eighties [homeschooling’s] most vocal and influential supporters were white Christian conservatives,” and the “earliest homeschooling textbooks were written from a Christian perspective, and some were racist”).

294. See Bauerlein, supra note 292 (in 2020–21, Connecticut’s homeschooling numbers quintupled to 3,500; North Carolina’s doubled to 18,800; Nebraska’s increased 56% to 13,426); The Public, Parents, and K-12 Education, supra note 288, at 15 (on national survey, 64% of parents reported that pandemic gave them more favorable view of homeschool); Arianna Prothero & Christina Samuels, Home Schooling Is Way Up with COVID-19, EDUC. WEEK (Nov. 9, 2021), https://www.edweek.org/policy-politics/home-schooling-is-way-up-with-covid-19-
mainly because their children performed poorly when their school tried to teach them remotely at home, and most thought their children performed better when family members took over home instruction.\footnote{295}

Chief among the new participants in homeschooling are Black families, with support from organizations like the African American Homeschool Network, My Reflection Matters Village, National Black Home Educators, and community-based organizations.\footnote{296} According to


the Census Bureau, Black homeschooling rates rose from 3.3% in 2019–20 to 16.1% in 2020–21. The pandemic played a role in these changes by exposing Black parents, watching their kids’ public-school instruction taking place in real time online, to classroom environments characterized by substandard instruction, excessive discipline and bullying disproportionately wielded against their children, and what they perceived as transparent racism.

Although sparse, the research on this trend suggests the extent to which the motivating forces are eroding support for public schools among one of its historically strongest constituencies. Black families report that switching from public to homeschooling has been


298. See, e.g., Eveline Chao, As Schools Reopen, Will Black and Asian Families Return?, PBS NEWS HOUR (July 5, 2021), https://www.pbs.org/newshour/education/as-schools-reopen-will-black-and-asian-families-return [https://perma.cc/9DLN-GCXR] (reporting that Black families switched to homeschooling during pandemic because of frustrations with public schools and excessive punishment of students struggling with remote learning); Loretta Hickman, Why Black Families Have Found Some Benefits in Distance Learning, THE HECHINGER REP. (July 15, 2021), https://hechingerreport.org/opinion-why-black-families-have-found-some-benefits-in-distance-learning/ [https://perma.cc/ASGH-DJ4W] (listing factors motivating Black families’ turn to remote and homeschooling during pandemic, including Black children’s ongoing struggles in public schools, more limited access to grade-level content, and harsher and more frequent discipline than white peers, and their enhanced access to technology and improved communication with teachers when they learned at home); Miles, supra note 296 (“We are overcoming racism through homeschooling.” (quoting University of Georgia professor studying Black homeschooling)); Parks, supra note 237 (quoting mother telling Detroit school superintendent, “[p]arents are not deciding to take their children out of school because of COVID [but] because education has failed children in this city forever”; if public “school won’t reinvent education, we have to reinvent it ourselves”); Katie Reilly, For Black Parents Resisting White-Washed History, Homeschooling Is an Increasingly Popular Option, TIME (Feb. 28, 2022), https://time.com/6151375/black-families-homeschooling/ [https://perma.cc/B58E-C5NW] (“While COVID-19 was a catalyst, many Black parents, concerned about racism in schools and frustrated by the prevalence of white-washed history lessons, have also turned to homeschooling as a way to take control of their children’s education.”); sources cited supra note 296 (describing instruction, discipline, and other conditions Black families observed in public schools during pandemic that prompted them to switch to homeschooling).
“wrenching”—”a slap in the face” to the civil rights movement and its promise of access to public education and potentially “harm[ful to] neighbors’ children” whose “public schools rely on per-pupil funding from state governments.” 299 Black parents made the switch nonetheless, concluding they “had no choice, with eighty per cent citing pervasive racism and inequities” in public schools.300

It is not at all certain that homeschooling provides students with a reliable alternative to public education. With most states exercising essentially no oversight, there is little assurance that homeschooling will provide children with a sound education or provide parents and the public with the transparency as to inadequate results that public education—whatever its other failings—provides. Additionally, given the deep political cleavages separating white and Black adherents of homeschooling—most especially on questions of race itself—there is every reason to fear that homeschooling will increase racial dissonance and segregation.

To date, for example, most of the existing curricula and instructional materials that have grown up around homeschooling for mainly white students are anathema to Black parents who are developing their own materials.301 Homeschooling also contributes to class cleavages, given the disposition of most affluent families that opt out of public schools to enroll their children in organized private schools.302 Worse, isolating children from ideas that are unwelcome to their parents—be it the nation’s history of racism, gay or interracial marriage, tolerance for people different from themselves, or values and careers parents deem “too Black” or “too white”—undermines the most basic public goods that public schools provide a diverse and democratic polity.303

To date, only a relatively small minority of Black families have turned to homeschooling, and their long-term commitment to that option remains unclear.304 But their dramatically increased

299. Parks, supra note 237.
300. Id.
301. See supra note 293 and accompanying text.
302. Cf. School Disrupted Part 1, supra note 284, at 10 (“Fifty-five percent of lower-income parents who switched to homeschooling during the pandemic . . . are not spending any money to support it [versus] only seven (7) percent of higher-income parents . . . . Fifty-one percent of [high-income] parents spend more than $500 . . . and almost a third report spending more than $2,000 per month [on homeschooling].”).
303. See supra note 13 and accompanying text.
304. See, e.g., Reilly, supra note 298 (noting various forces, accelerated by transparency of public education during pandemic driving Black families to
uptake of homeschooling is important in explaining Black families’ share of the declines in public-school enrollment, disproportionately large share of charter school enrollment,\textsuperscript{305} resistance during the 2021–22 school year to requiring their children to return to in-person learning—even though their children suffered the brunt of remote learning’s instructional deficiencies\textsuperscript{306}—and agitation for public post-COVID remote-learning options,\textsuperscript{307} desire for community-staffed learning pods,\textsuperscript{308} and greater tendency during the pandemic to give up on schooling entirely.\textsuperscript{309}

ii. Private schools

Depending on size and location, many private schools experienced enrollment gains at least early in the pandemic (Utah’s private school enrollment, increased 25% in 2020–21, for example\textsuperscript{310}), while other private schools lost enrollment (especially larger, more
expensive ones in big cities). Although both tendencies receded somewhat as schools returned to in-person learning, our reading of available data and anecdotal reports is that, overall, private school enrollment increased during COVID-19.

Similar factors caused mixed patterns of enrollment change among parochial schools. Enrollment increased on average in small Protestant parochial schools in non-urban settings catering to families opposed to mask and vaccine mandates, LGBTQ rights, and curricula exploring the history of American racism. Jewish day


312. See sources cited supra note 311.


314. See, e.g., Graham, supra note 208 (citing a 12% growth in “conservative Christian schooling” between 2019–20 and 2020–21 school year, caused in part by what the pandemic “brought to light to families of what’s going on inside the schools, inside the classroom, and what teachers are teaching” (quoting a Christian school leader)).
schools also saw enrollment increases. Catholic schools experienced an influx of higher-income students seeking in-person options but not enough to offset losses among families who could no longer afford tuition, fled urban areas Catholic schools often serve, or delayed enrolling their young children in school. Nationally, Catholic school enrollment dropped 6.4% between the 2019–20 and 2020–21 school years, with a 26.6% decline in preschoolers. The 200 Catholic school closures during the period accelerated a long-term trend.

iii. Charter schools

Charter schools more clearly gained enrollment during the pandemic. A comprehensive state-by-state analysis by the National


319. See, e.g., Thompson, supra note 316 (“The pandemic added new pressures to long-existing ones like declining birthrates and increasing disaffiliation with the church.” (quoting the director of the education secretariat at the U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops)).
Association of Public Charter Schools reports more charter school enrollment growth in the 2020–21 school year than in any of the previous six years—rising 7.1% nationally, adding 237,000 students, and climbing in 39 of the 42 states for which data were available.\[320\] In a number of states, for-profit online charter schools drove statewide enrollment gains as they drew on their expertise in remote-learning modalities that public schools were just trying out, while downplaying their history of financial scandals and low student engagement and achievement.\[321\] Even in states that do not allow or have many for-profit charter schools, however, 2020–21 charter school gains were substantial—with charter school enrollment gains equivalent to 13.1% of enrollment losses in New York State’s traditional public schools, 14.3% in Colorado, 14.7% in Rhode Island, 19.2% in Texas, and 37.0% in the District of Columbia.\[322\] Charter schools thus were “the only segment of the public education sector to grow” during the three pandemic years.\[323\]

\[320.\] DEBBIE VENEY & DREW JACOBS, NAT’L ALLIANCE PUB. CHARTER SCHS., VOTING WITH THEIR FEET: A STATE-LEVEL ANALYSIS OF PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL AND DISTRICT PUBLIC SCHOOL TRENDS 1–2, 4 (2021), https://www.publiccharters.org/sites/default/files/documents/2021-09/napcs_voting_feet_rd6.pdf [https://perma.cc/5FPM-6MSV]; see also Troy Closson, As New York City Schools Face a Crisis, Charter Schools Gain Students, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 21, 2022) (“As traditional public schools in the nation’s largest system endure a perilous period of student loss and funding shortfalls, New York City’s charter schools are on an upward trajectory.”).


\[323.\] VENEY & JACOBS, supra note 320, at 1.
Charter schools’ recent expansion compounds a quarter century of rapid growth from the early 1990s through 2015 and ended a plateauing of charter school enrollment from 2016 to 2019. Whether these increases will persist is unclear, but charter advocates offer reason to think they will:

[F]amilies chose to leave their district schools in record-high numbers [during the pandemic] and polling from parents suggests this wasn’t a temporary change. According to National Parents Union [made up primarily of Black and Latinx parents], 80% of the parents they surveyed said the 2020-21 school year was an eye-opening experience that also resulted in a demonstrable shift in parental involvement when it comes to their child’s education and parents’ desire to engage schools with more input and feedback. A majority of parents want more options for their students following the pandemic and they have no plans to return to the way things were.

Citing studies showing that during the pandemic “charter schools leveraged their flexibility and autonomy to better meet the needs of students” than traditional public schools, Bloomberg Philanthropies recently committed $750 million to support charter school growth. Also noted by Bloomberg Philanthropies was a


recent academic study finding that, from 2005 to 2017, controlling for demography, student cohorts in the charter sector outperformed their peers in district schools on NAEP reading and math assessments by about a third of a year’s worth of learning, with Black and economically disadvantaged students making the biggest gains. As we note above, charter schools oriented toward providing high-quality schooling for traditionally underserved student populations have experienced greater academic gains than charter schools oriented toward preserving cultural homogeneity.

iv. Learning pods and microschools

Small informal learning groups and neighborhood arrangements to supplement in-class learning predate the pandemic, but COVID-19 vastly expanded their prominence and gave them a new name: “learning pods.” Learning pods uniquely accommodate multiple learning modalities and facilitate social distancing, contract tracing, and in-person supervision of students receiving online lessons or completing assignments on their own. Parents particularly valued pods as full-time options for children in
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327. Bloomberg Philanthropies Launches Historic $750 Million National Effort, supra note 326 (citing Shakeel & Peterson, supra note 324).
328. See supra notes 147–150 and accompanying text.
kindergarten to second grade and as supplements to remote learning in higher grades.\textsuperscript{331} The variety of arrangements, many fleeting, ad-hoc, and focused more on childcare than learning,\textsuperscript{332} make pod use difficult to quantify, but one national survey found that 22\% of parents participated in a learning pod and another 20\% were looking to form them during the 2020–21 school year, with some of the strongest interest among parents identifying as Black, Hispanic, urban, or Democrats.\textsuperscript{333}

Parents sometimes led learning pods themselves, but many pods operated with outside help. Of 330 learning pods studied by the Center for Reinventing Public Education in 2020–21, non-profit organizations facilitated 44\%, while for-profit businesses operated 17\%, school districts operated 7\%, and partnerships of community groups, municipalities, and school districts operated 12.5\%.\textsuperscript{334} A fifth of the pods met in schools.\textsuperscript{335} Learning pods also likely accounted for some of the exponential growth in use of virtual educational supplements, such as Outschool, an online company connecting

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{331} See The Public, Parents, and K-12 Education, supra note 288, at 24 (reporting that 76\% of surveyed learning pod parents used them as supplements to, the rest as substitutes for, online learning); School Disrupted Part 1, supra note 284, at 8, 12 (reporting survey data indicating greater use of learning pods for young children).
  \item \textsuperscript{332} See Pavithra Mohan, How 3 Sets of Parents Found Childcare Workarounds During COVID-19, FAST COMPANY (June 30, 2020), https://www.fastcompany.com/90521204/how-3-sets-of-parents-found-childcare-workarounds-during-covid-19 (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (describing the use of learning pods as a childcare solution during the pandemic); Zaidee Stavely, Low-Income Parents Turn to Neighbors, Family for Help with Distance Learning, EDSOURCE (Aug 28, 2020), https://edsorce.org/2020/low-income-parents-turn-to-neighborhood-networks-for-help-with-distance-learning/ ("Instead of the small learning groups and private tutors some wealthy parents are arranging for their children this school year, many low-income parents are turning to family members, neighbors and friends for child care and help navigating distance learning.").
  \item \textsuperscript{333} The Public, Parents, and K-12 Education, supra note 288, at 20–21; see also School Disrupted Part 1, supra note 284, at 8, 12 (finding that 12\% of surveyed parents reported using learning pods during pandemic; estimating national Fall 2020 learning pod enrollment of .72 million compared to .58 million pre-pandemic).
  \item \textsuperscript{335} Id.
\end{itemize}
students to part-time teachers for synchronous learning support, which grew from 1,000 teachers in 2019 to 7,000 in 2021, and Khan Academy, which saw a nearly 300% spike in the use of the online site’s asynchronous materials in the first months of the pandemic.

Given costs pods impose on families, the extent of their post-pandemic use likely will depend on whether public-school systems choose to fund and make them a part of their ongoing programs. A Tyton Partners survey found that pod use was far more common among high-income parents (25% of surveyed parents in this cohort) than middle-income (11%) and low-income parents (5%). Sixty-two percent of higher income families reported paying certified teachers to run their pods, versus 31% of lower income families. Demand among low-income families and community-based advocates for access to learning pods during the pandemic—and concerted efforts of “pandemic learning communities led by leaders of color” to provide


340. Id. at 15.
such access—suggest that these discrepancies stem from differences in resources, not preferences.341

As in the case of learning pods, microschools predated the pandemic and surged in popularity during it, enrolling an estimated 600,000 students in 2020–21.342 Microschools serve small numbers of students, exhibiting some features of full-time, substitutive (as opposed to supplementary) learning pods and qualifying as homeschooled in some states.343 Mirroring private schools, microschools often are run by for-profit companies like Prenda, provide their teachers with a set curriculum and portfolio of learning tools, and are funded largely through state voucher and educational savings account (ESA) programs.344 Given its established ESA system, Arizona saw particularly significant increases in students

341. DARAMOLA, supra note 296, at 3–75 (describing creation of learning pods in Black and Latinx communities by Boston Community Learning Collaborative, Equity Pods in Brooklyn (NY), and Latinx parents in Denver to provide children of color with access to learning pods like those that “wealthy and white” parents were creating in their neighborhoods); see also EUPHAE JEANNE DARAMOLA, CTR. ON REINVENTING PUB. EDUC., PODS IN ACTION: THE OAKLAND REACH (2022), https://crpe.org/wp-content/uploads/final-Oakland-REACH-case-study.pdf [https://perma.cc/8FBT-JS89] (describing parent-run advocacy group’s operation of pods to address needs of Oakland’s Black and Latinx communities).


343. Id. at 6 (“Microschool: Small independent K-12 schools often characterized by size and structure—class sizes of typically 20 or fewer children, mixed-aged level groupings, innovative and/or active teaching models, and personalized approach and attention.”); Andy Smarick, Microschooling and Policy, MANHATTAN INST. (Feb. 24, 2022), https://www.manhattan-institute.org/smarick-microschooling-and-policy [https://perma.cc/L3HC-VW3A] (noting that states may categorize microschools as homeschooling or small private schools, depending on their structure); Andrew Bauld, What Is a Microschool?, U.S. NEWS (Apr. 7, 2022), https://www.usnews.com/education/k12/articles/what-is-a-microschool (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (noting absence of accepted national standards for defining or accrediting microschools, states’ struggle to define them, and wide variation in how states treat them).

344. See, e.g., Prenda in Arizona, PRENDA, https://www.prenda.com/primary-states/arizona [https://perma.cc/7K2U-89XB] (describing, from the for-profit organization’s viewpoint, the “small,” “safe,” “flexible,” “personalized” and “community-centered” environment of Prenda and similar tuition-free microschools). Prenda’s Arizona website encourages parents to apply to receive state ESA funds that can be used for several educational purposes, including Prenda. Id.
enrolled in microschools, presaging growth elsewhere as vouchers and ESAs expand there.345

3. Leaving school

As we note above, public-school enrollments have declined in part because older students—especially economically disadvantaged youth of color buffeted by family financial difficulties and flagging grades—have chosen to leave school entirely to support siblings or find jobs.346 Although parents rarely acknowledge keeping children out of school for these reasons,347 18% of respondents on a National Parents Union survey said their children in grades 9–12 needed to find work or work longer hours during the pandemic due to the family’s financial situation.348 Students’ and parents’ doubts about the value of the education being offered349 also may have figured into the calculus leading students to leave school in favor of other occupations.

---


346. See supra notes 262–267 and accompanying text.

347. See SCHWARTZ ET AL., supra note 307 (reporting survey responses indicating that some parents did not plan to send one or more child to school in person in Fall 2021 so child could hold down a job).


349. See supra notes 209–237 and accompanying text.
4. Advocating better schools

In the midst of the pandemic and school systems’ efforts to address the May 2020 killing of George Floyd and what it revealed about the past and present of American racism, families acted collectively as well as individually, adding voice to choice in response to rising doubts about public schools. Most attention given to this new parents’ movement has focused on angry, even violent, objections regarding the right to masking and vaccination requirements, arrangements for LGBTQ students, anti-bias training for school staff, and curricula on U.S. race relations characterized as “critical race theory.” These forces no doubt threaten public schools, fueling the campaign to delegitimize full public subsidization of only public schools and increase public funding for private schools, while driving families who otherwise would prefer public schools away from the churn of public-school controversies.


Less remarked but potentially even more of a challenge to the public education establishment is pandemic-triggered activism by parents who in the past have supported and happily taken advantage of fully subsidized public schools. During the pandemic, public schools faced angry backlash from their core constituencies, supported in part by a new generation of community-based organizations in Black and Latinx neighborhoods supported by philanthropic funding. Citing schools remaining remote after public health officials deemed in-person education safe and public life

352. See, e.g., ‘A Breach of Trust: Three Parents on Why They Became School Activists,’ N.Y. TIMES (Sept. 1, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2022/09/01/opinion/us-school-parents.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (“America’s schools have emerged as a battleground for the country’s most fervent cultural disagreements, and in many places, parents are finding themselves on the front lines . . . [as part of a] new era of parental activism”); Dana Goldstein, As School Closures Near First Anniversary, a Diverse Parent Movement Demands Action, N.Y. TIMES (Feb. 28, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/28/us/schools-reopening-philadelphia-parents.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) [hereinafter, Goldstein, Diverse Parents Movement] (describing prominence in new activism focused on school quality during pandemic of parents in both middle class white and economically disadvantaged Black and Latinx neighborhoods); TOPPO ET AL., supra note 350, at 5–6 (describing a “new generation of far more activist parent organizations” that is “pushing policymakers and local education leaders for better schools, greater transparency, resource equity, teacher diversity, [and] more school options” — activism that “the pandemic intensified . . . by stoking parents’ frustrations with school closings and online learning”).

353. TOPPO ET AL., supra note 350, at 5–6, 7–14 (describing pandemic-driven advocacy by community-based organizations of low-income Black and Latinx parents in Atlanta, Los Angeles, Memphis, Oakland, and Washington, D.C.—supported by national organizations such as Brightbeam (blogging network of parent and local activists demanding improved public schools), Learning Heroes (training parents to become effective education advocates for their children), and National Parents Union (described infra note 421) and an array of new philanthropic funders—to “[forge] a sense of agency among low-income parents and parents of color traditionally excluded from their children’s educational lives” via school board elections, school-district agenda-setting exercises, and lobbying of “policymakers and local education leaders for better schools, greater transparency, resource equity, teacher diversity, [and] more school options”); see supra notes 296, 341 & infra note 487 (providing examples of education-focused activism by Black- and Latinx-led community organizations in Boston, Brooklyn, Denver, and Detroit).
otherwise resumed functioning,\(^\text{354}\) as well as children’s lack of interest, poor grades, and flagging mental health, and targeting teachers unions in particular,\(^\text{355}\) parents flooded school officials’

\(^{354}\) See, e.g., Howard Blume, LA Parents Demand Schools Reopen, Saying Science and Improved Conditions Are on Their Side, L.A. TIMES (Feb. 23, 2021), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-02-23/parents-protest-covid-closures-demand-la-schools-reopen (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (quoting parent activist identifying as a “big turning point for a lot of us parents” when “L.A. County Health Department gave [schools] the clear” to open, but “LAUSD and UTLA [the local teachers union] said: Oh no, but it’s still not safe”); Goldstein, Diverse Parent Movement, supra note 352 (providing numerous examples across racial, economic, and urban/suburban lines of parents “angry about shuttered schools” and taking action that may “rejigger the politics of public education”—“ask[ing] questions” of local school officials that they “didn’t ask” before; “distrust[ing] . . . teachers’ unions that are slowing reopening timelines”; and switching from “believ[ing] in the value of public education” to exercising “options the unions oppose, like private school vouchers or non-unionized charter schools” because “[t]he more we see, the more faith we lose in our system”).

inboxes with complaints, circulated petitions, formed Facebook and political action groups, ran for school board positions, publicly announced decisions to leave public schools,\textsuperscript{356} and filed lawsuits.\textsuperscript{357}

\textsuperscript{356}. See e.g., Howard Blume, \textit{Parents Frustrated by Pandemic Education Launch Activist Group to Raise Their Voices}, \textit{L.A. Times} (June 2, 2021), https://www.latimes.com/california/story/2021-06-02/california-parents-form-post-covid-education-activist-group (on file with the \textit{Columbia Human Rights Law Review}) (formation of parent group protesting delayed return to in-person learning because “parents need a louder voice—distinct from the unions” to keep “[p]arent voices and student interests [from being] ignored or deprioritized . . . .”); \textit{A Breach of Trust}, supra note 352 (documenting agreement among leaders of three newly former parent groups focused, respectively, on racial injustice in North Carolina schools, excessively long school closures during the pandemic in San Francisco, and removing “ideological agendas from the classroom” in Illinois that parents “becom[ing] more aware of what’s going on” inside public schools during the pandemic led to “a breakdown in trust between the parent community and the institutions that are running our public schools”); Goldstein, \textit{Diverse Parent Movement}, supra note 352 (“A year into the pandemic, . . . parents are beginning to rebel, frustrated with the pace of reopening and determined to take matters into their own hands[,] . . . making contingency plans to relocate, home-school or retreat to private education[,] . . . filing lawsuits, agitating at public meetings, creating political action committees, or running for school board seats.”); TOPPO ET AL., supra note 350, at 6 (“[A] new generation of far more activist parent organizations are springing up across the country . . . [propelled] by [pandemic’s] turning [of] kitchen tables into classrooms, stoking parents’ frustrations with school closings and online learning . . . .”); Meg Woolhouse, \textit{Many Parents Are Demanding That Schools Return to In-Person Learning}, \textit{GBH News} (Feb. 8, 2021), https://www.wgbh.org/news/education/2021/02/08/many-parents-are-demanding-that-schools-return-to-in-person-learning (describing Massachusetts parent groups created during pandemic to advocate “safe opening” of schools, support school board nominees, circulate petitions, organize Facebook groups, and support families leaving public for private schools); Jill Tucker, \textit{High-Profile S.F. Parent Advocate Abandons Public Schools Over Son’s Pandemic Learning Loss}, \textit{S.F. Chron.} (June 24, 2021), https://www.sfchronicle.com/education/article/High-profile-S-F-parent-advocate-abandons-public-16269608.php (on file with the \textit{Columbia Human Rights Law Review}) (describing decision of a San Francisco mother, a former PTA president, to move her son to private school).
Although many public-school systems ignored or were too overwhelmed to respond effectively to family concerns and consequent family moves, individual educators, schools, and some publicly oriented charter management organizations and traditional public systems took the opportunity created by pandemic disruptions and parent dissatisfaction to innovate. The next section highlights what they learned.

C. Educator Responses

Prompted by family advocacy and exempted by necessity from the usual rules and conventions, individual teachers, schools, and systems broadly experimented during the pandemic with supplements and alternatives to public schooling as previously practiced. In the words of the director of a broad study of these
innovations, “‘t]he ability to be unbounded by the offerings that are in a school building and the kind of one-size-fits-all approach has been liberating for people.’”359 Energized by the surprising successes of these experiments achieved, educators, schools, and systems have used the reopening of schools to build on innovations, expand and diversify services to students, and address longstanding inequities.

The most consistent change the pandemic caused was the shift from on-site to remote learning.360 Most families experienced this change negatively, particularly early in the pandemic when schools and educators struggled with the logistical, technological, curricular, and social-emotional challenges effective online synchronous instruction presents.361 Over time, however, the necessary ingredients turned out to be available for effective remote learning in many contexts and superior learning in some.


359. Barmore, supra note 358.

360. See, e.g., Nancy Leech et al., The Challenges of Remote K-12 Education During the COVID-19 Pandemic: Differences by Grade Level, 26 ONLINE LEARNING 245, 246 (2022) (reporting on a survey-based mixed-methods study examining teachers’ experiences with remote learning during the pandemic).

Technologically, the pandemic went a long way toward closing many communities’ digital divide.362 Programmaticaly, a subset of students found virtual modalities in home settings more conducive to learning than traditional schooling.363 So did many families of color, preferring schooling at home to their children’s exposure to bullying, excessive discipline, and culturally insensitive instruction in class.364 Educators also came to value virtual and live-streamed programming and libraries to broaden access to advanced, foreign language, remedial and other coursework not otherwise available to students in their district schools; expand the range of digital tools students could


364. See sources cited supra notes 237, 296–298.
access in school; and avoid interruptions due to inclement weather and students’ medical needs—opportunities and knowledge teachers vowed to carry into the future.365 Virtual modalities also expanded access to healthcare, counseling, special education, and other social services that schools have long strived but often failed to provide students on any or an individual basis.366

In response, many states gave school districts discretion to offer virtual modalities during the 2021–22 school year, and by one count, 128 of the 200 largest school districts in the country created virtual programs during the 2021–22 school year designed to outlast the virus.367 States also granted virtual charter schools legislative


366. See, e.g., Barmore, supra note 358 (describing educators’ improved “view into students’ home lives” during remote learning, driving mental health and social service innovations); Lallinger, supra note 365 (describing Los Angeles district’s use of telehealth to serve students with disabilities); Virtual School-Based Therapy Provides Kids With Access to Mental Health Support, ATRIUM HEALTH (April 2022), https://atriumhealth.org/dailydose/2022/04/21/virtual-school-based-therapy-provides-kids-with-access-to-mental-health-support [https://perma.cc/QC8R-P7NG] (describing virtual program allowing school guidance counselors with parental permission to refer students to virtual therapy).

waivers from preexisting restrictions or authorized them to extend their enrollment across districts, generating large surges in enrollment in the past two years.\textsuperscript{368} State and local school systems that required all or nearly all public school students to return to in-person schooling during 2021–22—some handcuffed by union contracts barring the livestreaming of classes, the most cost-efficient remote option—faced parent protests and large increases in absenteeism as parents kept their children home.\textsuperscript{369}
At parents’ insistence, schools and districts absorbed into their regular programs other remote expedients that had become popular with families during the pandemic. Prompted by family demand for supplemental learning pods, schools are partnering with companies and community organizations to continue providing small-group instruction outside the classroom, often focused on students with particular learning needs or ones with working parents. Replicating other steps families had taken together during the pandemic, one online charter school network operating in Arizona and Texas has begun providing in-person microschools to its students once a week, generating a new form of blended learning.

Perhaps the most important pandemic-inspired expedient some schools and districts came to consider essential is increased communication with families about students’ daily learning needs and plans—moving from a few parent-teacher nights each year, with communications in between limited to urgent student disciplinary issues, to weekly opportunities to reflect on and refine ongoing

370. See Haas, supra note 338 (discussing state funding for school districts to hire private micro-schooling company to create learning pods); Michael Horn, Some Pods Will Outlast the Pandemic, EDUC. NEXT (Fall 2021), https://www.educationnext.org/some-pods-will-outlast-pandemic-students-parents-appreciate-support/ [https://perma.cc/R9MT-2TLL] (describing continuing support for small-group learning pods that emerged during the pandemic).


372. See, e.g., Hidden in Plain Sight, supra note 217, at 11, 19 (describing survey and interview results documenting typically thin public-school and teacher communications to parents on important matters of pedagogy, “with the exception of when [my child] does something bad”).
learning plans. Although adopted out of necessity, frequent virtual meetings with parents turned out to be quicker and easier on both ends than preexisting parent-teacher communication modalities; they also increase parents’ usage, in between, of email, calls, and texts. More importantly, when bolstered by strong instructional materials accessible alike to teachers, parents, and students, regular and frequent communication about instruction greatly improved what families learned from teachers and teachers learned from families about students’ progress and preferred learning styles, and what students learned overall.

Schools and districts also found better ways to communicate collectively with families. Virtual family nights and board meetings often generated more participation than previously in-person events. Tapping into existing community and new social networks and hiring parents to coordinate family responses helped maximize the reach and effect of more frequent communication.

With crisis conditions as the mother of invention and regulatory waivers and flexibility as midwives, districts and schools also experimented with new ways of conceptualizing schooling. Nowhere was this truer than in the use of time and staff. Granted scheduling flexibility, often for the first time ever, some districts

373. See, e.g., Barmore, supra note 358 (listing ways distance learning improved communications with families); Lallinger, supra note 365 (noting increased communication between districts and families and among staff and administrators during pandemic); sources cited infra note 449 and accompanying text (discussing learning-plan-based innovations).


375. See Chu et al, Fundamental 4, supra note 78, at 10 (describing student- and family-based instructional planning during pandemic, which enabled schools to stave off learning losses and even exceed prior learning levels).


377. Deke Farrow, Modesto City Schools to Hire Parent Ambassadors, MODESTO BEE (June 16, 2021), https://www.modbee.com/news/local/education/article252104478.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (reporting on district’s plan to hire parents to connect other parents with resources and inform them of school activities, to overcome Black and other parents’ disengagement and lack of trust in school systems).
extended the length of the school year to make up for lost instructional time, taking advantage of new legislation allowing schools to make their own calendars. Other systems changed start times and allowed students to attend school at extended hours.378 Freed from laws, regulations, and accepted routines dictating otherwise, schools experimented with new ways to allocate the school day and available staff—jettisoning the longstanding middle and high school rule of 45 minutes and one teacher per class period in order to increase the time individual and groups of students spent working on areas of particular need or interest, giving students greater agency over their learning, and using longer-and-larger-than-usual group instruction when appropriate to free up staff for more individualized instruction.379 During 2020–21 and 2021–22, many states waived


379. See, e.g., Barmore, supra note 358 (describing school district scheduling changes during pandemic suited to student needs and choices and more flexible definitions of teacher work hours and teacher-allocation rules); 5 "Power Strategies” (and Real Life Examples) to Accelerate Equity-Focused Recovery and Redesign, ERS (Mar. 9, 2021), https://www.ersstrategies.org/tap/start_here [https://perma.cc/6MT7-5M5H] (describing greater concentration and dispersal of staff along with just-in-time and other scheduling adjustments to address student needs as they arise); Donna St. George et al., How the Pandemic Is Reshaping Education, WASH. POST (Mar. 15, 2021), https://www.washingtonpost.com/education/2021/03/15/pandemic-school-year-changes/ [https://perma.cc/E54G-J28R] (describing pandemic-inspired changes to education); Tom Whisninand, How Co-Teaching Helped Our New Teachers Support Students, In-Person and Online, VOICES (Mar. 11, 2021),
“seat time” requirements specifying how much time students must spend each day on-site engaged in classroom activities, and states now face opposition to the restoration of those requirements because they impede innovation and experiential learning and are poor proxies for how much learning actually occurs inside and outside school.380

States, districts, and schools also (1) developed new responses to the suddenly burgeoning problem of student absenteeism;381 (2) expanded distribution of food and other necessities using drive-through food banks and home delivery and replacing means-tested

https://www.edsurge.com/news/2021-03-11-how-co-teaching-helped-our-new-teachers-support-students-in-person-and-online [https://perma.cc/G29E-S5N2] (describing seven co-teaching strategies fine-tuned for use during the pandemic); Madeline Will, 4 Ways Districts Are Giving Teachers More Flexibility in Their Jobs, EDUC. WEEK (May 5, 2021), https://www.edweek.org/teaching-learning/4-ways-districts-are-giving-teachers-more-flexibility-in-their-jobs/2021/05 [https://perma.cc/5BW8-V8JQ] (highlighting ways school districts were offering more flexibility in the workplace in the wake of the pandemic: (1) allowing teachers to work remotely, (2) making more efficient use of teachers teams, (3) aligning teacher assignments to teachers’ particular strengths, and (4) offering flexibility in teachers’ daily start and end times).


381. See TNTP, RISING TOGETHER: HOW FOUR DISTRICTS ARE BUILDING COMMUNITY DURING THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC (2021), https://tntp.org/assets/documents/TNTP-Rising-Together-Final.pdf [https://perma.cc/LKD5-65NW] (describing steps Hartford district took to find 90% of its missing students); sources cited supra note 250 (describing new methods of tracking attendance to pinpoint and support missing students, including use of family liaisons and door-to-door campaigns; connecting students to internet, handing out laptops, and explaining online platforms; and providing struggling students with tutors and counselors).
reduced and free breakfast and lunch programs with universal ones;382 (3) worked with libraries and local news networks to create textbook banks and broadcast educational materials;383 (4) experimented with new means of measuring, and new assumptions about expected, student progress, allowing parents to determine whether students should be held back a year,384 adopting “mastery learning” through which students exercise greater control over how they intend, and how long it will take, to demonstrate mastery over particular educational skills and content, and eliminating grade levels so students could progress through mandated learning standards more quickly or slowly than permitted


by the usual clumping of work by year;\textsuperscript{385} (5) broke the previously iron
law basing students’ assignment to school on their place of residence
through statewide or regional open-enrollment policies;\textsuperscript{386} and
(6) rethought school and classroom architecture.\textsuperscript{387}

Central to all of these innovations is a crucial insight: public
schools need not be uniform and static and instead can facilitate more
and better learning by working with parents and students to
accommodate the variegated and constantly evolving resources and
needs of each child. Building on that insight and patchy but
promising instantiations of it during the pandemic, the next Part
proposes ways public education can systematize flexibility and
enhance the diversity of services sufficiently to attract and expose

\textsuperscript{385.} See, e.g., Barmore, \textit{supra} note 358 (describing Tulsa School District’s
plan to “invest heavily” in future in beneficial arrangements pioneered during
the pandemic that enabled students to exercise “independence, time management
and decision-making autonomy that a traditional school usually doesn’t afford”); Patrick O’Donnell, \textit{Helping Students Learn at Their Own Pace: Why Some Ohio
Schools Are Adopting a “Mastery” Approach in Hopes of Closing COVID Learning
Gaps}, \textit{THE 74} (July 19, 2021); https://www.the74million.org/article/helping-
students-learn-at-their-own-pace-why-some-ohio-schools-are-adopting-a-mastery-
approach-in-hopes-of-closing-covid-learning-gaps/ [https://perma.cc/P4VQ-9Z8T]
(describing a growing “mastery” learning strategy that “lets students learn at
their own pace, making sure they fully understand key skills before moving on”);
\textit{see also} Chris Berdik, \textit{What’s School Without Grade Levels?}, \textit{THE HECHINGER REP.
}(July 20, 2018); https://hechingerreport.org/whats-school-without-grade-levels/
[https://perma.cc/2VP3-XDR5] (describing North Dakota district’s jettisoning
grade levels and letting students pace their own learning).

\textsuperscript{386.} See, e.g., Jude Schwalbach, \textit{Three States Are Rethinking the
Relationship Between Housing and Education Quality}, \textit{REALCLEAREDUCATION
}(Apr. 8, 2022); https://www.realcleareducation.com/articles/2022/04/08/three-
states_are_rethinking_the_relationship_between_housing_and_education_quality
_110722.html [https://perma.cc/5DKK-5TFK] (describing six states’ recent
adoption or consideration of laws allowing open public enrollment across district
lines).

\textsuperscript{387.} Laura Fay, \textit{From an Outdoor Classroom to a STEM Club: How
Arizona is Supporting Innovative School Programs During the Pandemic}, \textit{THE 74
}(Apr. 13, 2021); https://www.the74million.org/article/from-an-outdoor-classroom-
to-a-stem-club-how-arizona-is-supporting-innovative-school-programs-during-the-
pandemic/ https://perma.cc/DVN6-DDGF; Jeff Pack, \textit{Temecula’s Wi-Fi Gardens
Off to a Good Start}, \textit{VALLEY NEWS} (Nov. 13, 2020); https://myvalleynews.com/
blog/2020/11/13/temeculas-wi-fi-gardens-off-to-a-good-start/ (on file with the
\textit{Columbia Human Rights Law Review}) (describing city/schools partnership on
outdoor learning spaces); Wylie Wong, \textit{Reimagining Post-Pandemic Classrooms
for Today’s Learners}, \textit{EdTECH} (June 22, 2021); https://edtechmagazine.com/k12/
article/2021/06/reimagining-post-pandemic-classrooms-todays-learners
[https://perma.cc/6TXU-C98N].
“enough people” to liberal democratic values essential to the republic’s coherence and survival.

III. Public Democratic Education Regained

A. The Post-Pandemic Choice Environment for Families and Systems

1. Family choices

All U.S. families have choices to make about their children’s preK-12 education—the school district and attendance zone within it in which to reside; whether to enroll their children in charter, magnet, private, or parochial schools or educate them at home; how hard to work to get their child assigned to a particular teacher, educational “track,” or elective subject; and what supplemental educational opportunities they should provide. At times, however, non-educational factors make these choices for families. Limited resources for housing, job location, and other matters of necessity and convenience may lead parents, by default, to enroll their children in the public-school district in which and neighborhood school near which they have chosen or been forced for other reasons to live and accept on faith the teacher, academic track, and subjects to which that district and school assign their child.

The pandemic disrupted this choice environment, causing more families to question the default option and consider disinvesting in public schools. The pandemic did so in part by making transparent disturbing features of public education systems that previously had been opaque: highlighting maladroit decision making processes and distortive interest-group influences; exposing caregivers as they monitored their children’s remote instruction on home computers to disparities among children in instructional attention given, learning occurring, and cultural responsiveness exhibited; and confronting parents with assigned instructional materials that they, along with their children and their children’s teachers, struggled to understand and use effectively.388

The pandemic also expanded families’ choice horizons, motivating them to explore alternatives to the public-school default by moving out of cities to temporary residences in suburbs and exurbs

388. See supra notes 209–237 and accompanying text.
that they then decided to make permanent; opting for private, parochial, charter, or home schools that were more reliable, quicker to return to in-person instruction, and more children- and family-friendly than traditional public options; experimenting with new forms of full-time and supplemental education through learning pods, micro-schools, and various online options; and acquiescing in their children’s conclusion that they had better things to do than attend school at all.\textsuperscript{389}

2. System choices

Public-school systems also have post-pandemic choices. Most fundamentally, they must decide where to locate themselves along a continuum between two starkly different possibilities: returning to the status quo ante, or pursuing comprehensive change responsive to the motivations for current and prospective family moves and informed by innovations the pandemic inspired families and educators to develop on the fly.\textsuperscript{390}

Some innovations that systems and schools made will remain in place, even in systems determined to return to normal. By themselves, however, such pandemic residua will not sufficiently alter the governance and political structures that must change if public education is to transform. For one thing, public systems’ focus on enlarging and divvying up the aggregate funding pie in service of their members’ shared material interests\textsuperscript{391} will likely deflect them from thoughtfully retooling their governance and operations in service of students’, families’, and public interests. Also impeding change are myriad statutes, regulations, contractual provisions, and standard operating procedures that, at best, were only temporarily suspended during the pandemic, including fixed annual and daily start and end dates and times, “seat time” requirements, rigid role definitions and pupil-teacher ratios, and student assignments to grade by age and to school by residence.\textsuperscript{392} School systems’ use of the vast majority of pandemic-triggered federal dollars to fund HVAC equipment, technology upgrades, transportation, and “high-dosage tutoring” for a small number of badly struggling students illustrates

\textsuperscript{389.} See supra notes 285–348 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{390.} See supra notes 358–387 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{391.} See supra notes 132–133 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{392.} See supra notes 128–131 and accompanying text.
the limited imagination most systems have exhibited when it comes to reshaping public education in the wake of the crisis.\textsuperscript{393}

Ranged against these inertial forces are serious risks to public schools from family moves in response to public-school systems’ foibles and to non-public options the pandemic exposed. Foremost, is the threat to public schools’ fulfilment of their compelling important role of inuring “enough” of the citizenry to the liberal democratic values to enable our polity to cohere and prosper.\textsuperscript{394} Even if that apocalyptic prospect is not sufficient to break the public-education establishment’s inertia, perhaps the risks family moves pose to public-school systems’ financial viability and that of their most powerful interest group—teachers unions—can motivate change.

Our most fundamental worry is that public education will lose a central aspect of its constitutionally favored status as a public utility or local branch of government performing an essential public utility or local branch of government performing an essential public

---


\textsuperscript{394} See \textit{supra} notes 9–20 and accompanying text.
service that private alternatives cannot be expected to deliver. Absent that service, it is unclear how we can prepare the nation’s people, at the least, to acquiesce in and, at best, energetically to support and maintain a liberal democratic polity characterized by immense racial, ethnic, religious, gender-oriented, cultural, economic, geographic, and ideological differences ever threatening to pull it apart. As we note above, however, public schools’ favored status depends both on (1) their monopoly on full public subsidization and, at least equally, on (2) their ability to provide services that meet the developmental needs of families’ most precious goods: their children. The former of these two prerequisites is supported by provisions in all fifty state constitutions requiring states to provide all resident children with a “free” education in public schools and by Brown’s recognition of the country’s compelling interest in public schools’ socially centripetal propagation of liberal democratic values across all of the nation’s populations. The latter prerequisite, however, depends on the capacity of public schools to service the differentiated educational needs of children across all those populations.

The reason public education systems cannot rely entirely on state constitutions, compulsory education laws, and federal equality principles to assure that families across all populations come together in their schools is that the States allow families not just to supplement (as Supreme Court precedent requires) but to supplant public with private and parochial schools. And the States for the most part do not—and in the case of schools committed to religious and other conscientious principles probably may not—require private and home schools to adhere to and promote liberal democratic values and teach tolerance of difference. In other words, state law simultaneously enshrines and undermines public schools’ favored or utility status—mirroring the tension and delicate balance between simultaneously mandating free public schools designed to inculcate

395. See supra notes 31–36 and accompanying text.
396. See supra notes 7–20 and accompanying text.
397. See supra notes 21, 35, 62 and accompanying text. But cf. supra notes 143–144 and accompanying text (summarizing recent Arizona legislation authorizing state-funded debit cards families can use for private education in amounts approaching what state spends per-student on public schools).
398. See supra notes 17–20 and accompanying text.
399. See supra notes 7–20 and accompanying text.
400. See supra notes 38–40 and accompanying text.
401. See supra notes 41–43, 291, 312 and accompanying text.
acceptance of non-neutral liberal democratic values while otherwise requiring public actors to remain neutral with regard to the values to which individuals choose to adhere. These precarious balances are the fate of a nation simultaneously committed to promoting free individual choice among values, yet dependent for its survival on having “enough people” accept the particular set of values that justify that freedom and the diversity of competing values it generates.

The partial and ambivalent legal protection of free universal education in public schools that these tensions and balances have allowed reveal both the necessity and difficulty of satisfying the second prerequisite for public schools’ favored status—their capacity to attract “enough” families to participate in instruction promoting liberal democratic values, given the range and quality of developmental services it provides. For 150 years, “free public schools” have convinced roughly 90% of families to enroll their children in public schools. Doing so has provided much of the civic glue holding the country together and enabled it to prosper, even as its diversity, commitment to equality across populations, and material empowerment of individuals’ liberty to choose their own values and plans have expanded more than ever before.

Shaking this foundation, however, is a trend commencing in 2011 and supercharged by the COVID-19 pandemic’s exposure of public schools’ failings and alternatives toward declining participation in public schools. While still high, that participation has fallen more in the last several years than in any previous period. By disposing more families to use their own income to pay for non-public options, by diminishing those families’ willingness to pay taxes so other families’ children can attend effective public schools, and by expanding support for laws and practices that divert public funds to private options via vouchers, ESAs, tax credits, and choice-oriented charter options, these family moves erode the public subsidy advantage that for many decades has helped public schools attract participation and hold the nation and its people together.

By ruthlessly redistributing students and funding by race, religion, economic status, and cultural and political affinities, these

402. See supra notes 13–20 and accompanying text.
403. See supra notes 52–56 and accompanying text.
404. See supra notes 90–92 and accompanying text.
405. See supra notes 57–59, 242–270 and accompanying text.
406. See supra notes 285–348 and accompanying text.
forces particularly threaten the feature of liberal democratic education that Brown prioritized: the (to be sure, imperfect) ways in which the public subsidy for schools helps integrate students across racial, religious, economic, cultural, and ideological lines.\footnote{407. See Liebman, Voice, Not Choice, supra note 40 at 284.} As a result of this sorting and rising concentrations of underserved students in schools ill-equipped to serve them,\footnote{408. See, e.g., John C. Boger, Education’s “Perfect Storm”? Racial Resegregation, High Stakes Testing, and School Resource Inequities, 81 U.N.C. L. Rev. 1375, 1412–23 (2003).} children of color and without economic means stand to suffer the worst effects of the segregative flight from public schools that family moves during the pandemic augur.

These deeply destabilizing forces in the realm of preK-12 schooling come at a time of, and no doubt have both cause-and-effect relationships with, growing regional and urban/nonurban cleavages in the nation’s population along ideological lines. Those cleavages frighteningly correlate with racial, ethnic, and religious differences, are triggering anger and violence across those lines at levels unseen for decades, and are keeping the nation’s law-making institutions from functioning for the benefit of the public at large—or in some cases at all.\footnote{409. For interchanges between New York Times columnist Thomas Edsall and researchers documenting these phenomena, see, for example, America Has Split, and It’s Now in ‘Very Dangerous Territory’, N.Y. Times (Jan. 26, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/01/26/opinion/covid-biden-trump-polarization.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (discussing polarization provoked by the pandemic); America, We Have a Problem: The Rise of ‘Political Sectarianism’ Is Putting Us All in Danger, N.Y. Times (Dec. 16, 2020), https://www.nytimes.com/2020/12/16/opinion/trump-political-sectarianism.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (discussing the rise of “political sectarianism”); No Hate Left Behind: Lethal Partisanship is Taking Us Into Dangerous Territory, N.Y. Times (Mar. 13, 2019), https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/13/opinion/hate-politics.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (discussing American partisanship leading up to the November 2020 election); When It Comes to Eating Away at Democracy, Trump Is a Winner, N.Y. Times (Aug. 24, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/08/24/opinion/us-democracy-trump.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (commenting on Donald Trump’s “drive to undermine American democracy”).} At the very moment the nation most needs to bolster public schools’ centripetal powers, those schools’ failings are generating deeply disintegrative centrifugal forces—putting at risk the nation’s capacity to cohere as a polity committed to both liberty and equality across a diverse population.
The threats family moves pose to public schooling are dire, even on the public-education establishment’s own narrow terms. Together with declining birth rates, the loss of enrollment and associated funding to newly attractive private, parochial, and home options—and the increasing allocation of public funds to voucher and related mechanisms for financing private options—risk diminishing the aggregate public-school budgets that existing systems and their codependent interests work so hard to expand. Less funding, in turn, will make it difficult to meet the nation’s urgent need to increase teacher salaries (by far districts’ largest expenditures) in response to a pandemic-accelerated increase in the number of teachers leaving the profession prematurely, on top of a national teacher shortage as the vast core of Baby Boomer teachers reaches retirement age. Particularly at risk are school systems’ efforts to hire and retain teachers of color just as doubts among
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410. See supra notes 128–133 and accompanying text.


412. See supra notes 57–59, 242–270 and accompanying text.

413. See supra notes 141–142 and accompanying text.

414. See supra notes 132–133 and accompanying text.


416. See, e.g., Sarah Carr, Public Schools Are Struggling to Retain Black Teachers, TIME (Jan. 5, 2022), https://time.com/6130991/black-teachers-resigning/ [https://perma.cc/555H-J9QA] (discussing the pandemic’s acceleration of nation’s “teacher diversity problem”: barely 20% of public-school teachers “identify as people of color, compared with more than half of students”); STEINER & WOO, supra note 415, at 2, 5 (“Nearly half of teachers who identified as Black or African
families of color about public-school systems’ sensitivity to their children’s needs are leading more of them to leave those systems.\textsuperscript{417}

These circumstances threaten public-school unions, as well, given impending declines in dues-paying membership as fewer children enroll in public schools, large numbers of teachers resign and cannot easily be replaced, and public-school funding recedes. Because few private, parochial, for-profit, and charter schools and no home schools are unionized, increased enrollment in those options will not make up the difference—even as a 2018 Supreme Court ruling exempting non-union public employees from paying previously mandatory “non-union agency fees”\textsuperscript{418} has required unions to work harder to attract fee-paying members among staff public schools employ.\textsuperscript{419}

An even bigger, if more subtle, problem for unions is the threat to their influence on public elections, officials, and district and school operations posed by parents’ angry rejection during the pandemic of unions’ claims that their interests align with those of students and families.\textsuperscript{420} In lieu of relying on unions as their virtual representatives, parents are now organizing on their own behalves to achieve influence commensurate with their numbers as a “counterweight” to teachers unions.\textsuperscript{421} Underpinning parents'
objections is the unions’ misguided elision of public with uniform education in the face of children’s need and families’ demands for differentiation.\textsuperscript{422} Illustrating this point is unions’ staunch insistence as the pandemic wore on that schools remain closed for all students despite many families’ and education and public health experts’ belief that willing children could be safely and effectively instructed in person,\textsuperscript{423} followed by unions’ insistence, once schools reopened with their blessing, on rules requiring all students to be educated in person in the face of requests—disproportionately from families of color\textsuperscript{424}—for remote options better meeting their children’s needs.\textsuperscript{425}

B. Design Features for New Public Democratic Education

What better futures are there for public democratic education? What transition paths to those futures can public-school systems take? This section proposes design criteria answering both questions.

1. End states

We begin with five key end-state features of effectively differentiated public schooling that we base on “evolutionary learning” principles developed in our prior writings.\textsuperscript{426}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{422} See supra notes 128–134, 296–305, 322, 352–357.
  \item \textsuperscript{423} See sources cited supra notes 226, 354.
  \item \textsuperscript{424} See sources cited supra notes 237, 296–298.
  \item \textsuperscript{425} See Eliza Shapiro, N.Y.C. Will Eliminate Remote Learning for Next School Year, N.Y. TIMES (May 24, 2021), https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/24/nyregion/nyc-schools-reopening-remote-learning.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (contrasting New York City teachers union’s 2020–21 insistence, over parent objections, on keeping schools closed, with union’s 2021–22 insistence, also over parent objections, on educating all students in person because “[t]here is no substitute for in-person instruction,” and teachers “want their students physically in front of them”); Shapiro et al., supra note 369 (describing New York City teachers union’s refusal to alter collective-bargaining provision barring most efficient remote option—livestreamed in-classroom lessons—when the mayor, faced with 25% absenteeism rates fueled by parents’ preference for remote learning, proposed reconsidering district policy barring remote schooling).
  \item \textsuperscript{426} See, e.g., Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 4 (listing key features of evolutionary learning governance of school systems); Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 462 (describing logic and features of evolutionary learning (also known as democratic experimentalist) governance of organizations generally and of school systems).
\end{itemize}
1. End-state frameworks and policies they generate are consistent with and productive of the values of public democratic education.\footnote{See supra notes 7–20 and accompanying text.}

2. The end state consists of new governance and democratic frameworks—new ways of choosing, implementing, and improving policy and customizing it to different contexts and needs. The focus thus is on the governance and democratic methods of deciding upon, implementing, and improving policy rather than on any particular policies themselves.\footnote{Liebman et al., \textit{Kryptonite Politics}, supra note 96, at 462.}

3. The governance frameworks enable actors to proliferate, carefully observe, and transparently report the process rigor and results of different ways of providing public democratic education and of meeting students’ and families’ diverse needs, and actors use that information to inform adjustments.\footnote{Id. at 446.} Flexibility and differentiation dictated by context and by students’ and families’ diverse assets and needs replace uniformity as the default way of pursuing the public good.

4. End-state democratic frameworks empower families and educators and give them the influence and flexibility needed to match policy to each student, classroom, and school.\footnote{Id. at 432.}
   a. The resources families and students bring to students’ education, and families’ and students’ understanding of what they need from and how they are affected by public schools, control and contextualize policy choices.\footnote{Id. at 451–52.}
   b. School systems give students and families fulsome opportunities to reveal those resources and understandings and to participate in developing responsive
strategies, implementing and evaluating them, and revising them in light of results.432

5. To the extent possible, democratic interactions occur through deliberative planning and problem-solving in which all parties affected by or likely to be part of addressing the instructional issues at hand may participate. In turn, those parties’ deliberation is centered on serving, and decisions are evaluated by and revised based on observed success addressing, the needs and desires of affected parties.

2. Transition paths

Transition paths matter. For example, whatever one thinks of voucher proposals that seemed about to take off in the early 1990s,433 they did not prosper then or for years after due to the absence of a workable transition path. As is noted above, voucher proponents never explained how simultaneously to finance fully funded voucher options for all takers and the traditional public-school systems that remained popular with large swaths of the middle class. Voucher advocates, in other words, had no “meantime” solution for the fiscal demands imposed by the transition they sought. Recently, however—propelled by pandemic-driven unhappiness with public schools—states have found ways to make transitioning from solely public to “dual” public and private school systems financially feasible. Florida’s tax-credit-financed scholarship programs, for example, offer tuition support for private and homeschooling for all low-income and most middle-income families and families of children with special needs.434 As we note earlier, Arizona has gone even farther, offering every family a debit card for each of its school-aged children worth about 80% of the state’s per-pupil spending on public schools to use however the family likes for their children’s education.435

432. Id. at 437.
433. See sources cited supra note 51 and accompanying text.
434. See Ceballos & Wright, supra note 142; see also supra notes 143–144 and accompanying text (describing Arizona legislature’s financial starvation of public schools as prelude to establishing universal program providing parents’ private-schooling debit cards in amounts nearly equal to state’s low per-pupil public-school funding).
435. See supra notes 142–144 and accompanying text (noting Arizona’s per-pupil spending on public schools—$8,795—and debit card value of roughly $7,000, or 80% of per-pupil spending on public schools).
Charter schools of both sorts described above have likewise failed to scale for lack of a “meantime” strategy. Charter schools grew rapidly from very small numbers in the late 1990s to high-single-digit proportions of school district enrollments by the end of the first decade of the twenty-first century. Thereafter, however, their growth slowed for lack of an answer to the claim that siphoning off double-digit proportions of districts’ enrollment would diminish districts’ aggregate budgets to the point that they no longer could serve the students left in failing district schools whom charter schools could not yet accommodate. Below, we propose a transition strategy that addresses this issue.

As we develop above, a different kind of transition problem stymied the portfolio reforms of the first decade and a half of the current century. As noted, those reforms aimed to provide schools with greater flexibility to customize policies and practices to individual schools, classrooms, and students. Those reforms also sought to encourage schools to use more rigorous learning standards and student-outcome measures in relation to those standards to understand better which schools, teachers, programs, and students were succeeding and why. The reformers’ efforts to keep interest-group politics from impeding the transition by tamping down all political interaction with stakeholders turned out, however, to be an exceptionally counterproductive way to disentrench bureaucracy and install systems designed to promote bottom-up flexibility, creativity, and adult learning.

These considerations inform the following transition design features:

1. The transition path is consistent with and productive of the values of public democratic education set out above.

2. The transition plan is
   a. comprehensive in its capacity to achieve the desired end state;
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436. See supra notes 147–149 and accompanying text (discussing differences between rural, predominantly white charter schools and urban, predominantly Black and Latinx charter schools).
437. See supra notes 324 and accompanying text.
438. See Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 389.
439. See supra notes 7–20 and accompanying text.
b. clear to stakeholders, including as it is adjusted along the way; and

c. immunized to the extent possible from competing or unrelated initiatives or priorities.

3. To the extent possible, transition steps model the desired end-state governance and political frameworks, enabling families and educators impactfully to participate in designing, implementing, observing, and improving transition steps and customizing them to diverse conditions and needs.

4. The transition process acknowledges the expectations of previously influential interest groups to maintain their influence and includes them in planning and problem-solving exercises subject to the principle that influence derives from the quality of their contributions to maintaining and advancing public democratic education; to meeting students’ and families’ diverse needs; and to solving the problem at hand.

5. The transition includes steps to acculturate the public to the inevitability of adjustments in the plan in response to unexpected results or conditions and to see those adjustments as evidence not of failure but of success learning from experience how to remedy imperfect foresight.

C. Illustrative Designs for New Public Democratic Education

This section describes the governance and democratic contours of and transition paths to three public education redesigns that maintain school systems' public status, while differentiating services based on students’ and families’ diverse assets, needs and desires. The objective in each case is for the redesigned system to deserve in the liberal democratic sense, and to earn in actual practice, the trust of “enough” families to justify and achieve the desired incentivizing effect of the system's exclusive access to full public subsidization. More fundamentally, the objective in each case is the survival of public schooling and of a nation that depends on public
schools as a centripetal counterweight to its strongly centrifugal libertarian commitments.440

Although each design can stand on its own, combinations of them might succeed best. As such, we present them in additive fashion, starting with a design that differentiates services by student and family, followed by a design that uses choice among schools to differentiate services at that level, and ending with a design focused on systems for coordinating the broadest array of service choices to which students, families, and schools have efficient access. In keeping with our design criteria of impactful family and educator participation in, and contextualization and structured testing and revision of, policy decisions, actual end states and transition paths would vary from place to place.

1. Student/family-focused design

We assume here that, everything else equal, most parents and caregivers want their children to receive the benefits of a public democratic education, including exposure to life possibilities broader than those that constrain their own lives and the ability to thrive in work, political, residential, and other social settings populated by diverse others. But what most families want more than anything else—even if accomplishing it rules out key features of public democratic education—is instruction suited to their children’s own capacities, learning styles, needs, and wants that prepares them for fulfilment as adults. As doubts about public democratic schools on those dimensions accumulate, this desire adds to the attraction of homeschools, micro-schools, choice-oriented charter schools, and other small-scale—hence more predictably “suitable”—private and parochial options, despite their features in conflict with public democratic education.

There are, of course, families who want to educate their children in racially, religiously, culturally, economically, or otherwise homogenous schools, even if those narrowing features are inconsistent with their children’s pedagogical and developmental well-being and futures as happy, productive, and civically engaged adults. But for most families, we expect, the ideal includes both the broadening aspects of public democratic education and instructional, programmatic, and social-emotional services suited to their child. The

440. See id.
question this section poses is whether it is possible for public systems to broaden socially, while better targeting and contextualizing their pedagogical and developmental services.

For reasons laid out above, the disposition of most U.S. public-education systems toward uniformity and standardization in accordance with the small set of material interests that maximize solidarity among members of adult-centered interest groups work powerfully against the child-specific contextualization that families want. Even in the special education context, where the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) obliges schools to provide individual education plans suited to each child’s special needs, the law itself and its bureaucratic and hyper-legalized implementation promote uniformity and inflexibility. Only some students qualify (and as a result are stigmatized); available treatment options often are limited to routinized lists; plans are difficult to revise as conditions change; and reliable enforcement is available only to families with access to lawyers, experts, and other privileges that operate through legal channels that add more inflexibility and inequity to how special-needs dollars are spent.

Still, some public education systems achieve both broad socialization to liberal democratic norms and developmental

441. See supra notes 61–64, 77–78, 114–115 and accompanying text.


443. See, e.g., Logan Gowdey, Disabling Discipline: Locating a Right to Representation of Students With Disabilities in the ADA, 115 COLUM. L. REV. 2265, 2281–86 (2015) (“Special education law protections are inadequate in the disciplinary context because they come too late, kicking in only after the school makes a finding that the covered student misbehaved.”); Claire S. Raj, Rights to Nowhere: The IDEA’s Inadequacy in High-Poverty Schools, 53 COLUM. HUM. RTS. L. REV. 409, 415 (2022) (“The high cost of attorneys and experts, unequal bargaining power between parents and schools, and a hesitancy to disrupt a child’s school-based relationships all undermine low income families’ ability to leverage the IDEA.”); Lydia Turnage, Out of Sight, Out of Mind: Rural Special Education and the Limits of the IDEA, 54 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 1, 26 (2020) (“[M]any rural students are denied much-needed services and supports because they do not satisfy all of the IDEA’s eligibility requirements, despite the fact that rural students often face the same educational challenges as students with officially diagnosed disabilities.”).

444. See sources cited supra note 443.
contextualization. An example is Finland’s, which outperforms nearly all other national school systems in the West on international comparisons of student learning outcomes—including those in the United States and in other Nordic nations. It does so precisely because its commitments to social integration, developmental individualization, and (unlike in the other Nordic nations) governance structures that maximize transparent adult learning and system improvement through close observation of each student’s differentiated case enable the bottom quintile of Finnish students to outlearn their peers elsewhere in the world by a wide margin.

Drawing on the Finnish example, and on observations of hundreds of U.S. students, families and educators who avoided or minimized learning loss during the pandemic, two of this article’s
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445. For U.S. examples, see supra notes 210, 358; infra notes 448–449.

446. See Arto Akhonen, Finland: Success Through Equity: The Trajectories in PISA Performance, in IMPROVING A COUNTRY’S EDUCATION: PISA 2018 RESULTS IN 10 COUNTRIES 121, 123–24 (N. Crato ed. 2021); Hannele Niemi, The Finnish Educational Ecosystem, in FINNISH INNOVATIONS & TECHNOLOGIES IN SCHOOLS 5–6 (2014); Charles F. Sabel et al., Individualized Service Provision in the New Welfare State: Lessons from Special Education in Finland, SITRA 2 (Dec. 2011) ("Some 30 percent of Finnish comprehensive school students receive special education services, by all accounts a much higher fraction of the school population than in other OECD countries.").

447. See, e.g., Sabel et al., supra note 446, at 3 (attributing the success of Finnish schools to, among other factors, “a homogenous society that values education” and a curriculum that leaves room for adjustment to local needs); Weishart, supra note 1, at 63 (“All Finnish children have the right to have personalized support . . . as a normal part of schooling.’ Individualized schooling is not special, it is the norm.” (quoting Pasi Sahlberg, FINNISH LESSONS 2.0: WHAT CAN THE WORLD LEARN FROM EDUCATIONAL CHANGE IN FINLAND (2015))).

448. The passage below summarizes the results of these observations: [I]n all [studied] sites, teachers and leaders perceived that students [supported during the pandemic by strategies like the one proposed here] were learning about the same—and sometimes more—than they would have in a more “typical” year. One third-grade teacher from Hartford Public Schools in Connecticut, put it simply, “I feel that my students are actually doing better in math this year. The reason is parent involvement.” Across sites and grade levels, in urban and rural locations, in traditional district schools and charter schools, the families we spoke to—including families whose primary language is not English—nearly unanimously reported that their children were either staying on track with their learning, or in some cases, growing this year. To make these claims, families relied on a
authors have imagined a set of “new democratic, governance and operational practices” designed to “adapt[] all available instructional and support strategies to students’ individualized strengths and needs.” Several guiding principles apply: (1) “difference matters,”

number of sources, including their children’s grades on assessments (e.g., district- or school-created assessments), reading levels, direct observation of their children’s participation in class, direct review of reading and writing assignments, and the extent to which their children participated in academic activities in their free time.

Chu et al., Fundamental 4, supra note 78 at 10; see Jim Cowen, A Bright Spot from the Virtual Learning Experience, FORBES (Nov. 1, 2021), https://www.forbes.com/sites/jimcowen/2021/11/01/a-bright-spot-from-the-virtual-learning-experience/?sh=6efe66ec4180 [https://perma.cc/9YX8-2VL8] (summarizing findings from Rise to Thrive, supra note 73 and Fundamental 4, supra note 78, that during the pandemic, by combining steps giving parents “increased vision into student instruction” and new forms of “family engagement with digitally-accessible, high-quality instructional materials,” school systems avoided student learning loss and enabled “students [to] learn about the same—or sometimes even more—than a typical year”).

449. Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 3, 5 n.1; see also Kara Arundel, 3 Ways K-12 Schools Can Evolve Post-Pandemic, K-12 DIVE (Nov. 17, 2020), https://www.k12dive.com/news/how-k-12-schools-can-be-better-evolve-post-pandemic-covid-19/588965/ [https://perma.cc/Y3HM-BFVF] (offering a similar proposal); Eyal Berman, Unlocking the “How”: Designing Family Engagement Strategies That Lead to School Success, LEARNING HEROES 17 (Mar. 2022) (describing Baltimore City Public Schools’ pandemic-recovery strategy for empowering teachers, students, and families to “co-create” Student Learning Plans for every student and meet “multiple times [annually] to build relationships, share data, and elicit families’ views on the way forward for their child”); Hidden in Plain Sight, supra note 217 (offering a similar proposal from family advocates); Friedman, supra note 148 (“Educators also displayed extraordinary creativity [during the pandemic] in finding new methods to teach students... [including by] using technology to support kids by prioritizing learning acceleration over remediation.”); KIPP PUB. SCHLS., SUPPORTING STUDENTS TO FIND THEIR MATCH (2020), https://www.kipp.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/KIPPMatchPlaybook.pdf [https://perma.cc/AdJ4-7NNT] (providing a “playbook” KIPP charter schools use to identify and develop differentiated plans to achieve each students’ career goals); Meet Every Student’s Needs, MODERN CLASSROOMS PROJ., https://www.modernclassrooms.org [https://perma.cc/SL4N-UWAQ] (providing mechanisms for “re-engineering classrooms” to give every student the support they need); What Is the Next Education Workforce?, ARIZ. ST. UNIV. NEXT EDUC. WORKFORCE, https://workforce.education.asu.edu/collection/framing/ [https://perma.cc/9P4K-HLBG] (describing a program preparing educators for and networking schools practicing teacher and staff teaming around students’ differentiated goals and plans). For similar proposals in the legal literature, see MARK KELMAN & GILLIAN
especially students’ “different starting places,” so “[c]ustomization to context and need, not uniformity” drive improved, more equitable outcomes;\textsuperscript{450} (2) “effective, not best, practices drive student learning,” so what works well at one place and time is not “applied uniformly” at other places and times;\textsuperscript{451} (3) student and adult “[l]earning is the constant,” while “operations, instruction, and time are the variables”\textsuperscript{452} actors manipulate to achieve better learning outcomes in each case—reversing the usual, bureaucratic formula; (4) the knowledge, thus the “consequential” participation, of students, families, community members, educators, and school and system staff and leaders are essential to inform solutions and build trust;\textsuperscript{453} (5) resources and students move freely across attendance zones, district lines, and grades, affording opportunities otherwise thwarted by the “traditional ‘givens’” of either a single assigned school, grade, and teacher or of “convenience, convention, contract, and geography.”\textsuperscript{454}

Also tracking the Finnish example, the operational core of these governance and democratic changes is a school-level team consisting of each student and the student’s family and teachers, a community and family support coordinator who engages other social-service professionals as necessary, and a master scheduler.\textsuperscript{455} After

\textsuperscript{450.} Chu et al., \textit{Rise to Thrive}, supra note 73, at 4.
\textsuperscript{451.} Id.
\textsuperscript{452.} See id. (referencing “[c]lass schedules, staffing structures, learning supports, instructional materials, assessment practices, and enrichment opportunities” as factors that set students up for growth and achievement).
\textsuperscript{453.} Id.
\textsuperscript{454.} Id.
\textsuperscript{455.} Chu et al., \textit{Rise to Thrive}, supra note 73, at 5. For plan-based public service systems with similar features, see Charles F. Sabel et al., \textit{Transforming the Welfare State, One Case at a Time: How Utrecht Makes Customized Social Care Work}, \textit{Pol. \& Soc'y} (forthcoming 2023), available at
consultation with each other and with other knowledgeable actors about the student’s current state, needs, and preferences, team members “craft academic and social-emotional goals for the year, detail an educational program that works for the student and family, and agree upon interim milestones to help mark and monitor progress.”

Plans assume flexibility as to how many days and hours each student will attend school in person each week and when and from where (home or school) the student will access remote or offsite programming, including from “local, state, or national museums, businesses, cultural sites, or institutions of higher education,” which may “combine students from various schools in the school system, region, or beyond.” Meetings during the year aligned to plan milestones assess the student’s progress and update the plan based on success or difficulty meeting goals and team members’ causal observations.

New governance and democratic practices assign new roles to teachers and school and system leaders. In the envisioned system, teachers choose among a wealth of available technology-enabled and other curricular materials, and qualitative, project-based, and standardized assessments, all aligned to state learning standards, to “personaliz[e] learning across remote and in-person modalities, and across geographies.” As the coordinator of multiple students’
planning and implementation teams, each individual teacher participates “in the development and monitoring of students’ annual plans” and helps “solv[e] challenges and improv[e] upon services throughout the year.”

As members of cross-cutting teams of school professionals responsible for particular cohorts of students, teachers flexibly divide responsibilities among themselves “by subjects, by student learning levels, [or] by instructional modality,” enabling them collectively and efficiently to meet the requirements of the various individual plans they all are coordinating and to support problem-based professional learning and coaching.

Unions change along with teachers, retooling collective bargaining agreements to foster new flexibilities, including ones teachers requested and appreciated during the pandemic.

School leaders focus principally on securing access to wide varieties of instructional modalities, materials, measures, and professional-learning resources from which student teams can select appropriate combinations aligned to each student’s needs. Leaders additionally may arrange for their schools to serve as providers themselves when economies of scale permit. Instead of prescribing beneficial impacts on virtual learning environments of “high-quality instructional materials that include digital features”.

460. Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 6.
461. Id.
462. Id.; see supra notes 358–387 and accompanying text (cataloguing flexibilities educators sought and obtained during the pandemic in order to improve and innovate effective instructional responses to the pandemic). Toward the end of his life, labor leader Albert Shanker, the architect of the massively detailed rule-based collective bargaining agreements now governing many school systems, envisioned much shorter, standards-based agreements designed to professionalize public-school teaching. See Albert Shanker, The Making of a Profession, 55 J. NEGRO EDUC. 405 (1986) (“[U]nless we go beyond collective bargaining to the achievement of true teacher professionalism, we will fail in our major objectives: to preserve public education in the United States and to improve the status of teachers economically, socially, and politically.”); Am. Fed’n of Teachers, The Power of Ideas: Al [Shanker] in his Own Words, AM. EDUCATOR (Special Issue: Spring/Summer) 33–34, 108–09 (1997) (urging school systems to consider switching to cooperative and learning-based, rather than adversarial, arrangements that were being pioneered in the U.S. by General Motors and the United Auto Workers and was generating “a new,” more successful, “model of automobile production”); Madeline Sims, The Business of Teaching: Can a New Contract Change the Culture, 48 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 605, 608–09 (2015) (discussing Albert Shanker’s 1985 speech before the Representative Assembly of the New York State United Teachers proposing changes to teachers union’s collective bargaining strategies).
daily schedules, curricula, sequences for delivering curricula, instructional materials, and work rules, school leaders propagate criteria-guided standards for all such decisions that advance the deep principles of public education. Then, they “formatively” (i.e., with an eye on helping teams identify causes and improve effects) evaluate and assure “transparency as to the cumulative results” of the personalized planning and implementation process by subject matter, student cohorts, classrooms, and school.463

In turn, the districts and charter management organizations within which schools are nested provide schools with broader access to services, improvement-oriented facilitators, and data-management tools, while also aggregating, formatively evaluating, and informing families and the public about schools’ learning results. System leaders thus take responsibility for defining, developing a common terminology to describe, and aligning services around the emerging culture of differentiated service to individual families and students, close observation and improvement of results, and learning within and across teams and schools.464

Accountability is shared and enforced across all roles. Top down, school, system, and state actors, iterating on existing accountability systems, can use “both process and outcome indicators to measure when and to diagnose why schools are achieving their outcome targets or appear to be falling short” and to “reward schools and systems not only for supporting learners enrolled at their home school but also learners in other communities.”465 Laterally, the transparency and interdependence of actions school professionals on each student’s team and on cross-cutting support teams incentivizes members to live up to their obligations to each other and support each other’s improvement. Most importantly, bottom-up, families’ consequential participation on their child’s planning/implementation teams lets them observe and redirect school professionals’ efforts to “meet each child’s needs and preference, and improve internal practices.”466 Drawing on a feature of our second, schools-focused design below, open-enrollment mechanisms enabling families to choose new schools outside their public-school attendance zone and

463. Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 7.
464. Id.
465. Id. at 8.
466. Id.
district lines can enhance bottom-up accountability to families if their school “fail[s] to deliver high-quality, student-centered learning.” Backing up all those systems is the disciplining prospect of continued migration of families from public to private options should public systems fail them.

Supporting the proposal are staged sets of activities along what we have imagined as a three-year transition path. Along that path, States, foundations, intermediary organizations, networks of school systems, and individual systems work with outside providers and initiate pilots to motivate, inform, design, test, and phase-in the various components of the student-plan-based system.

This approach aims in the most direct way possible to use families’ interaction with schools to accomplish three key objectives:

- Model and engage the wide swaths of the public made up of students and their families in consequential democratic decision making, in concert with public servants on matters of deep importance to those actors.
- Attract families to that democratic exercise and their children to schools that acculturate them to the logic of liberal democratic values in sufficient numbers to provide a stable foundation for a polity that simultaneously and uneasily values both free choice among values and life plans and respect, or at least tolerance for, the diversity of views and choices that freedom engenders.
- Use schools’ reasonable action to help families achieve what matters most to them—their own child’s development—to dispose them to trust and accept as also reasonable the steps the schools take, with their deeply participatory input, to address fraught issues, even if the steps are not ideal from a given family’s perspective. Such issues may include how to study race in America, demonstrate cultural responsiveness to diverse

---

467. See supra note 386 and accompanying text; infra notes 485–488 and accompanying text.
468. Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 8.
469. Id. at 11–14.
470. Id.
populations, and accommodate gender-nonconforming students.

An important logistical question the approach raises is: how can currently overburdened teachers find the time to join with families in planning, implementing, observing, and adjusting learning strategies for each child? Research on school systems that took these steps during the pandemic found that, “[a]s engaging families took up increasingly more of teachers’ workload,” their use of technology-assisted “high-quality instructional materials” allowed them to devote less time to developing their own materials, enabling them, as one teacher reported, to “take what could be a 100-hour work week and turn it into a 50-hour week.”471 Other time-saving steps school systems used include (1) deploying teachers more efficiently—for example, having one teacher introduce many more than the usual class of 30 students to a subject, freeing other teachers to provide more individualized support;472 (2) using time more flexibly and efficiently—for example, replacing fixed 45-minute class periods with longer and shorter ones as needed to cover material;473 and (3) more broadly, enabling educators to “prioritize[e] learning acceleration over remediation”—in some cases, for example, “cover[ing] twice as much ground” as usual, because students “keep moving forward, completing targeted review as needed to master new material, rather than simply repeating lessons.”474

This analysis also addresses a related question the proposal begs: whether privileged families will resist enhanced individual attention to traditionally underserved families and children for fear of diminishing the higher levels of attention schools and systems

471. Chu et al., Fundamental 4, supra note 78, at 12.
472. See supra note 379 and accompanying text.
473. See, e.g., Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 9 (describing use of flexible scheduling to “creat[e] more time for teacher collaboration and planning”); supra notes 378–379 and accompanying text.
474. See Friedman, supra note 148; TNTP, UNLOCKING ACCELERATION 1 (2022), https://tntp.org/assets/documents/Unlocking_Acceleration_8.16.22.pdf [https://perma.cc/5M6B-NY7Y] (concluding based on observations during the pandemic “that when students fall behind, providing access to grade-level work with appropriate support (learning acceleration) is the best way to help them catch up—and that delaying access to grade-level work (remediation) practically guarantees they will fall even farther behind”); see also Chu et al., Rise to Thrive, supra note 73, at 4 (noting that in systems like the one proposed, “[l]earning is the constant,” and “operations, instruction, and time are the variables” to be altered as needed to afford educators and families the ability to accelerate learning effectively and efficiently within the time realistically available).
already give their children, or will find ways to divert higher proportions of newly available individual attention to their, as opposed to underserved, families and children.\(^{475}\) The strategy’s ability to provide better services more efficiently, at no great expense in teacher time and other resources, will help moderate any sense that a benefit to underserved students and families must come at the expense of more privileged constituents. In that event, more fully systematizing the provision of individualized services to all students and making them more transparent and accountable to all families should count as a gain for all.

A yet deeper question this proposal poses is whether there is a realistic transition path to it. The strategy’s success in Finland and use by some U.S. school systems,\(^ {476}\) its kinship with the Individual Education Plans in the IDEA,\(^ {477}\) its similarity to effective social-service provision in other public contexts,\(^ {478}\) the U.S. Education Department’s creation of a National Parents and Families Engagement Council “to help ensure [pandemic] recovery efforts meet students’ needs,”\(^ {479}\) and Americans’ sudden bipartisan taste for systemic change in public institutions\(^ {480}\) provide foundations for its acceptance. But its deviation from the longstanding assumption that public education requires uniform education, and from the associated bureaucratic logic of one school building, one grade, one classroom, one teacher, one curriculum, one textbook, one assessment system, and one central governing authority through which established interest groups exercise influence likely leaves some readers doubtful.

\(^{475}\) See supra notes 73, 107 and accompanying text.

\(^{476}\) See sources cited supra notes 210, 447–449 & infra note 483 and accompanying text.

\(^{477}\) See supra note 443 and accompanying text.

\(^{478}\) See sources cited supra note 455.


\(^{480}\) See Reid J. Epstein, As Faith Flags in U.S. Government, Many Voters Want to Upend the System, N.Y. TIMES (July 13, 2022), https://www.nytimes.com/2022/07/13/us/politics/government-trust-voting-poll.html (on file with the Columbia Human Rights Law Review) (“A majority of American voters across nearly all demographics and ideologies believe their system of government does not work, with 58 percent of those interviewed for a New York Times/Siena College poll saying that the world’s oldest independent constitutional democracy needs major reforms or a complete overhaul.”).
that the transition could succeed. Working against a successful transition are public-education insiders’ likely resistance to upending their routines and influence, public-school antagonists’ likely objection to planning and improvement structures as more government overreach, and the opportunities to use against the strategy its own transparency as to how plans initially fall short of expectations.

Still, changes of something like this magnitude with the objective of replacing bureaucratic strategies with more differentiated and self-improving ones have occurred in public education and other public domains such as welfare services, public health, land use, and law enforcement. Features characteristic (if not present in every example) of successful transitions include (1) a disruptive event, such as a natural disaster, lawsuit, or legislated “penalty default” motivating an urgent search for alternative modes of action; (2) concerted public-information efforts to replace the expectation of organizational omniscience and omnipotence with the reality of uncertainty and the pressing need to access local knowledge and to learn together through judicious trial and error; (3) empowering insurgent or otherwise willing forces inside the system to experiment with new approaches to “wicked” problems, while taking steps to interest others in supporting the experiments, receiving similar flexibilities, and achieving the greater agency and success in their work that experiments reveal is possible; (4) engaging broader constituencies (and potential allies) in these innovative processes, especially clients whose lives the organization and experiments most directly affect and public and private service-providers with experience serving those populations; (5) deliberately using innovations generated by (3) and (4) gradually to call into question existing “meta-norms” (assumptions about how things generally operate in world or organization) and replace them with new norms the innovations reveal to be more congruent with the way the world

481. See, e.g., CHRISTOPHER K. ANSELL, PRAGMATIST DEMOCRACY 43–62 (2011) (describing transition paths used in successfully generating “large-scale institutional change” from bureaucracy to organizational learning; citing as examples World Health Organization’s treatment of infectious diseases, community policing experiments, and environmentally sensitive land-use practices); see also ARCHON FUNG, EMPOWERED PARTICIPATION: REINVENTING URBAN DEMOCRACY 173–219 (2004) (describing successful transition pathway in community policing context); ERIC NADELSTERN, 10 LESSONS FROM NEW YORK CITY SCHOOLS (2013) (describing same in New York City school reform); sources cited supra note 456 (describing same in welfare services, drug treatment).
actually works; and (6) internally and externally celebrating successes, focusing on both process and product.482

As we detail above, pandemic exigencies made insurgents-by-necessity of many conscientious educators. Working to serve students without recourse to the usual uniformities of place, time, staffing, and manner of instruction, teachers, schools, and districts demanded or simply exercised previously forbidden flexibilities. Doing so enabled them to locate each student, accommodate or improve the student’s available modes of participation, and work with the student and responsible family members week to week to understand how the student was responding to available instructional modalities and materials and adjust accordingly. The result was a raft of new remote and mixed modalities, staffing arrangements, methods and levels of communication, supplementary offsite learning resources, and opportunities to evaluate and build teacher-student-family connections through higher-quality instructional materials.483

All this experimentation provides the dispositional and practical raw material, but not yet the institutional structure and support, for motivating and building new systems based on what was learned and how adult and student learning itself changed during the pandemic. Without new organizational structures and supports, insurgents’ promising innovations for particular students or systems likely will falter in the face of rules and practices designed to assure uniformity. If innovations succeed, they likely will go unnoticed and unused elsewhere. And if success in one context is recognized, the system may prescribe that solution, rather than treating it as merely suggestive, for all other contexts, propagating the next silver-bullet solution that comes to nothing when mandated uniformly across divergent sites.

In the wake of the pandemic, however, educators and school systems have begun building the necessary new structures and support systems and exploring how to meet the practical challenges of replacing uniformity with closely observed student differentiation.484

482. These criteria are distilled from ANSELL, supra note 481, at 43–62.
483. See supra notes 358–387 and accompanying text for discussion of different ways schools have been affected by and adapted because of remote learning.
484. See, e.g., Chelsea Waite, From a Lakota-Focused Microschool to Service Opportunities for Kids With Disabilities, Innovations from 161 Schools to Aid Marginalized Students, THE 74 (Apr. 19, 2022), https://www.the74million.org/article/analysis-from-a-lakota-focused-microschool-to-service-opportunities-for-
Among these is a network of school districts and charter organizations in an Atlantic seaboard state that some of the authors are helping both individually to redesign their systems around student-based planning and service delivery and collectively to change state laws and regulations impeding their innovations.

2. Schools-focused design

Innovators worried about the difficulty of treating each student as a school of one while maintaining enough continuity across all of them to serve the horizon-broadening, diversity-valuing social-coherence benefits of public democratic education might instead, or additionally, consider diversifying at the school level. Combined with full and free family choice among schools, differentiation at the school level could provide most families with the desired predictability in regard to the instructional and developmental steps available to meet their child’s needs either without or in service of differentiated plans for their children.

Here, too, we draw on precedents and analogies, including for caveats they raise. A starting point is the subset of states that promote and regulate charter schools to broaden high-quality opportunities for underserved populations. The portfolio school reforms of this century’s first decade and a half provide a broader framework, as operationalized in Denver, Newark, New Orleans, New York City, and most broadly in Camden, New Jersey’s combination of charter, Renaissance, and traditional public schools and Indianapolis’s wide variety of Innovation and district schools. Providing a still newer analogy that explicitly draws on innovations


485. See supra notes 147–149 and accompanying text for discussion of different state approaches to regulating charter schools.

486. See supra notes 157–163 and accompanying text for explanation and evaluation of these school reforms.
during the pandemic are six districts nationwide that, with support from two school-design organizations and $1 million in foundation grants, are creating new “learning hubs” that are “more geographically accessible than traditional campuses, offer more flexible schedules, and better integrate” a range of educational services.\textsuperscript{487} Implementing arrangements like these, states authorize or require school districts to function as organizers of a diverse portfolio of public schools or “learning hubs,” rather than as operators of schools themselves. Portfolios might include traditional public, magnet, charter, Renaissance, micro, career and technical performing arts, dual language, humanities- or STEM-oriented, International Baccalaureate, early college, and other specialty schools, as well as learning hubs amassing a variety of services.\textsuperscript{488}

To maintain the public democratic character of all schools, public systems of this sort include only schools or hubs supported mainly by public funding, with all family contributions above a modest level going into a fund divided among all schools. States and districts accord all schools a substantially broader range of flexibilities over staffing, scheduling, curriculum, programming, class


\textsuperscript{488}. Instantiating some of the reform features discussed in text is Louisiana’s 2016 legislation returning New Orleans schools to local control post-Katrina and transforming the district from top-down operator of city schools to “lean” manager of autonomous schools that district can renew or close based on student outcomes. \textit{See ASHLEY JOCHIM & TRAVIS PILLOW, CTR. FOR REINVENTING PUB. EDUC., SUSTAINING IMPROVEMENT AFTER STATE TAKEOVERS: LESSONS FROM NEW ORLEANS 3 (2019)} (quoting Louisiana Schools Superintendent: “[t]he reconceiving of power in education, now codified in Louisiana law, offers hope to the nation that the urban school district’s central office, long an immovable instrument of politics, can be reimagined for the sake of those children who most need a good education”). For a detailed and compelling analysis and evaluation of the development and the governance and academic successes of New Orleans’ nearly all-charter system, with many affinities to and lessons for systems interested in adopting the kinds of reforms proposed here, see \textit{DOUGLAS N. HARRIS CHARTER SCHOOL CITY} (2020). For a broader examination of allied reforms in Denver, Indianapolis, Memphis, and Washington, D.C., as well as New Orleans, see \textit{DAVID OSBORNE, REINVENTING AMERICA’S SCHOOLS} (2017).
size, professional development, etc., than state laws and regulations, collective bargaining agreements, and standard operating procedures have traditionally given public schools.

Students and families may apply to all schools and are provided transparent comparable information on all schools’ student academic and social-emotional outcomes, peer reviews of school quality, parent-student-teacher surveys, and other indicators of students’ in-school and post-graduate success and their and their families’ levels of authentic participation and satisfaction. Seats are allocated through blind lotteries that maximize family choice among schools subject only to algorithmic weighting to assure that children who are low-income, multilingual learners, and special education are not concentrated in particular schools and to provide sibling and geographic proximity preferences as needed. Free or subsidized transportation is available to all families or on a means-tested basis. When schools are oversubscribed, systems engage families lotteried out of those school in designing new schools providing the features families want.

Rather than operate schools themselves, school districts mobilize educators and families to help design or review the results of requests for proposal for new or proven school models; provide support and resources for innovators chosen to realize the models; train leaders and educators to use their operational and instructional autonomies, in partnership with families, to improve learning outcomes; oversee the school lottery; collect and publish comparative data on schools; and operate programs and schools where economies of scale apply, for example, for students who are severely disabled, suffering the effects of trauma, or incarcerated.

Schools-focused post-pandemic designs must address two important transition-path questions. First, how can schools earn

489. See, e.g., Austin, supra note 145 (discussing and proposing improvements to Newark, New Jersey’s school lottery system).
490. See, e.g., id. (describing such improvements in New Jersey).
491. See The Mind Trust, Driving Change: How Transportation Innovation Gives Families Power to Choose 14 (2021), https://i3xu33ytdf4i2wui4cgumrs-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/Community-Report-Transportation-2021.pdf [https://perma.cc/C44R-3N2P] (describing the difficulties small schools such as charter schools have faced in Indiana in providing transportation to students and offering recommendations).
492. See infra note 499 and accompanying text (describing and proposing democratic reforms for schools aimed at increasing parent participation).
students', families', and communities’ trust as creators—not closers—of valued schools. And how adequately and simultaneously to fund schools that are phasing in and phasing out of existence? An answer to the first question is to bring families themselves into the portfolio process by creating collaborative and integrative structures through which they work together to codesign the schools they want. A step in this direction was foreshadowed by the process District 15, one of the New York City school system’s thirty-two geographic subdivisions, used to revise how it assigns students to middle schools. Previously, the district was riven with conflict over a “selective schools” process inviting families to apply for middle schools of their choice, which then selected among applicants based on students’ test scores, grades, attendance histories, and family interviews. The result was that upper middle class families in the middle part of the district competed with each other for slots in the few, mainly white, middle schools thought to be academically superior, while Latinx and Asian families in the southern part of the district and Black families to the north largely enrolled their children in middle schools with lower average performance levels in their neighborhoods.

After many false starts, District 15 engaged private mediators to organize an extended process through which families from throughout the district discussed their aspirations for their children, the varying options available to them given their different economic circumstances, and alternative admissions strategies. The discussions eventually generated a plan to conduct a single, annual,
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493. For discussion of transition-path problems associated with closing schools that patrons value despite poor learning outcomes, see Liebman et al., Kryptonite Politics, supra note 96, at 439–40; supra note 191 and accompanying text.


district-wide middle school lottery that assigned students to schools based only on their families’ informed choices among schools and a commitment to have every school devote 52% of enrollment space to students living in low-income households or temporary housing or learning English.\(^{496}\) Despite predictions that the system would generate massive middle-class flight or take years to overcome families’ prejudices toward certain options, the system generated no discernible demographic repercussions\(^{497}\) and achieved the desired distribution of low-income families in less time than was projected.\(^{498}\)

Although focused on distributing access to existing schools, this democratic and participatory decisional process can also serve as a facilitated structure through which families interested in new and

\[\text{496. Id.}\]


different options for their children come together to identify and develop preferred designs. To succeed, the structure must be open to all families in the area, defined as the set of proximate neighborhoods with the greatest manageable degree of social and economic integration up to—and perhaps even beyond—the boundaries of the school district in question. Districts organize information sessions, then requests for proposal, to present collaborating families with multiple options from which to choose; support families in identifying school creators or leaders to realize the desired design; and support the schools’ development, perhaps with an admissions preference for families that participated in the development process. Strategies like these can help assure families that the school creation and closure process aims not to shut their school to make way for someone else’s, and instead to enable them to create schools they want their child to attend.499

A transition path quietly forged by the subset of states that focus their charter schools on expanding options for previously underserved students500 helps answer the question of how simultaneously to fund phasing-in and phasing-out schools. To date, arguments based on aggregate rather than per-pupil funding of district schools losing students to generally higher-performing charter schools have obscured the benefits of this transition strategy.501 We discount these adverse fiscal impact claims for a variety of reasons laid out below. Although in doing so we focus on public charter schools, our analysis applies as well to innovation schools and learning hubs, which typically engender less rancor from organized interests because they fall under the district’s collective bargaining agreements.

To begin with, *per-pupil* funding—the financial metric most states and school systems use—need not automatically decrease when enrollment declines. As the New Jersey Supreme Court recently held,

499. *See* Liebman et al., *Kryptonite Politics, supra* note 96, at 450–54 (exploring steps districts have used to give families agency in various district operations, including improving failing and designing new schools).

500. Our analysis applies, at the least, to the charter school laws and practices of California, Colorado, Illinois, New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, and Texas.

for example, a district’s showing of the loss of aggregate funding, staffing, and programs that is roughly proportional to its loss of students and their per-capita funding to newly authorized charter schools is insufficient to establish the fiscal harm to district schools that would justify denying applications for charter growth. Instead, districts must show with specificity the adverse impact the creation of new schools will have on their existing schools’ ability to provide students with their state constitutional right to a “thorough and efficient education,” which no New Jersey district has ever been able to show.\textsuperscript{502} To be sure, school districts have fixed costs (e.g., pension obligations) and transitional costs (e.g., the inability immediately to downsize staffs, facilities, and programs) that can turn aggregate into per-pupil funding declines as a result of charter school growth. But the state charter systems designed to improve access to high-quality schools account for these distortions through a variety of mechanisms. Most such systems fund charter schools at lower per-pupil rates than traditional schools—New Jersey, for example, funds charter schools at 90% of the per-pupil rate for traditional schools—while allocating the remainder back to students in district schools.\textsuperscript{503} Many such systems also hold districts harmless for enrollment loss for a year or two following the loss of students to charter schools or directly reimburse districts for specified fixed and transitional costs that are not sensitive to actual enrollment levels.\textsuperscript{504}

\textsuperscript{502} In re Renewal Application, 247 N.J. 46, 53–54 (2021); see also Board of Educ. v. Illinois State Bd. of Educ., 965 N.E.2d 13, 18 (Ill. App. 2011) (upholding state board finding that charter proposal with 6% impact on district’s total budget was economically sound); In re Amendment Request to Increase Enrollment, 2020 WL 1294664 at 6–7 (N.J. Super. Ct. Mar. 18, 2020) (rejecting challenge to New Jersey Commissioner of Education’s approval of a charter school’s application to increase enrollment); Board of Educ. v. Board of Trust., 282 A.D.2d 166 (N.Y. App. Div. 2001) (rejecting challenge to approval of charter school creating 13% gap in district budget).


\textsuperscript{504} See, e.g., 105 I.L.C.S. 5/27A-11 (providing districts with “transition impact aid” to moderate effect of charter creation); NAT’L ALL. FOR PUB. CHARTER SCHS., ‘FISCAL IMPACT’ AS A FACTOR IN CHARTER GROWTH IN RHODE ISLAND 11–12 (2021), https://www.publiccharters.org/sites/default/files/documents/2021-04/napcs_ri-fiscal-impact_rd4.pdf [https://perma.cc/JJL3-JBMR] (listing Rhode Island laws allowing public school districts (1) for each student educated in a charter school, to retain for use by the district’s non-charter-school students 100% of per-pupil operating cost in a student’s first year in a charter school; thereafter,
Charter school authorizers in these states assess the impact of charter growth based not only on funding but also on changes in actual or likely student academic outcomes if they attend charter schools, i.e., on demonstrated academic returns on investment. The result (still focusing on states with charter schools designed to increase high-quality school options for underserved populations) are findings that students in charter schools—especially students of color, in poverty, learning English, and with disabilities—who lottery into charter schools tend to have better learning outcomes than statistically similar students who apply to but are lotteried out of charter schools. Indeed, a close look at the effect of increased charter school enrollment in these states tends to show improved academic outcomes for students in all schools in the district. For example, academic achievement for all Newark Public Schools (NPS) students improved substantially during a period of substantial charter growth from 2006 to 2018, with improvement climbing as the rate of charter growth accelerated. During that period, combined
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7% of the state share and 5% of the local share of the district’s per-pupil operating cost; 100% of demonstrable fixed per-pupil costs above 7%; and an additional $1000 if the charter school the student attends does not contribute to a public pension system; (2) in years of substantial charter growth, to receive supplemental state aid of $108 per pupil educated in a charter school; and (3) to retain 100% of the state facilities aid).

505. See, e.g., 105 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 5/27A-9(c) (factoring charter schools’ “progress” in meeting educational “standards” into charter growth decisions unless the district can place charter students “in schools that are higher performing than the charter school”); N.Y. Educ. L. 56 N.Y. §§ 2852(2)(a)–(c) (basing charter decisions in part on whether “granting the [charter] application is likely to improve student learning and achievement”); R.I. Gen. Laws §§ 16-7.1-1(a)(iii), 16-7.1-1(b) (requiring state education commissioner’s charter decisions to “[t]arget investments to improve student and school performance”).

506. See supra notes 147–148 and accompanying text for discussion of state charter school laws that effectively enhance the learning opportunities and outcomes of disadvantaged students and of diversity in charter schools generally.

507. See Liu, supra note 147, at 318–22 (dividing states into those with charter laws that are “gap-closing” or “libertarian” and finding that charter schools in former but not latter states “outperform traditional public schools in terms of academic growth in both math and reading”).

508. Jesse Margolis & Eli Groves, MARGRADY RESEARCH, A NEW BASELINE: PROGRESS IN NEWARK’S DISTRICT AND CHARTER SCHOOLS FROM 2006 TO 2018, at 7 (June 2019); see id. at 3 (comparing scores and outcomes in Newark schools to performance in other demographically similar cities, indicating that results reflect real academic improvement rather than demographic changes); see also Sarah A. Cordes, The Spillover Effects of Charter Schools on Public School Students in New York City, 13 EDUC. FINANCE & POL’Y 484 (2018) (finding that
academic performance on state Math and ELA tests for NPS as a public-school system—including students in both district and charter schools—rose from the thirty-ninth to the seventy-eighth percentile among students in similar low-income New Jersey cities, with even steeper improvements when considering only students in NPS’s district schools.509

Overall, the referenced states have found ways to assure that innovative new schools pay their own transition costs by improving the expected learning outcomes of the underserved populations they mainly educate, while modestly increasing the per-pupil funding and learning results of students remaining in traditional public schools, and attracting more students, families, and associated funding to public schools as a whole. By expanding these arrangements beyond charter to innovation schools and learning hubs, giving families access to all schools through a lottery that distributes students more evenly among schools by economic and other relevant circumstances, and involving willing families in the processes by which new school and other portfolio decisions are made, states and districts can assure that overall benefits are equitably distributed to all. By extending their schoolwide innovations to include the plan-based differentiation by student and family that we recommend in our first proposed design above, innovative schools can also reap the benefits and increase the efficiency of our prior reform proposal.510

district schools’ proximity to a charter school correlates with increases in the district schools’ reading and math outcomes); David Griffith, FORDHAM INST., Rising Tide: Charter School Market Share and Student Achievement 5 (Sept. 2019), https://fordhaminstitute.org/national/research/rising-tide-charter-market-share [https://perma.cc/GP9W-Q89E] (finding positive correlation between size of districts’ charter market and academic achievement levels for Black and Hispanic students in districts’ non-charter schools).


510. To be clear, we are not proposing to scale up charter schools alone, especially given political and other potential obstacles to charter growth. For a discussion of those obstacles, see Steven Williams, The Main Barriers to Scaling Successful Charter Schools Are Political, Not Substantive, CTR. FOR REINVENTING PUB. EDUC. (Feb. 2020), https://crpe.org/the-main-barriers-to-scaling-successful-charter-schools-are-political-not-substantive/ [https://perma.cc/T75X-JN4Z]. Instead, we use the charter school experience to instantiate a financially and academically feasible transition path to broad portfolios of new-school options, many of which avoid union and other objections to charter schools. See supra
Qualifying the potential of this second proposal are doubts about the generalizability of the proof of concept provided by the success of one category of charter schools. The strategy also may be both too constrained (limited as it is to a particular location, building, and collection of individuals definitive of a “school”) and too elastic (allowing family choices over time to undermine schools’ commitment to enhanced learning for underserved populations in favor of the parochial, segregative, and learning-resistant tendencies of home, private, and unregulated charter options at the other end of the spectrum). Our only response to these concerns is the ability of charter and innovation schools to improve the educational outcomes of underserved populations in different locations for a quarter century despite vast difference in their instructional models, suggesting the value of focusing on more flexible school governance and democratic structures, rather than particular school policies. That confidence increases insofar as schools in each system’s portfolio hold themselves accountable to families not only through choice mechanisms and publicly enforced commitments to serve the underserved, but also through our first proposal’s family-empowering plan-based mechanisms.511

3. System-focused design

Devolving decision making to the student or school level likely will enhance districts’ and schools’ disposition to change. So will turning districts’ and schools’ attention outward in search of flexibly customizable services, curricular and programmatic content, school models, students, and staff—and also the facilitated professional learning needed to leverage and iteratively improve combinations of these resources.512 Systems and schools might secure these resources from other educational entities (e.g., community and four-year colleges), other government agencies (e.g., ones providing physical or mental health, nutrition, and youth-development services), as well as community-based, non-profit, and market providers and through connections with students and educators different from their own.

notes 157–164 and accompanying text (describing varieties of innovation schools that avoid most objections to charter schools).
511. See infra Section III.C.2.
512. See Chu et al., Fundamental 4, supra note 78, at 25 (describing the benefits of having teachers work in conjunction with parents to improve learning).
Differentiation of services—whether by student (Design 1), by school (Design 2), on a broader basis (as encompassed by this Design 3), or through some combination—and widening of available services requires more access to service options, training in their use, and means of appraising and spreading information about their effectiveness than any family-educator team or school can likely provide and use effectively on its own. Identifying the entity with the efficient ability and responsibility to coordinate the necessary access, facilitation, and accountability for multiple school teams and schools is the focus of this third, more schematic, design proposal.

School districts are an obvious candidate for this role, but the vast majority of them in the U.S. have only a handful of schools, making it difficult for them to secure effective access to services at the scale and scope imagined here. Larger districts, on the other hand—e.g., New York City’s, with nearly 2000 schools and 1 million students—face the opposite problem: diseconomies of scale that strongly dispose them to the hierarchically enforced uniformity that our designs aim to jettison. Because all districts are rooted in place, they also invite social segregation and funding disparities correlated with students’ race and economic status. Proposals to address these problems at the district level have long maintained the assumption of fixed territories, aiming to consolidate or regionalize smaller districts or break up larger ones in search of the right unit of uniform application across students and schools. Through most of the twentieth century, consolidation was in order, until critiques of bureaucratic governance associated with larger districts and opposition to the racial integration and wealth sharing turned influential publics against aggregation as of the 1990s. Today,


515. See, e.g., id. at 91–131 (critiquing bureaucratizing effects of consolidation and proposing alternatives); John Finnerty, Merging Schools:
proposals more often run in the direction of segregative and wealth-protecting “deannexation” of middle-class enclaves from districts struggling to serve large populations of less advantaged students of color.516

School districts thus are an anachronism. Established to be administrative units small enough to enable transparent community control and large enough to achieve economies of programmatic scale, their modern, often bureaucratized and interest-group-influenced forms leave many of them, especially in the nation’s cities, too big and centralized to function very democratically, while their geographic and brick-and-mortar confines leave even the largest of them too restricted to mobilize the range of resources students need. More to the point, the abiding connection between the twentieth century school district and the bureaucratic governance and interest-group influences responsible for public schools’ debilitating elision of “public” and “uniform,”517 make districts an unsuitable agent of differentiation and service innovation.

For these reasons, we propose a search for supplemental structures that gradually wean districts from bureaucracy, interest-group politics, and uniformity. We content ourselves for now with supplementary and gradual steps because of the deep transition-path problem that districts present: although they need to change, the broad assumption by friend and foe alike of their immutably bureaucratic and interest-group-influenced structures means that


517. See supra notes 113–137 and accompanying text (describing the connections political scientists have drawn between bureaucratic governance and interest-group politics).
they will have to surprise everyone by changing themselves. Yet, those very structures prevent them from knowing how to do so. The steps we suggest here are designed to help them gradually acquire that knowledge through incremental practical steps to solve pressing, immediate problems of daily practice.

A starting point is a variety of multi-district cooperative arrangements in which districts have willingly engaged for decades, often as their best defense against proposals to alter their boundaries or political structures to serve students better. These arrangements include districts (1) allowing or requiring their students to attend regional schools of a type the district cannot afford to provide itself, as in the case of elementary and middle school districts that share a single comprehensive high school and districts that send their students to regional career and technical high schools or statewide schools for hearing and visually impaired students; (2) permitting students to transfer to other districts or regionally operated magnet programs using lottery-based admissions algorithms to achieve greater social integration while expanding access to academic programming; (3) sharing buildings, teachers, administrative staff,
and programs with other districts that, like their own, need resources they cannot fully afford, utilize at full capacity, or employ full time; and (4) electronically accessing courses offered in other districts or private schools that schools cannot efficiently field themselves—arrangements that, in this case, are not bounded geographically or by the public/private divide. In some cases—for example, state “schools for the blind” and regional technical high schools—legislatures define student eligibility and the services to be provided, and state officials run the program, reinforcing dispositions toward uniformity. In other more promising cases, however, legislation or regulations simply authorize agreements between local entities (schools or districts) and with public or private providers, letting those parties contractually develop partnerships and designs as needed.

Taking a further step, schools, districts, and charter management organizations recently have formed voluntary “improvement networks” that often cut across jurisdictional and other formal lines and engage skilled non-profits as a “hub” to facilitate

523. See, e.g., Ohio School Boards Ass’n, School Consolidation 4 (2011) (reporting on Ohio districts’ sharing of buildings, transportation, technology, attendance tracking, special needs programs, and district administrators and districts’ cooperative purchase of liability and worker’s compensation insurance and utility services); Emilia Otte, Shoreline Schools Plan Language Learning Partnership, Conn. Examiner (May 6, 2021), https://ctexaminer.com/2021/05/06/shoreline-schools-plan-language-learning-partnership/ (explaining a Connecticut school district partnership to offer language classes using remote-learning capabilities developed during pandemic).

524. See, e.g., Louisiana Dep’t of Educ., Supplemental Course Academy, La. Believes, https://www.louisianabelieves.com/courses/supplemental-course-academy (explaining program providing state funding for Louisiana high school students enrolling in credit-bearing online courses offered by other Louisiana school districts, colleges, and private providers in variety of subjects not available locally); Shimron, supra note 318 (reporting on a Catholic Virtual program offering online elective and advanced classes to Catholic schools nationwide).

525. See supra notes 520–521.
cross-jurisdictional cooperation. Such networks share our goal of “transform[ing] partner schools’ systems into learning institutions that continuously improve their designs and delivery of services, accelerating equitable access to high-quality education.” To develop the “improvement mindsets” that learning institutions require, participants engage in structured system disruption or insurgency of just the sort described in our discussion of transition paths. Facilitated by the hub in focusing on one or a succession of jointly defined “equity-centered” aims—say, better assisting underserved high schools students to choose among and achieve college or career goals—network participants use continuous-improvement methods in collaboratively articulating a shared problem of practice; conducting causal analysis; rapidly testing, evaluating, and adjusting shared improvement ideas that emerge; and codifying, spreading, and adapting the network’s learning across and beyond network participants. Because these arrangements have no legislatively mandated, geographic or even contractual indicia of permanence, they offer substantial flexibility. For the same reasons, they do not formally impinge on district sovereignty even to the extent that contracts do. And the opportunity to join with other actors to address shared problems of practice incentivizes participation even absent an initial commitment to the broader goal of systematic change.

In the wake of the pandemic, families and educators are demanding that districts and schools look outward for content, curriculum, technology, internships, professional learning, supplemental programs, and groups of students seeking similar services—just as all did on the fly during the crisis but now at sufficient scale to make them cost-effective. Families and educators also seek new ways of collaborating to identify problems and the solutions made available by expanded service options. To meet these demands and promote differentiation and service innovation, we propose that state legislatures and education departments create

527. Id. at 13.
528. Id.; see supra notes 481–484 and accompanying text.
transition paths through funding and (de)regulatory incentives for the formation of

- contractually organized regional or other groupings of districts, charter management organizations, and schools seeking procurement and operational efficiencies;
- even more fluid networks of those entities convened to solve shared problems of practice, in the process exploring system-focused governance change; and
- concentrations of public and private (perhaps limited to non-profit) service providers, school designers and operators, and network and professional-learning facilitators.

The problem- or subject-matter-based groupings within which these partnerships operate should be as racially and economically diverse as is logistically possible. The arrangements should replace bureaucratic and geographic mandates in the process of maximizing school teams’, schools’ and districts’ capacity for differentiation, access to services, and ability to adjust services rapidly in response to changing conditions or evidence that existing plans are not working. And the arrangements should include robust mechanisms for enabling families and other constituents of the various partners to help identify and decide among the possibilities.

The hope is that, through both contractual arrangements maximizing access to services and participation in improvement networks addressing shared problems of practice, districts and schools will gradually broaden their horizons, absorbing new service- and improvement-oriented mindsets. Focal points would be new structures beyond bureaucratic ones, new resources beyond local boundaries, and new sources of authority and expertise beyond central staffs and including client populations. The hope, as well, is that as districts and schools free themselves from the iron constraints of administrative jurisdiction, location, brick and mortar buildings, fixed schedules, and in-person interactions among a finite number of staff in predetermined roles, they will discover new ways of integrating their students with others different from themselves, financing services through means other than local taxation, and staffing activities by need not role. Over time, contractual and informal networking relationships may displace whole categories of bureaucratic activity and create new nodes of decision making that cross lines between jurisdictions, between people providing and
receiving services, and—through the instrumentality of facilitative network hubs—between civil society’s public and private domains.530

Efforts to create arrangements of these sorts face many obstacles. Bureaucratic districts have many flexibility-slaying ways of enforcing contracting and procurement procedures and provisions, as do courts that enforce them.531 Our own research demonstrates, as well, that participation in improvement networks, as voluntary as it is in theory, succeeds best only if participating districts and schools, guided by the hub, adhere to data-focused and collaborative mindsets and behaviors, employ rigorous continuous-improvement methodologies (disciplined testing and adjustments of change ideas and examination of network data to identify implementation failures), and meaningfully integrate system leaders into the network’s activities and engage them in substantial ways with frontline actors—all steps that are “countercultural” and “unsettling” to “traditional modes of working in . . . bureaucratic, hierarchical, departmentally siloed, competitive, and [compliance-] driven” systems.532 Manifestly, not every system will bend its mindsets and behaviors in the new directions flexible contracting and improvement networks allow in order to differentiate and proliferate services. Some surely will bend the arrangements back in the direction of mandated uniformity. The hope remains, however, that—motivated by the threat of declining enrollment and associated funding533—enough

530. Teachers unions must evolve along with their district partners for the same reasons and via similar incremental shifts in mindsets and governance. See Chu, supra note 463 and accompanying text.
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public-school systems will bend towards a family-focused future to enable them to attract “enough people” into the shared liberal democratic venture of public education to enable our diverse and individualistic nation to cohere.

D. Public Democratic Education in a New Age of Book Banning

What, then, is public and what is democratic about the revitalized school systems that this Part illustrates? In none of our three redesigns does a public body selected by voters specify a set of educational services that all students receive in common for the collective benefit of all of the nation’s people. On the contrary, each arrangement gives families a substantial say in what happens to their children, with the assumption that each family will exercise that influence in their own interest and that different children will receive different services. From this perspective, all three designs withhold the equal treatment that might be thought essential to both the public and democratic character of education. All three, it might be said, validate individual family choice—individual liberty—that threatens the equal and thus the public and democratic character of education.

Equality, however, has two requirements that belie the assumption to which bureaucracies adhere that “equal” always means “same.” Together, these two features of equality require an uneasy collaboration between publicness, democracy, liberty, and the public good. Just as equality requires the state to treat like people alike, it also requires the state to treat different people differently. People—families in the education context—typically perceive violations of the second principle as violating their liberty, forcing them either to be someone they are not or to tolerate actions ill-suited to their wants and needs. Such actions also, however, violate other principles. They treat people iniquitably by enabling some but not others to thrive; they undemocratically hamper individuals’ ability to shape government actions, and they generate outcomes inconsistent funding levels); supra notes 57–59, 242–270 and accompanying text (describing the magnitude of recent public education enrollment declines).

534. See generally Strauss, supra note 67, at 9 (critiquing legal principle that “likes be treated alike,” including because rules used to “increase[e] the chance that like cases will be treated alike . . . notoriously, force unlike cases to be treated alike”).
with the public (collective) good. The trick, then, is not to see democratic and public action as defining a single “good” to which all must adhere but rather to build some substantial component of public-mindedness or “virtue” into decisions individuals make collectively with an eye, as well, on their individual needs.

Each of our illustrative system redesigns aims for that fusion in three ways. First, each operates through a public structure, obligating the actors elected by the public or selected by elected officials to create a fair process within which each family’s individual choices interact with the choices of others. One might damn this feature by association with our “free market,” which some describe in similar terms. The difference, however, is that in each of the redesigns, the system’s public shepherds—unlike those responsible for economic markets—are obliged to regulate that process to assure full participation by all and thus actively to overcome, not accentuate, differences imposed by different levels of economic power.

In our first redesign, for example, school systems create structures through which all families and students exercise agency over students’ differentiated instructional plans—structures that of necessity must account for the different levels of resources, time, and problem-solving experience each family brings to bear. In the second redesign, school systems create a structure through which families exercise choice among only publicly validated schools that must successively prove their public worth over time; which all families are invited and enabled to participate in developing; about which all families have equal access to the same information; among which all families have equal power to choose in a public lottery; and through each of which the families that make up the school act as a collective influence on the school and school system as a whole. In the third redesign, these same features operate across a broader geographic or networked terrain and include not only individual families and schools but also the collection of families served by each partner school district, charter management organization, social service agency, and the like as another developmental and choice-making participant.

Second, each illustrative redesign makes racial and economic integration of families a required objective of its collective decision making and implementation structures. Doing so fosters families’ public-regarding habits as they serve and advocate for the interests of their own child and the child’s education plan, classroom, and school, to think sympathetically and pragmatically, as well, about the needs
and interest of the diverse other students who share their child’s fate. As educators and others active in the process of educating children know, most parents will never subordinate the interest of their children to other interests, even if they at times will subordinate their own interests to the common good. Only, therefore, by structurally and visibly aligning other children’s interests with those of their own children can their actions be nudged in a public-regarding direction. And integration is by far the best way to accomplish that goal—not mainly because children learn better when they attend school with students of different races and from different social and cultural backgrounds (although evidence suggests that all children do learn better in such situations), but because all children learn better if their families’ public advocacy and support benefits not only their children, but also their children’s peers.535

Third, each illustrative redesign has important collaborative problem-solving mechanisms that bring families together to improve education generally, be it in developing individual student plans, developing new or reinvigorating existing schools, or creating inter-district, inter-disciplinary, and public-private partnerships. Particularly in an era in which individuals’ political priors make cooperation that requires pre-agreement on broad objectives impossible, the only way past tribal, conflictual, even violent political interactions is to “pin disputes about knowledge, principles, and values down to [the] particulars” of the problem and solution that are under close consideration and direct observation.536 All families will never agree on whether the primary objective of public education is their own and their children’s economic well-being, the nation’s, or something individually or collectively more encompassing than either of those ends. But most can agree that enabling their children more effectively to read, cipher, conduct and evaluate experiments, get along with each other, effectively exercise executive functions and determination, and experience happiness is worthwhile and that it is worth cooperating with each other to remove obstacles to their children’s next step in those directions. Each of the imagined systems takes advantage of this crucial capacity for participatory, socially cohesive improvement efforts by creating structures that enable families to check their broader disagreements at the door, get down to particulars, and let the question whether proposed strategies work

535. See Liebman, Desegregating Politics, supra note 13, at 1614–35.
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according to collectively chosen success measures guide their cooperation. After doing so, moreover, participants may come to see what they have and believe in common in the midst of their broader disagreements. Democratic in the breadth of participation and deliberation it imagines, public in the capacity it gives people to act, create, and solve problems in concert, these mundane mechanisms may be the new systems’ most important contributions to the restoration of public education and of public life in general.

CONCLUSION

Public democratic education is disintegrating in the United States, and family moves prompted by the pandemic are accelerating the process. Central to the deterioration is an unfortunate acceptance on the part of many of public schooling’s advocates and opponents that to be public and democratic, education requires uniformity and family passivity as to the where, when, what, and how of public instruction—i.e., that education must be substantially centralized, mandatory, and monochrome. During the pandemic, however, school systems found it difficult to settle upon, much less to mandate and implement, clear, centralized, and standardized practices apart from prescribing under pressure from public health officials early on and public teachers unions thereafter that public education would not for the most part take place where, when, and how it always had taken place in the past. In default of sensible and predictable public mandates, public-school systems left families and educators on their own to make do as best they could, removing as viable options family passivity and uniformity as to students’ education. To varying but significant degrees, public schooling as thus understood by its proponents and opponents ceased to exist during the pandemic.

Public schools’ competitors and opponents took advantage of the situation, operating—often in person—with greater flexibility and responsiveness to rapidly changing circumstances than public schools and systems. Even public schools’ staunchest parent allies found themselves giving up on public schools, as they so transparently struggled to operate and educate kids absent the old or any workable uniformities, choosing privatized educational services more suited to children’s needs and the demands of the public-health crisis.

Now, in the wake of the pandemic, many public-school systems are reestablishing mandates and demanding uniformity by forbidding families, educators, and schools to maintain or build on the
flexibilities and innovations that online, hybrid, and out-of-school options provided. In hopes of restoring family passivity on these and other aspects of the where, when, what, and how of education, school systems are reverting to the accepted narrative about what public democratic education is, reenforcing privatizers’ critique of public schools and invitation to families to abandon them in favor of alternatives more attuned to their children’s differentiated needs and more consistent with parents’ racial, religious, cultural, and ideological identities.

As we have shown, however, mandated standardization and family passivity are not necessary ingredients of public democratic education. The view that they are proceeds from a fallacy: that education succeeds mainly by treating likes alike through mandated uniformity. If that proposition were true, then families’ instinctive recognition—deeply underscored by the pandemic—that their children have interests and needs different from those of many other children would leave them with little choice but to segregate their children into schools with the smaller number of other children who are like them, even if those turn out to be schools with only children who are racially, religiously, and culturally like their own—including schools that work hard to preserve that separate and separatist identity.

A modernized version of public democratic education recognizes that equality, as well as liberty and the public good, depend more these days on treating children with different strengths and needs differently than on treating all children alike. Central structures must aim more for diversification and family and educator agency than for uniformity and central mandates. This Article offers three designs for structurally diversified public systems that individually or collectively would help reverse public education’s disintegration—one diversified to the student level, another to the school level, and another across the variety of resources broadly cooperative systems and service provision can bring to bear. By adopting governance and political structures that maximize family agency and choice, socially integrating schools, and engaging in deeply participatory and deliberative co-creation and problem-solving, systems like these can turn the dramatic new forces—the family moves—the pandemic has loosed from centrifugal ones that divide and disconnect people into centripetal ones that operate collectively and help the nation cohere. New structures like these can revamp and revitalize the public and democratic features that once made
education the engine of the nation's and its peoples' expanded horizons, growth, and solidarity.

What remains to be seen is whether post-pandemic relief at students' ability to go back to school, together with school systems' fear of further exposing families to how bad the situation is, mutes efforts for change—or whether, on the other hand, stock-taking about newly revealed family desires and the value of family agency, and consolidation and continuation of pandemic-necessitated improvisation, motivate change efforts. In the answer to that question may lie the revival or last gasps of the nation's once mighty system of public democratic education.